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One of the first Anglo-Americans to record their travels to New Mexico, Dr. Rowland Willard
(1794–1884) journeyed west on the Santa Fe Trail in 1825 and then down the Camino Real into
Mexico, taking notes along the way. This edition of the young physician’s travel diaries and
subsequent autobiography, annotated by New Mexico Deputy State Librarian Joy L. Poole, is a
rich historical source on the two trails and the practice of medicine in the 1820s.Few Americans
knew much about New Mexico when Willard set out on his journey from St. Charles, Missouri,
where he had recently completed a medical apprenticeship. The growing commerce with the
Southwest presented opportunities for the ambitious doctor. On his first day travelling the plains
of the Santa Fe Trail, he met the mountain man Hugh Glass, who regaled Willard with stories of
his wilderness experiences. Conducting a physical examination of Glass, Dr. Willard provided
the only eye witness medical account of Glass’s deformities resulting from a grizzly bear attack.
Willard referred to the mountain man as Father Glass, a testimony to his age. He visited Santa
Fe, practiced medicine in Taos, then traveled south to Chihuahua, arriving during a measles
epidemic. Willard treated patients in Mexico for two years before returning to Missouri in
1828.Willard’s narrative challenges long-accepted assumptions about the exact routes taken by
pack trains on the Santa Fe Trail. It also provides thrilling glimpses of a landscape densely
populated with wildlife. The doctor describes “a great theater of nature,” with droves of elk and
buffalo, and “wolf and antelope skipping in every direction.” With his traveling companions he
hunted buffalo by crawling after them on all fours, afterward making jerky out of bison meat and
boats out of their hides. Willard also details his medical practice, offering a revealing view of
physicians’ operating practices in a time when sanitation and anesthesia were rare.The Santa
Fe Trail and Camino Real took Willard on the journey of a lifetime. This account recalls the early
days of the Santa Fe Trail trade and westward American migration, when a doctor from Missouri
could cross paths with mountain men, traders, Mexican clergymen, and government officials on
their way to new opportunities.

WORLDWIDE ACCLAIM for What We Become:"Mr. Pérez-Reverte is an accomplished
storyteller, and anyone nostalgic for the lost, elegant days when people dressed for dinner and a
tuxedo was obligatory in casinos will find much to delight them here...This thoroughly enjoyable
novel cries out to be made into a movie." ― The Wall Street Journal"[a] riveting and intricately
layered historical novel." ― O Magazine“Sparkling with witty dialogue, this elegantly translated
thriller is enthusiastically recommended to sophisticated readers and those who wish to be.” ―
Library Journal, Starred Review“Perez-Reverte summons the romantic spirit of an old black-and-
white movie: impossibly glamorous, undeniably wistful.” ― Kirkus, STARRED REVIEW"Pérez-
Reverte, who has written of women and adventure before, along with crime and



betrayal,combines them all here in a hypnotic rhapsody of a novel that drinks freely from many
genres: historical epic, Hitchcockian thriller, and, above all, grand love story, both heartbreaking
and deliciously sexy. Pérez-Reverte masterfully,excruciatingly, jumps back and forth between the
three encounters, playing the reader’s emotions masterfully and creating as much tension
through the love story as through the derring-do and the betrayals that stain both. An intoxicating
entertainment, pulsing with life but, at the same time, with a kind of damp, hidden lament for all
that was and is no more.” ― Booklist, starred review“Perez-Reverte is a highly accomplished
author whose books inhabit the chasm between genre and literary fiction.” ― BookBrowse“[What
We Become] is an extraordinary novel of love and adventure,passion and intrigue, emotion,
betrayal and reunions spanning across four decades of the troubled twentieth century and
represented by three fascinating times and places.” ― El Mundo“Beautiful language, a gripping
story, authenticcharacters and fascinating sceneries – these are the ingredients for anexcellent
novel.” ― Nordeutscher Rundfunk“A great love story...a fresh documentation of the lost history of
Europe.” ― El Pais“What We Become is breathtakingly written.” ― Westdeutscher
Rundfunk“Romance, life, desire and adventure, all told byPérez-Reverte in the best way
possible.” ― La Vanguardia“What We Become is a brilliant novel which takes us into the
nostalgic world of tango,love,and crime.” ― Neue Zurcher ZeitungPart of Oprah's "6 Love Stories
You Won't Be Able to Put Down" list:"This riveting, intricately layered historical novel follows two
paramours: Mesha is the beautiful wife of a famous composer, and Max is a charming con artist
and spy. Their illicit affair begins aboard a luxury liner traveling from Lisbon to Buenos Aires." ―
Oprah's Book Club"This book is a masterpiece. It reads like a classic film. The story moves
effortlessly between the dance halls of 1920s Buenos Aires, to a chess tournament in 1960s
Italy, and back to Nice in the '30s. Max, a gentleman thief,meets Mecha, the beautiful wife of a
famous composer, when he's working as a ballroom dancer on an ocean liner. It's his job to keep
escorted women entertained. As you read, you can practically here the music as they are
dancing. Their paths cross several more times in the intervening years, each time leaving its
mark on them and their shared histories. As two of his capers escalate you find Max in two
different nail biting moments at the same time, each making you turn pages faster and faster.
WHAT WE BECOME does what Arturo Pérez-Reverte does best. He transports you to another
place in time, and leaves you feeling nostalgic when the the book ends." -- John Kwiatkowski ―
Murder By The BookPraise for InternationalBestselling Author, Arturo Pérez-Reverte:“John le
Carre meets Gabriel Garcia Marquez…” ― The Wall Street Journal“Few contemporary writers
conjure up derring-do as well as well as Arturo Pérez-Reverte.” ― – The Christian Science
Monitor“Pérez-Reverte’s literary thriller explodes withhistory, heartbreak [and] determination…”
― – Entertainment WeeklyAbout the AuthorArturo Pérez-Reverte is the #1 internationally
bestselling author of many critically acclaimed novels, including The Club Dumas, The Queen of
the South, and The Siege, which won the International Dagger Award from the Crime Writers’
Association. A retired war journalist, he lives in Madrid and is a member of the Royal Spanish
Academy. His books have been translated into more than forty languages and have been



adapted to the big screen.
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AMERICAN TRAILS SERIES XXVOver the Santa Fe Trailto MexicoThe Travel Diaries and
Autobiography of Dr. Rowland WillardEDITED BYJOY L. POOLETHE ARTHUR H. CLARK
COMPANYAn imprint of the University of Oklahoma PressNorman, Oklahoma20152800 Venture
DriveNorman, Oklahoma 73069Publication of this book is made possible through the generosity
of Edith Kinney Gaylord.Copyright © 2015 by the University of Oklahoma Press, Norman,
Publishing Division of the University. Manufactured in the U.S.A.All rights reserved. No part of
this publication may be reproduced, stored in a retrieval system, or transmitted, in any form or by
any means, electronic, mechanical, photocopying, recording, or otherwise—except as permitted
under Section 107 or 108 of the United States Copyright Act—without the prior permission of the
University of Oklahoma Press.For information about permission to reproduce selections from
this book, write to Permissions, University of Oklahoma Press, 2800 Venture Drive, Norman,
Oklahoma 73069 or email rights.oupress@ou.edu.Over the Santa Fe Trail to Mexico: The Travel
Diaries and Autobiography of Dr. Rowland Willard is Volume 25 in the American Trails
Series.This eBook was converted from the original source file by a third-party vendor. Readers
who notice any formatting, textual, or readability issues are encouraged to contact the publisher
at ebooks@ou.edu.To my mother, Helen Joy Geer, and author David J. WeberContentsList of
IllustrationsAcknowledgmentsEditorial MethodIntroductionTHE DIARIESDiary 1: May 6, 1825–
January 20, 1827Diary 2: August 12, 1827–May 18, 1828Autobiography of Dr. Rowland
WillardAppendix 1. Dr. Willard’s Medical BooksAppendix 2. Dr. Willard’s Accounts,
1828NotesBibliographyIndexIllustrationsMAPSSanta Fe TrailEl Camino RealInterior of Western
United States and Northeastern MexicoFIGURESDr. Willard’s saddlebagFacsimile of Rowland
Willard’s diaryRowland Willard as an elderly manMasonic apron of Rowland WillardRowland
Willard, Jr., family portraitSpanish baroque cathedral in Chihuahua, MexicoDr. Willard’s
scarificatorAcknowledgmentsON ONE OF my first days as a librarian at the New Mexico State
Library in 2005, we received a letter from Bonhams auction house in San Francisco, California.
Dr. Martin Gammon requested information on a pocket diary to be auctioned by Bonhams. The
diary was purported to have been written by Dr. Rowland Willard while he traveled the Santa Fe
Trail. Richard Akeroyd, then New Mexico state librarian, asked me to respond to the inquiry. He
knew of my interests in western trails and, in particular, my reputation as “mother of the Santa Fe
Trail Association.” Essentially, Dr. Gammon wondered if New Mexico scholars might be able to
verify Dr. Willard’s travels in the West. I contacted Dr. Marc Simmons, who knew that a physician
by the name of Willard had lived briefly in Taos. I provided Dr. Gammon a favorable response.
Coincidentally, in the summer of 2005 I was scheduled to travel to San Francisco, where I had
the opportunity to examine and read portions of the diary. I immediately realized it provided new
information on early routes, travelers, and international trade activity on the Santa Fe Trail and El
Camino Real.Willard’s diary was subsequently sold by Bonhams in 2005 and added to the
Western Americana Collection at Yale University’s Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript Library.



The following year, I booked a flight to Connecticut and spent the first of many vacations
deciphering Dr. Willard’s clinical penmanship and transcribing the diary into a digital format.
While there, Dr. George Miles, curator of Western Americana, informed me of other interesting
materials in the Rowland and Elizabeth Willard Manuscript Collection. On my second research
trip to the Beinecke Library, I discovered that Dr. Willard had written not only a diary but also an
autobiography, many decades later. The autobiography expanded on scant information in the
diary, which he had written quickly by campfire or in the midst of early morning or noonday
sojourns on the trail. Subsequently, on my third research trip, I learned that the Beinecke Library
had secured what I called Dr. Willard’s return home diary. He recorded his travels across
northern Mexico to Matamoros, where in April 1828 he booked passage on a schooner to New
Orleans. There, he purchased a ticket on a steamboat to take him home to Saint Charles,
Missouri, where his wilderness journey had begun three years earlier.For their assistance in my
own journey to bring the writings of Dr. Willard to light, I gratefully acknowledge the following
people and institutions from Missouri: the late Bill Popp and Adam Coward, of the Saint Charles
Historical Society; the staff of the Missouri Historical Society in Saint Louis; Santa Fe Trail
Association member Mike Dickey, site administrator of the Arrow Rock State Historic Site and
State Park; Rod Larson of Arrow Rock; and David Sapp, Booneslick Road Association,
Columbia.The staff of the Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript Library at Yale offered inordinate
assistance during my research there, in particular George Miles and Karen Nagel. I’d also like to
extend a special note of gratitude to Dr. Howard Lamar, who graciously offered his
encouragement, perspective, and guidance.Dr. Ben Brown of El Paso, Texas, collaborated with
me on research and annotations for several passages pertaining to Mexico. I also benefited
enormously from the legacy of publications on the borderlands by the late Dr. David J. Weber of
Southern Methodist University. Dr. Weber’s guidance and insights provided clues to help identify
Dr. Willard’s acquaintances. In addition, I would like to acknowledge Clint Chambers, MD, a
retired surgeon who is also a member of the Santa Fe Trail Association. He shares my interests
in both the Santa Fe Trail and frontier medicine and provided knowledgeable explanations of
medicine, treatments, and nineteenth-century conditions.Early in my career, I had the good
fortune to meet Samuel P. Arnold and his second wife, Carrie, at the first Santa Fe Trail
Symposium in Trinidad, Colorado. Over the decades I was privileged to share many modern-day
adventures along the Santa Fe Trail while attending trail rendezvous or symposia. Our
conversations always revolved around western frontier history, including the era of the mountain
men, the Bent Brothers and Bent’s Fort, trail traders and their merchandise, music, and, of
course, food! Holly Arnold Kinney, now proprietress of the Fort restaurant in Morrison, Colorado,
continues her family’s legacy. Like her father, Holly has a keen interest in western history, which
is exemplified by her adept administration of the Tesoro Cultural Center.Steve Schmidt, David
Clapsaddle, and Leo Oliva, scholars who are members of the Santa Fe Trail Association,
eagerly responded to my research inquiries. The association, based in Larned, Kansas, is
composed of people of all ages and walks of life who are bound together by an interest in the



fascinating saga of the trail and the preservation of its many physical traces and landmarks that
remain today. Readers are encouraged to join the Santa Fe Trail Association at
www.santafetrail.org.The National Historic Publications and Records Commission and the
Association for Documentary Editing in Washington, D.C., provided me with a travel stipend to
attend the Institute for the Editing of Historical Documents. Additional funds supporting this
research came from Ray and Judy Dewey in their recognition of the importance of the Willard
project. I am also grateful to Frank Norris and Brooke Safford, both employees of the
Intermountain Long Distance Trails Group of the National Park Service; I worked in partnership
with them on two Challenge Cost Share grants awarded by the National Park Service to the
associations of the Santa Fe Trail and El Camino Real. The members of the End of the Trail
Chapter of the Santa Fe Trail Association also provided valuable research assistance.I greatly
appreciated the camaraderie extended to me by Dr. Rick Hendricks and Rob Martinez from the
Office of the New Mexico State Historian. Virginia Lopez and Faith Yoman, librarians of the
Southwest Collection, New Mexico State Library, assisted me tremendously, especially in
renewals of my long-overdue books. Chris Mueller provided valuable genealogical research on
traders and travelers. Other scholars who assisted me in the final stages of the manuscript
included Hal Jackson, Robert J. Torrez, and Joseph Sanchez. Melisa Galvan offered assistance
in identifying Matamoros merchants. Richard Salazar, retired archivist from the New Mexico
State Records Center and Archives, translated nineteenth-century Spanish documents. Craig
Timm and James Wilterding, both physicians, speculated on and deciphered Dr. Willard’s
nineteenth-century diagnoses and treatments.I would also like to thank the following: Katherine
M. Tassini, librarian for the Haddonfield (New Jersey) Historical Society and her staff; Nancy
Mathers of North Carolina, a descendant of Dr. Willard; Luis Urias Hermosillo of Chihuahua,
Mexico; Dawn Santiago of Las Cruces, New Mexico; and the staff of the University of Oklahoma
Press.I appreciated the unconditional love and support from my mother, Helen Marie Joy Geer,
who during the editing of this book endured an ever-changing medical landscape resulting from
her diagnosis of multiple myeloma. Complications from this disease ended my mother’s life, as
well as that of Dr. David J. Weber. Proceeds from this book will be donated to the International
Myeloma Foundation for their work toward discovering a cure.This book was constructed in
phases over a span of nearly ten years. Any false assumptions, omissions, or errors rest with me
in my eagerness to introduce this significant early contribution to the scholarship surrounding
these western trails. I hope Dr. Willard’s travels over the Santa Fe and Chihuahua Trails will spark
your interest in learning more about western trails and give you incentive to take your own
journey. Happy trails!JOY L. POOLEEditorial MethodEDITING THESE HISTORICAL
DOCUMENTS required numerous decisions in making these nineteenth-century diary passages
accessible to modern-day readers. Dr. Willard’s penmanship was quite small, a challenge only
compounded by his use of pencil and, later, quill and ink. It was sometimes difficult to distinguish
between the letters a and o, n and r, and a singular letter u or an i-and-e vowel combination. Dr.
Willard used capital letters randomly to begin a sentence or a thought, and at other times he



may have inserted them for emphasis. When words contained double letters, the acceptable
style at that time was to insert a capital letter, for example, F, M, or S in place of ff, mm, or ss.
These words have been spelled out with the double letters in the lower case. Dr. Willard also
used numerous abbreviations with superscripts, such as “Col” for Colonel or “Spts” for Spirits.
Some of these abbreviations have been spelled out, and the superscript letters have been
lowered for readability.Generally Dr. Willard’s spelling (or misspelling) of English words did not
obscure the intended meaning. However, proper names could be spelled any number of ways,
and his Spanish words, especially in the earlier entries, were often spelled phonetically. In many
of those doubtful instances, the deciphered word has been placed in brackets or footnoted with
an explanatory note to clarify a word or phrase. Some passages that are fully or partially
indecipherable have been noted as illegible in square brackets and in some instances partially
transcribed.Punctuation was often lacking in Dr. Willard’s diary, so modern punctuation was
inserted to assist with legibility. When ending a thought, or more likely for further emphasis, Dr.
Willard wrote a dash or underline. To simplify this modern edition, periods are placed at the ends
of sentences where it is clear that a complete thought was intended, or to aid the reader’s
comprehension. Some words also have an underscore in front for additional emphasis, which
have been retained. In some cases editorial additions are inserted in brackets to improve clarity
of meaning. Because the pocket diary was narrow, Dr. Willard divided many words into syllables
at the ends of lines, with an equal sign to indicate continuance on the next line. These equal
signs have been removed. Some entries were crossed out by Dr. Willard with a single line.
Where possible, these strike-throughs have been deciphered and left intact. Conversely, when
he read through his diary years later, he penciled in additional words or names of people, which I
have also inserted per his clarification. Some modern punctuation conventions have been
applied simply for the sake of consistency, such as placing dollar signs in front of numbers
instead of after.The original format of the diary entries has been modified in favor of a chronicle
by the date and/or days of the week. I have aligned the dates and days to the left margin and
bolded them for ease of reading. In some passages and instances while traveling, Dr. Willard
lost track of the day and/or date. The actual dates or days of the week have been enclosed in
square brackets when Dr. Willard did not provide them. In a few cases he wrote two entries on
the same day. These double entries have been combined into one.The autobiography was
written sometime prior to 1867. It was written in ink, with a larger penmanship, on higher-quality
paper. The present edition includes only the sections of the autobiography that pertain to
Willard’s travel experiences on the trails and residencies in Mexico. In the remainder of the
autobiography Willard recalls his childhood and his river trip down the Ohio River to the mouth of
the Ohio. He provides stories of influential men involved in the formation of Missouri’s early
territorial government and colorful sketches of life in Saint Charles. After his return to the United
States in 1828, he provides information on his travels back east to visit his family. He also
describes his business partnerships and career in the Midwest, as well as his marriage and
family life.As with the diaries, the autobiography required a number of editorial decisions in order



to ensure readability. Proper nouns have been capitalized, as in negroes to Negroes; arkansas
river to Arkansas river; calvary to Calvary. Occasionally, Willard would write a word twice; these
duplications have been removed. Dr. Willard’s writing generally lacked periods, but he liked to
use commas with the word “and” to connect phrases and sentences. It is highly possible that the
type of writing implement he used, the absorption quality of the paper, and his physical manner
of writing may have resulted in a tendency to leave marks resembling commas rather than
periods. When appropriate, periods have been inserted where no punctuation or a comma was
used originally. In addition, some uses of “and” or “&” have been eliminated to assist the reader.
Finally, the medical terms, medicines, and diseases Dr. Willard describes have been deciphered
as faithfully as possible.SANTA FE TRAILWillard’s route from Missouri through Indian Territory.
Copyright © 2015, University of Oklahoma Press.EL CAMINO REALWillard’s route from Taos to
Chihuahua, Mexico, September 15–November 5, 1825. Copyright © 2015, University of
Oklahoma Press.INTERIOR OF WESTERN UNITED STATES AND NORTHEASTERN
MEXICOWillard’s entire route beginning in Saint Charles, Missouri (May 6, 1825), and ending in
Saint Charles, Missouri (May 14, 1828). Copyright © 2015, University of Oklahoma
Press.IntroductionDR. ROWLAND WILLARD was the first U.S. physician to travel the entire
distance of the Santa Fe Trail from Saint Charles, Missouri, to Chihuahua, Mexico. His diaries
and autobiography provide a written record of his wilderness journeys over the Santa Fe Trail
and down the Chihuahua Trail portion of El Camino Real. His pocket diaries chronicle his daily
experiences on a wilderness journey from his home in Saint Charles, Missouri, beginning in May
1825. Sometime after he retired in 1867, Dr. Willard penned a descriptive autobiography that
expanded on his diary entries—writings that were hurriedly written while en route or later during
brief lulls in his daily practice.Throughout the spring of 1825, he heard about the formation of an
annual Santa Fe Trail expedition to Mexico, and in April he decided to join the foreign adventure.
To prepare, Willard purchased two horses, a saddle, and a bridle. Although he had a rifle, he
also placed an order for a set of rifle pistols to be made. As he waited for the gunsmith to finish
making his pistols, he grew anxious. While he knew the trade expedition had not left the upper
settlements of Missouri, there was some urgency if he were to rendezvous with the men
gathering at Fort Osage, Missouri, for their departure in May.Willard had recently completed a
medical apprenticeship in Saint Charles. Because he suffered from intermittent fevers caused by
malaria, the trip to the Southwest offered a better climate for his health. In addition, he knew of
lucrative business opportunities available as a result of commercial trade with Mexico on the
Santa Fe Trail, and the ambitious Dr. Willard was eager to make a success of his medical career.
In his own words, “I was now tiptoe for adventure.”The 1820s marked the first decade of
Missourians’ trade on the Santa Fe Trail. At first, many Missouri farmers used pack animals to
carry merchandise to Santa Fe. However, by 1824 cargo in larger quantities was transported in
wagons. The 1825 caravan Willard joined was divided into two groups. The advance group of
men traveling with pack animals was called “packers.” The second group traveled slower by
wagon. Willard traveled with the packers. They left the Blue River country of western Missouri



and followed the Santa Fe Trail until they reached the Arkansas River. There, the packers
followed the river for miles until reaching the Upper Crossing where they took the dry Cimarron
Route into New Mexico and over the mountains into Taos. In the first decade of the Santa Fe
trade many of the packers, after crossing the Cimarron River, followed an old buffalo road from
the plains over the Sangre de Cristo Mountains directly into Taos. The road used for centuries by
ciboleros (Spanish colonial buffalo hunters) or comancheros (Mexican traders) was referred to
as “the Spanish trace” or “the Spanish trail” by the Americans. The wagons had to continue on
the plains around the mountains into Santa Fe.In Taos the custom house officer waived the
import duties on Willard’s medicines, and he practiced medicine there for two months. He then
traveled south to Chihuahua, where he obtained a business license to open a medical practice.
Many of his patients consisted of the aristocracy of Chihuahua, including residents who had
been born in Spain. When these peninsulares were expelled from Mexico in 1828, Dr. Willard
was advised to leave Chihuahua as well. Deciding to return to the United States, he traveled
across northern Mexico and departed from the port city of Matamoros before arriving in New
Orleans. From there he traveled by steamboat up the Mississippi River to Saint Louis and
overland to Saint Charles.BIOGRAPHY OF WILLARDRowland Willard was born in Fort Ann,
New York, on August 4, 1794. As a young man he earned a living as a journeyman carpenter. In
1817 nine of his friends—all young men in their twenties—formed an exploring company bound
for the western United States, navigating the Allegheny River to the Ohio River. Willard was
intrigued and decided to join the group from its starting point in Olean, New York. The men
pooled their resources and bought a thirty-foot flatboat to float down the Ohio River. They had no
definite plan other than that each man would be at liberty to leave the group and stay at any river
community that seemed promising. By the time the group reached the mouth of the Ohio River,
the exploring company consisted of three men. Willard and his two companions traded their
flatboat for a skiff and successfully navigated upstream to Saint Louis, in Missouri Territory. At
that time, the Territory of Missouri was the western frontier of the United States. Willard recorded
his seventy-day journey on the Ohio River in a journal, which is unfortunately lost.Prior to leaving
on the Santa Fe Trail, Willard actively participated in the Saint Charles community. He was a
member of the local community band, the Masonic Lodge, and the Presbyterian church. He
became close personal friends with Missouri’s secretary of state, William Pettus, and other
politicians and businessmen. Pettus arranged for Governor McNair to provide Willard a letter of
introduction when he left for Mexico. It was designed in the form of a passport bearing the
impress of the great seal of the state. According to Dr. Willard, the official document provided
incalculable advantage to him afterward in his travels. When Willard returned from Mexico in
1828, he lingered only a day or two in Saint Charles and then headed east to New York to visit
his family, whom he had not seen in more than ten years.While visiting his family he helped them
financially by paying four hundred dollars for a deed of land his relatives owned. During the
second half of 1828, Dr. Willard attended classes at Jefferson Medical College in Philadelphia.
Owing to his strong abolitionist principles, he moved to Cincinnati, Ohio, where he established a



medical practice and opened a wholesale drugstore, one of the first west of the Allegheny
Mountains. While residing in Cincinnati, he offered his assistance to various Mexican patriots
who were living there after being banished from Mexico.Willard married Elizabeth S. Borland (b.
1814) in Cincinnati on June 27, 1832. After their conversion to the Baptist faith a year later, the
couple moved to Covington, Kentucky, where Dr. Willard helped establish the Western Baptist
Theological Institute.Later they moved to Indiana where they purchased a section of land from
three Indians and started the town of Oswego, Indiana. Willard practiced medicine and operated
a large farm where his house served as a station on the Underground Railroad. He continued to
speculate on land, built the Oswego Mills, and served on the board of directors to build the
Columbia, Oswego, and Leesburgh Plank Road. When the railroad came through his section of
land, he moved to Warsaw, Indiana, where he continued his practice until 1860. The Willards
lived in Indiana about nineteen years. Three sons survived childhood: Dr. Lyman W., a physician
and surgeon; Dr. Nelson L., a dentist; and Rowland Jr., Ph.D., a pharmacist. Rowland Jr. would
eventually own and operate Willard’s Pharmacy in Haddonfield, New Jersey, where Dr. and Mrs.
Rowland Willard retired in 1867. Willard Sr. died there seventeen years later, at the age of eighty-
nine, on March 10, 1884.THE INTERNATIONAL TRAIL OF COMMERCE BETWEEN
MISSOURI AND CHIHUAHUADuring the 1820s, a series of events set the lucrative international
trade into motion between Mexico and the United States along the Santa Fe and Chihuahua
Trails. In August 1821 Missouri was admitted to the United States as the twenty-fourth state.
Saint Charles was designated the first and temporary capital of Missouri. Then, in September of
that year, Mexico gained its independence from Spain. By November, William Becknell, from
Franklin, Missouri, arrived in Santa Fe with pack horses laden with American trade goods, which
he marked up and sold at significant profit. The Santa Fe Trail trade was officially open. Fur
trappers, farmers, and businessmen in Missouri were eager to earn income from international
commerce with Santa Fe. Once the trade caravans were established, the goods brought from
the United States disrupted the monopoly Chihuahua merchants had held in supplying New
Mexico residents with goods transported along the Chihuahua Trail. Annual expeditions formed
from Missouri to Mexico and, to a lesser extent, from Mexico to Missouri. Both the states of
Chihuahua, located on the northern frontier of Mexico, and Missouri, then considered the
western frontier of the United States, were destined to benefit economically from a symbiotic
relationship of burgeoning international commerce.Though most trade expeditions after 1821
went from Missouri to Mexico, Mexico had an impact on individual Missourians, and their
pocketbooks, well into the mid-1800s. America’s first financial crisis, the Panic of 1819, had
lasted three years. By 1821 the impact of the financial crisis had reached Missouri, resulting in
an economic depression. With little money in circulation, Missourians resorted to a bartering
system of exchange. The Bank of Missouri, chartered in 1817, suffered financially due to the
Panic of 1819 and failed completely in 1822.While Missouri’s economy was faltering, its frontier
commerce soon came to rely on silver specie pouring in from Chihuahua as a result of the Santa
Fe trade. This currency in the form of Spanish dollars or coins also known as “pieces of eight”



was made of precious silver metals from the mines of northern Mexico. The minted coins were
recognized by the U.S. government as legal tender through 1857. Once in circulation, the coins
saved the economy of Missouri from complete collapse. As trade flourished between Mexico
and the United States, beaver pelts, specie, and mules were exported from Mexico to Missouri
and beyond.Meanwhile, Santa Fe and Chihuahua residents eagerly purchased imported cloth
from the United States. While wool was available in vast quantities in Mexico, there was no cloth
manufacturing available in Santa Fe. Instead, clothing was made of animal skins and coarse
homespun wool. Cotton cloth accounted for most of the merchandise transported from Missouri
to Santa Fe and Chihuahua in the early days of the Santa Fe trade.1 Mine owners, bankers,
traders, and businesspeople from both frontier regions were able to capitalize on what would
become a profitable run on imports and exports between the two nations for the next six
decades.In January 1825 the U.S. government published a report detailing the merchandise
traded and transported along the Santa Fe Trail. Most of the information came from Augustus
Storrs, a resident of Franklin, Missouri, who had quickly established himself as an authority on
the trail. Pablo Obregón, the Mexican minister to the United States, immediately sent a copy of
Storrs’ report to his government. By March 28, 1825, the Mexican office of foreign relations
asked the governors of New Mexico and Chihuahua for their evaluation of Storrs’ report. The
newly elected governor of New Mexico, Antonio Narbona, refrained from comment, but
Governor José de Urquidi of Chihuahua provided the following response to the minister of
foreign relations: Trade with the United States would help civilize the New Mexicans, “giving
them the ideas of culture which they need to improve the disgraceful condition that characterizes
the remote country where they live, detached from other peoples of the Republic.”2 Would-be
traders with a keen eye for investing in goods not available to residents in Mexico and willing to
take a risk transporting merchandise westward on the Santa Fe Trail could make substantial
profits. Storrs’ report was an important economic stimulant to ambitious Missouri settlers who
needed silver specie and marketable commodities after years of economic depression resulting
from the Panic of 1819.MEDICAL TRAINING AND EDUCATIONPrior to his medical training
Willard had worked as a carpenter. The financial depression affected his ability to earn a living,
requiring him to evaluate his own financial situation. To gain a steadier stream of income, Willard
rented out the brick home he owned on Main Street in Saint Charles. After years of struggling
with the economic downturn, Willard sold his carpentry tools, having decided, as he phrased it in
his autobiography, “to make a transition from physical to mental employment.” Dr. Jeremiah
Millington had approached young Willard, who had built the doctor’s home, with an offer for
Willard to study medicine. Jeremiah, along with his brother Seth Millington, had arrived in Saint
Charles in 1799. Both Millington brothers were graduates of the University of Pennsylvania’s
Medical College of Philadelphia, one of the earliest medical schools in the United States. On the
frontier, individuals interested in pursuing a career in the medical profession commonly spent
three years as apprentices to a medical practitioner. Dr. Millington’s generous offer included
living quarters on the second floor above Millington’s drugstore and post office, which was



conveniently located on Saint Charles’s Main Street, one block from Missouri’s temporary state
capitol.It was not unusual that Millington operated a drugstore as part of his practice. Due to the
isolation on the frontier, early doctors were required to be self-sufficient; they often compounded
their own medicines from their herb gardens or from plants and roots they gathered. Seth
Millington was one of the largest landowners in Saint Charles, where he and Jeremiah had
obtained several concessions from the Spanish government. By 1802 they had planted fifty
acres of castor bean plants and subsequently opened a castor oil factory employing sixty
workers to press beans and bottle castor oil.3 As Seth continued to farm castor bean plants, he
expanded his operations to include mulberry orchards for silkworm production, botanical flower
gardens, and medicinal herbs. Beyond their family’s drugstore, Jeremiah Millington advertised
his services for “Medicine, Surgery and Midwifery” in the newspaper.From the medical books
listed in Willard’s autobiography, it appears that Dr. Millington taught according to the
instructional method he received at the University of Pennsylvania, using similar medical
curricula. Willard studied all the subjects of anatomy, materia medica and botany, chemistry,
physiology, pathology, and clinical medicine. Willard learned his lessons from medical textbooks
while working in Millington’s drugstore and serving as the deputy postmaster. The arrangement
of working in the drugstore proved beneficial as the pharmaceutical sales improved Willard’s
business acumen and broke up the monotony of daily studies.As an apprentice, his anatomy
studies were supplemented by two anatomical dissections on human cadavers. During this time,
the examination or dissection of corpses was only permitted if they were obtained legitimately.
Dr. Millington and his apprentice, Willard, knew both men. The first was Major Mee, who during a
time of peace had opened a military school, where Willard enrolled as a student. The major had
relied on the military for employment and his income, and the school did not sustain him
financially. According to Willard,added to these troubles, it appeared in the finale of his career
that some family difficulties had annoyed him, & so it was, he retired a few miles in the country
where he wrote a short will. Disposing of what he had to several legates & lastly his body to Dr.
Millington for dissection, stating that he had endeavored to make himself useful while alive, &
desirous to be so after his death, had bequeathed his body for scientific purposes. We sent a
man for his remains but they were of little use aside for his bones. He had spoiled his cranium
with discharging two pistols through his temples thus immolating himself without cause or
purpose.The cadaver of the other man Willard examined was a French general named Millers
who offered Willard fencing instructions. During his first and only lesson, Willard stated,while
giving me my lesson, he would stand during the pause between the several exercises, & place
his forehead upon the hilt of his sword & in broken English say “my head ache very bad.” But
after taking one lesson of him he took [to] his bed & in some two weeks, died of abscess on the
brain. After his death we sawed off the top of his cranium, where we found a cist laying upon the
dura mater, containing rather more than a gill of blood. This blood must have been collecting for
a considerable time & forming its own receptacle.Willard, like other American physicians of the
time, was influenced by the medical teachings of Dr. Benjamin Rush, who had also taught the



Millington brothers at the University of Pennsylvania. Dr. Rush believed that diseases were
manifested by fever, “due to the accumulation of a bodily poison that exerted its harmful effect by
causing nervous constriction of the small blood vessels. His therapy was designed to rid the
body of the poison and to bring about a relaxation of the nervous excitement. . . . Elimination was
promoted by bleeding, administering drugs to induce vomiting, purging, sweating, and
salivation, and by drawing the poison to the surface by cupping (applying suction cups) and
blistering the skin.”4 Rush’s widespread and long-lasting influence led Willard to learn the
technique of lancing and bleeding his patients and to practice many of Rush’s therapeutic
methods.By the time he left Missouri for Santa Fe, Dr. Willard was among a small number of
physicians who were well educated, articulate, and learned in the sciences of the day. He was
eager to launch a respectable career in a foreign land. At the campsite in Blue Springs, the first
day after leaving Fort Osage, he performed a physical examination of the mountain man Hugh
Glass, who had been mauled by a grizzly bear the previous year. Willard’s anatomical
description of Glass’s physical deformities (he called missing sections of Glass’s thigh and
shoulder blade “chasms”) is the only known written and authentic medical record of Glass’s
injuries. Throughout his travels, Willard routinely treated ailing traveling companions, dispensing
drugs from his portable pine medicine chests especially made for the trip.Once he settled in
Taos, the news of the presence of an American doctor quickly spread throughout the little
villages of the Taos Valley. His skill as a surgeon was soon established when he performed eye
surgery without the benefit of modern-day antibiotics or anesthesia. In his practice, he examined
a cross-section of the local population from farm families to the alcalde, or mayor of Taos, to the
chief of the Taos Indian pueblo. He frequently notes that patients compensated him with foods
they had gathered or grown. Within three months, he realized his goal of a lucrative medical
practice was not likely in Taos. The agricultural economy in the northern Mexican frontier, like the
Missouri frontier, was based on trade and barter. He discussed his medical career with his
American friends as they prepared to return to Missouri with the fall caravan. They advised him
to spend the winter in Taos and learn Spanish. The day after they left, Dr. Willard decided to
travel farther south into Mexico. He closed his practice and made futile attempts to collect on
accounts for his medical services.With letters of introduction from the governors of both Missouri
and New Mexico, he obtained a license and soon established his medical practice in Chihuahua.
Coincidently, he had arrived in Chihuahua during a measles epidemic. In fact, one of his patients
was his traveling companion, Augustus Storrs, who had recently been appointed as the U.S.
consul. In Chihuahua, Dr. Willard soon realized his ambitions to establish a lucrative medical
practice. He noted that he examined about twenty patients a day. During his journey and his
residencies in Mexico, he only recorded the names of his male patients, their conditions and
diagnoses, and the prescribed medicines or treatments rendered. Sadly, he often neglected to
record the names of his female patients, referring to them only as the “lady” of Priest ____ or Mr.
_____.Throughout his time in Chihuahua, Dr. Willard experienced an ongoing dilemma. Duties
of the Catholic priests included attending to the sick and infirm. Often when a patient’s condition



was deteriorating, the Catholic family simultaneously summoned Dr. Willard and their priest.
Frequently, if the priest arrived first, he had begun to administer the last rites, which included the
duties of extreme unction, a healing ritual. This put Dr. Willard in an awkward position for
negotiating access to the patient to diagnose and apply his medical ability. It seems, despite
both Willard’s Protestant-based bias against the Catholic faith and the delicacy of the situation,
that he exercised diplomacy.Overall, his skills as a physician were well regarded, and
government officials of Chihuahua asked him to head up a hospital, an assignment he
graciously declined. His historical record as the first American physician in northern Mexico
identifies a myriad of diseases and illnesses and provides a medical record of the course of
treatment prescribed for the time.THE WESTWARD ROUTEAs the frontier of Missouri was
being settled, the Boone’s Lick Road led westward from Saint Charles to the beginning of the
Santa Fe Trail in Franklin. A map of the Santa Fe route from Missouri was created by Dr. John H.
Robinson, who accompanied Zebulon Pike on his 1806 expedition. Residents of Saint Charles
owned copies of Pike’s 1806 journal, and Robinson’s map of Mexico was available to travelers
for ten dollars. Willard had likely read Pike’s journal, and undoubtedly a copy of Robinson’s map
was available for those traveling west once they departed from the Boone’s Lick Road to
rendezvous with those gathering for the annual Santa Fe expedition west. Joseph C. Brown, a
surveyor who accompanied George Sibley’s exploration of the Santa Fe route in the summer of
1825, also used Robinson’s map as a reference. Coincidentally, Sibley had worked with
Robinson at Fort Osage and therefore had learned about the route from Dr. Robinson.Modern-
day trail scholars rely on the writing and map from Josiah Gregg’s “Commerce of the Prairies,”
first published in 1844. Gregg, a naturalist, merchant, and author traveled the Santa Fe and
Chihuahua Trails multiple times beginning in the 1830s. Dr. Willard’s 1825 account of the Santa
Fe Trail provides a very early description of the route, campsites, and landmarks of an area not
previously explored (or exploited) by annual caravans of traders and merchants. Over time,
place names along the route developed from the storied events that occurred at a particular
stop, or for their botanical or geological features, a descriptive river crossing, or an available
water source. He traveled the route before many of the place names later associated with the
Santa Fe Trail were written into the annals of history, and his diaries predate Josiah Gregg’s
detailed account by nearly twenty years. Willard’s writings indicate that his trip was indeed a
wilderness journey.Segments of the Santa Fe Trail parallel the Arkansas River for dozens of
miles. Crossing the Arkansas River is frequently described in diaries by trail travelers, who often
faithfully recorded their daily miles traveled. One significant point requires further elaboration
with regard to the crossing of the Arkansas River. Dr. Willard’s firsthand account confirms for trail
scholars that the Upper Crossing of the Arkansas River near present-day Lakin, Kansas, was
evidently the preferred and usual route for crossing the Arkansas River throughout the 1820s.
Miles of sand hills lined the south side of the Arkansas River. Over time the intermittent flow of
Bear Creek cut a drainage channel through the sand hills, leaving a bed of river rock that
provided a solid foundation for wagons. Because of Josiah Gregg’s 1844 publication, scholars



have long assumed that the Middle or Cimarron Crossing of the Arkansas River was the main
wagon route. However, the Middle Crossing had a sandy river bottom, which was more
hazardous for wagons. Dr. Willard’s May 1825 caravan was followed by a wagon caravan
captained by Augustus Storrs a couple of weeks later. Both groups crossed the Arkansas River
at the Upper Crossing. That same summer, Sibley’s exploration party also crossed the Arkansas
River at the Upper Crossing.Willard’s autobiography reveals that south of the Upper Crossing,
near the Cimarron River, the group of packers encountered an eastbound caravan of Americans
and Spaniards. American trader Colonel Meredith Miles Marmaduke and an attorney and
businessman from Chihuahua, Don Manuel Simón de Escudero, one of the first Mexican
merchants to travel east, were on their way to Missouri.Escudero intended to travel no farther
than Santa Fe to purchase imported goods from the United States. Happenstance, however, led
him to Washington, DC, on an unorthodox international diplomatic venture for the governor of
New Mexico. He was sent on a peace keeping mission to address border problems centered on
marking a road between Missouri and Santa Fe and defending it against Indians who threatened
the security of the traders who used it. For officials in the frontier provinces of New Mexico and
Missouri, finding a solution to the problem of Indian raiders was a high priority.5Toward that end,
George Sibley’s government-sponsored caravan was commissioned to not only survey the road
to Santa Fe but also negotiate rights of way for traders with the Osage and Kaw Indian tribes.
Sibley’s survey party also met Marmaduke’s and Escudero’s caravan en route to Missouri on
July 24, 1825.Another observation regarding the route was that the group of packers, some of
whom were mountain men and fur trappers, followed the buffalo trail from the plains directly on
to Taos. The buffalo trail was used for both hunting and trading. The packers picked up this “old
Spanish trace” from present-day Point of Rocks ranch in northern New Mexico. They headed
westward toward present-day Rayado, New Mexico. From Rayado the packers followed the Taos
Trail over the foothills crossing the Sangre de Cristo Mountains at Apache Pass,6 descending
into Valle Escondido southeast of Taos and following the Rio Fernandez into
Taos.PUBLICATION OF EARLY TRAVEL JOURNALSRowland Willard’s personal observations
are made more revealing through recollections in his autobiography, which he wrote years later
sometime before he retired in 1867. It includes his description of the Catholics’ reverence for “the
Guadalupe,” a lively account of a horse race staged by Missouri traders competing with
Chihuahua’s equestrian owners, and his detailed observations of a traditional bullfight in Mexico.
Willard provides new insights into specific Mexican trade items such as the manufacture of
coarse hats and the distribution of cigars in Chihuahua.Upon Willard’s arrival in Cincinnati, he
loaned his diaries to an acquaintance, Reverend Timothy Flint, a former missionary who had
become a well-known regional writer. Timothy Flint’s literary reputation resulted from his
successful publications about geology and history. These topics were well received by the
reading public who were curious about history, the region, and international travel. Willard, who
was interested in theology, had first met Flint and heard him preach when he lived in Saint
Charles. Subsequently, Reverend Flint, then working as an editor for the Western Monthly



Review, published excerpts from Dr. Willard’s travel diaries in an 1829 essay called “Inland Trade
with New Mexico.” Willard’s travel account was also reprinted in 1831 as an appendix to a book
Flint edited, The Personal Narrative of James O. Pattie: The True Wild West of New Mexico and
California. Willard enjoyed a certain amount of fame for his wilderness journey from this
publication. In retrospect, it seems appropriate that Dr. Willard’s account is included in Pattie’s
book as he was a contemporary of the Patties and knew both James Pattie and his father,
Sylvester. In fact, Willard claimed the Patties visited him in Chihuahua and made their fateful
plans for a trapping expedition to California at Willard’s home. Ultimately, the trip proved
unsuccessful, resulting in the death of the senior Pattie.Another early travel journal was written
by Lieutenant William Hale Hardy of the British Royal Navy. His account of northwestern Mexico,
“Travels in the Interior of Mexico 1825, 1826, 1827, 1828,” was published in London also in 1829.
According to David Weber,Hardy entered Mexico shortly after independence had opened the
new nation to the relatively free entry of foreigners. Hardy was commissioned by the General
Pearl and Coral Fishery Association of England to reconnoiter the potential of exploitation of the
Gulf of California and negotiate the appropriate concessions from the Mexican government. At
the time, 1825, Mexico was highly interested in overtures made by Great Britain to acquire trade
monopolies, and was carefully considering British versus United States economic
advantages.7Coincidently, Lt. Hardy met Dr. Willard in Chihuahua in 1827 and commented on
Willard’s social etiquette. It does not appear Dr. Willard knew of Hardy’s travel journal, as he
does not mention Lt. Hardy or his book in his autobiography written years later.The only journals
Dr. Willard remarks on are those written by Baron Alexander von Humboldt, General Zebulon
Montgomery Pike, and Dr. John Robinson, all of whom preceded him into Mexico. Collectively,
Willard viewed their works as bearing the character of “literati,” especially the publications by
Humboldt, given his geological and scientific research.During the 1820s seven travel journals on
Mexico were published in London: six written by Englishmen and one by an American, Joel
Roberts Poinsett, U.S. minister to Mexico. All of these accounts, however, were derived from and
therefore confined to the authors’ residencies in Mexico City. Willard’s journal of northern
Mexico, like Hardy’s account, is filled with descriptions of events and characterizations of
traders, Mexican and U.S. government officials, Catholic priests, and the genteel society of
Chihuahua. A decade later, a number of U.S. travel guidebooks about the Santa Fe Trail trade
were published, written by travelers such as Josiah Gregg, Matt Field, Albert Pike, and Alphonso
Wetmore. To these widely read and detailed accounts we can now add Dr. Willard’s unique
American view of the early years of the Santa Fe and Chihuahua Trail trades. Dr. Willard’s
account describes the early trail trade when it was still speculative, before established routines
and standardized merchandise—when the trail trade had not become what Dr. Howard Lamar,
professor emeritus at Yale, characterized as “a Conquest of Commerce.”8Of utmost importance
are the dozens of traders, priests, government officials, businessmen, and residents traced
through Willard’s encounters with people. Lamar has suggested in his book The Far Southwest
that the conquest of Mexico was a “conquest by merchants.” In his book The Extranjeros Weber



translated the names of foreign American trappers and traders, based on research at the
Mexican Archive of New Mexico that included Santa Fe’s customhouse records, the 1826
Report on Foreigners, guías (trade permits), and treasury reports. When taken in combination
with these Mexican documents, Willard’s authentic personal account naming 170 people is
useful in confirming where a trader or trapper was at a specific time.In summary, Dr. Willard’s
memoirs provide an authentic account of frontier medicine and the day-to-day activities of
residents living in Taos, Santa Fe, and Chihuahua. His revealing characterizations provide
insights into the distinctions of class rankings within society, religious and cultural practices, and
the various individuals whom he associated with and who benefited from his medical services.
Dr. Willard assists the reader in understanding their motivations and personalities, as well as
their perceptions and attitudes toward the Santa Fe and Chihuahua trade, Mexico, and its
people.Diary 1May 6, 1825–January 20, 1827Left St. Charles [Friday] May 6 1825 at 3 Ock1
P.M. Rode 9 miles. Put up with Judg Farnsworth.2 Took a cold cut in the morning and rode to
Pond Fort3 & dined. Put up at Prices4 having traveled 42 miles.Sunday [8]. Travelled From
Prices to Col. Warners5 next day, 28 miles. Mare took lame day before consequent to tieing
hobbles to tight. Heavy Shower at 3 reached Warners at dark.Monday [9]. Leave after breakfast.
Several Showers this day. Swapt My Dory gave $5.00 to boot. Passed Columbia6 4 miles. Put up
at Mr. Atkins7 28 miles from Warners. Fared hard but well treated. Started next morning early in
the rain. Forded the Persia8 and breakfasted with Judge Lyntz.9 Fared sumptuously. Reached
Franklin10 at sunset after Swiming 3 creeks and riding in alternate shower all day, dis 28 miles.
Was overtaken by Marble11 and Knight12 next morning bound for St. Fe. Procured several
necessaries: 10 lbs crackers 5 lb Beef canteens & ca.13 Left Franklin at 2 P.M. Traveled 13 miles
& put up at Reses14 1 mile from the Ferry.15Thursday [12]. Breakfasted at Mr. Smiths. Put up at
Davises16 where we turned our horses out to grass. Rode 30 miles.Friday [13]. Breakfasted at
Mr. Esteses17 from N. York. Well treated. Reached Lexington18 at dusk. Rained most of the day.
Rode 30 miles, very muddy. People treated us with considerable attention. Staid next day for
Marble & Knight to purchase their goods & lay in such articles as was necessary for this tour: 15
lb. bacon, Tea, Shugar &c.Left Lexington Sunday 15th and overtook the company at Sunset.
Some rain this day. Traveled 22 miles. Company in good spirits and consisting of about 90 men
& 30 odd waggons. 33 men agree to start next day with pack horses and not wait for the
waggons.19Monday 16th. Morning fine. Encamped last night under tent for the lst time in my life.
Took leave of the company20 and proceeded 10 miles to the blue Springs the place of
rendezvous.21 Some rain. Elected a Captain22 & Lieutenant23 R. W. Morris24 the former & J.
Fultcher25 the latter. Found a plenty of venison at this place killed by some of the
company.Tuesday 17th. Started at 9 and proceeded 15 miles over ruff country and encamped in
a piece of woods when a heavy shower insued with some hail.Wednesday 18. Travelled 15 mile.
Crossed some troublesome creeks and cliffs, bending our course to suit the country.26Thursday
19. Travelled 15 or 18 miles. Was overtaken by 15 or 20 Sack Indians who accompanied us
several miles on horseback, appearantly for the purpose of trading horses and skins.Friday 20th.



Travelled 9 miles. Discovered 6 or 8 Elk on the waters of the Caw Riv.27 Rain insued at 11 ock.
where we encamped for the night.Sunday 22.28 Rained most of the day yesterday & last night.
Cleared away this morning. Two horses broke away last night belonging to Mr. Wallace.29 They
were followed back on the trail 9 miles. Returned without them and Concluded to proceed having
pack horses, to carry the goods. The Earth appears completely saturated with water it having
rained every day save 2 or 3 since the 6 inst. rained ceased at 9 dried our blankets and started
1/2 past eleven. Saw this day a variety of game consisting of Elk Antelope & Deer. Killed 2 deer
only. Travelled 16 or 18 miles and encamped for the night.Saturday 21st. Prairies appear
boundless with occasional thin skirts of timber and should judg this Soil to be second rate
tollerably luxuriant producing wild grass and a variety of blossom herbs. All ravines and low
grounds contain waters Some of which are crossed with difficulty.Monday 23d. Started this
morning at 1/2 past 7 Ock. Turned out at 10 to wait for a part of our Company which had fel back
consequent to mules having mired in a creek. When they arrived 2 packs were opened Spread
and dried. Started again at 2 making this day 15 miles.Tuesday 24th. Stood gard30 last night for
the first time warm in the forepart but blew up cold in the latter. The weather seems somewhat
more settled this morning than formerly. Traveled this day 20 miles. Saw 2 droves of Elk 20 in
each and some Deer. Mr. Glass31 killed one. No timber this day on the rout but fortunately
reached a creek at Sunset where we found a sufficientcy for cooking. This creek is supposed to
be a branch of the Virdigree.32 Prairie exremely wet and troublesome travelling.Wednesday
25th. Weather appears somewhat precarious though the wind is in a favorable direction. Started
at 10. Traveled until 3 ock when we turned out [and] fed the beasts at midday. Saw nothing of
importance. Travelled 20 [miles].Thursday 26th. Started at 9. Crossed 2 bad creeks. Turned out
at eleven. Started again at 3 ock. Travelled this day 15 miles. Encamped in Open Prarie without
wood. Saw nothing save 1 antelope. Stood guard at night.Friday 27th. Started quarter past 6
without breakfast. Turned out between 10 & 11. One of the Company killed a fine buck which
served us for dinner & supper. Travelled this day 15 miles. One of the hunters reported that he
saw 6 or 8 Indians but they did not approach our camp. We lay this night on the waters of the
main Virdigress, a tributary to the little Arkansaw.33 These Streams are skirted with a variety of
timbers such as Elm, Lin[den], Sickamore, Coffeenut Honey locust, Swamp oak &c and the
adjacent soil exceedingly rich and luxuriant. The prairies produce a variety of herbs such as wild
onion, Hog potatoe, wild Tanzy, Siscely, prickly pare &c which are found in great abundance.
There are other bub of beautiful flavor and stupour whose names and virtues are to us
unknown.Saturday 28. Some rain last night and this morning partly cleared off at 9. Started at
Eleven. Travelled this day 15 miles, 3 out of our way to git to wood and water.34 Rained insued at
Sunset. Saw nothing of importance Save 8 or 10 antelope & Signs of Buffalos.Sunday 29th.
Started at 1/2 past 10 Ock. Traveled 20 miles. Encamped by a litle cotton wood tree the only one
in sight. We fel it and with much labour made a fire of its branches. Rain commenced at 11 ock
and continued until 7 A.M. and having piched our tent on low ground was discovery made by the
rain running under us.Monday 30. Stood gard the middle wach. Cleared away at 9. Started at 1/2



past 12. Travelled this day 20 miles. Saw signs of Buffalos. Encamped near the Sand Hills.35
Weather quite cool, grass grows shorter everyday. The prairies here are richly dressed with
blossoms of roses and others affording a rich fragrance. Heavy shower passed us this
evening.Tuesday 31st. Morning fine and pleasant. Passed 2 mounds this morning constituted of
rock resembling Iron ore,36 Some of which are singularly excavated like Soup dishes, Some
hollow with small entrances not unlike Jugs & other vessels. We traveled until 3 ock making
about 18 miles and encamped on a small creek where we found a few lovely trees. The prairie is
very level and lays fertile than usual. Vegetation appears one month later here than in
Missouri.Wednesday 1st June. Weather fine. A large drove of Buffalos were seen last evening.
Mr. Glass is in pursuit of them this morning. Started 1/2 past 7 and traveled to the waters of the
little Arkansas,37 distance 15 miles. The whole face of country we passed today was covered
with Buffalos. It would probably be a moderate calculation to estimate their numbers at 100,000
that were seen this fore noon. The hunters brought in a plenty of meat having killed 8 or 10.
Dried our Buffalos Soup and stew (without bread) which may be said to be delicious. Passed this
fore noon what is called a dog town or a burrough of prairie dogs. They are an animal of the size
of a common house cat. Somewhat resembling a dog except their head which resembles that of
the squirrel, they sit upon their little univerces formed of the earth they dig from their hole, and
when an enemy comes in sight bark vehemently. Their make is rather clumsy, hair short and of a
light red colour. They dig their holes so near to each other that they appear domestic and social.
Started again at 6 ock follow up the river 3 miles and encamped; after crossing the river Saw 2
Buffaloes which lay mired in attempting to cross it, one of which we endeavored to assist, by
putting a rope round his neck and attempting to haul him from his bed but the poor animal was
so far spent that he suffered his head to remain under water and drowned. This day has
exhibited a great theater of nature. The Buffalos covering the plains as far as vision could extend
over a level country, hovering right and left making way for us to pass. While woolf and antelope
were skipping in every direction, exhibited a grand source of reflection and admiration. This park
of nature seemed here complete. In front appeared the Sand Hills38 whose brazen front almost
dazzled the eyes, having the appearance of blazing matter from their red complection reflecting
the rays of the sun. Travelled 20 miles.Thursday 2d. Stood gard last night. Shower went round a
little before day. Started at 1/2 past 7. Passed several dog towns whose inhabitants are very
nervous. Killed 1 Buffaloe. Travelled 20 miles and encamped in open prairie with out wood. Made
use of Buffalo dung as a substitute, which answers an excellent purpose. Night cold and windy.
Here our bread gave out.Friday 3d. Started this morning at 8 Ock. Reached the main Arkansas
at 10 ck, distance 15 miles. Buffalo as plenty as ever. Killed 4 this forenoon. The Arkansas is a
turbid stream from 1/4 to 1/2 mile wide and whose velosity is from 2 to 3-1/2 miles an hour. Its
waters I think may be considered wholesome as we could drink almost any quantity without
inconvenience. Traveled this day 23 miles. Encamped on the bank of the river.39 Wind continues
high which facilitates our progress as it blunts the scorching rays of the sun.40Saturday 4th.
Started at 1/2 past 7. Traveled this morning 10 miles when an unfortunate accident occured. The



Buffalo were constantly running before us and sometimes within gun shot. There near approach
was to invite the boys sometimes to run out and shute at them. As was the case at this time,
myself and several others having curiosity to kill a Buffalo left our horses and ran forward to get a
shot and in so doing turned their course of the Buffalo in the direction of the company and as
they passed in front, six pack horses broke from the ranks, fel in with the Buffalo and went off in
full speed. They were pursued by 5 or 6 riders who after chasing them 8 or 10 miles caught all
but 3 which mixed with the Buffalo and were not afterward seen. These three horses were the
property of one man and had on them all his goods (and 300 dollars), provisions and most of his
clothing. Myself and another pursued them as soon as we could dispose of our pack horses. We
traveled 8 miles in the direction they ran but discovering nothing of them returned. In the evening
7 of us volunteered to go again in pursuit of them. We started a little before sunset. Travelled 8
miles and encamped. Heavy showers ensued at dark. Came upon their track just before dark
[and] found they had bent their course up the river. My horse and another broke loose by loosing
off the hobbles and made off in the direction of the main camp. Mr. Cave41 and myself followed
them immediately it being 3 Ock at night and tollerable dark. Lost sight of them. We had probibly
travelled 3 miles in the direction of this main company when we indistinctly heard the sound of a
human voice; and on listening heard it repeated and in the direction of the company we had left.
We after a moments consultation, concluded to return to learn the cause. We accordingly made
for our camp42 & on coming in sight (it then being daylight) discovered our horses—who had
returned before us.Sunday 5th. Broiled a peace of meat which constituted our breakfast and
again pursued our course. We travelled 7 miles up the river but without success having got
hungry and fatigued returned to camp.Monday 6th. conclude to return to camp pursue our
journey. Send out 2 or 3 men nearly on the cours of the river who are to meet us ahead. Rained
last night & this morning. Travel this day 22 miles and encamped. All the company arrive but
Andrews who we suppose to be loss. Mr. Fulcher to whom the lost horses & goods belong to
talks of returning to Missouri. The company endeavor to persuade him to continue and at the
same time raised a subscription of $145 to renumerate in some measure his loss.Tuesday 7th.
Marble and Knight fall out, divide their goods, and cause me much trouble. Wind usualy in the
south Breezed up from the North. Started this morning at 1/2 past 8. Traveled eight miles when
we came to the Pawnee Creek.43 Obliged to build a raft for the goods and swim the animals. Mr.
Fulcher resumes the resolution of returning home. One of the company furnish him with a horse,
others with provisions for the tour.44 Company generaly write by him.45Wednesday 8th.
Morning fine. Yesterday winds have mostly subsided. Built fires and shot guns last evening for
the guidance of Andrews who has not yet returned. Started at 1/2 past 7. Traveled 20 ms.
Encamped on the Arkansas.Thursday 9th. Started at 1/2 past 6. Wind high. Grass very Short.
Buffalo plenty. Travelled 24 miles and encamped on the river.46Friday 10th. Started at 1/2 past 6.
Wind high last night and this morning. Traveled this day 25 miles. Encamped on the
river.47Saturday 11th. Started at 7. No wind, afternoon quite sultry. Passed 2 volts48 where a
company cashed49 their goods 2 years ago. Consequent to having lost their mules in a violent



snow storm and were obliged to remain through the winter and in the spring go to the settlement
for more. Passed the Island where the company last year laid in their meat; traveled this day 24
miles encamped on the river.50Sunday 12th. Heavy dew last night and thick fog this morning.
Started at 7, nooned at 10 when a heavy shower commenced with Thunder, lightning and hail,
driven with a Strong South wind, which continued to shift its course until it had blown from every
direction. Conclude to stay until morning. The Hunters shot 4 Buffalo today. Have thought much
of the sweets of domestic life. Though my mind is perfectly tranquil and resigned to endure the
privations incident to a long wilderness journey. In 18 or 20 days more we hope to land in the
settlement.Monday 13th. Morning appears lowery51 [then] partialy clears away. Started at 1/2
past 8 when a tremendious shower ensued. Company generaly got very wet. Encamped until
afternoon. Travelled this day 15 miles.Tuesday 14th. Started 7 ock. Nooned at 10. Discovered
that my acid bottle had sprung a leak the stopple having got lose and had like to have ruined my
trunk. But fortunately discovered it before much damage was done. At 4 ock as we were upon
the eve of Starting Andrews who had been loss eight days hove in sight. He had been captivated
[captured] by the Indians but fortunately made his escape in the night. Having received no harm
from them, nor did they show any hostile intentions. Traveled this day 22 miles. Encamped on
the river.Wednesday 15th. High wind last night and some rain. Mr. Knight had his hat blown from
his head last night & not able to find it this morning furnish him myself with one. We conclude to
cross the river52 at this place and lay in our meat for the remaining part of the journey. Went out
with three others to kill meat. Shot and brot in two which we jourked or dried. Made 2 skin tubs
which we crossed all the goods in with perfect safety and those of us that could not swim.
Andrews meets with another accident. While attempting to cross the river on a mule got
entangled in some way and to save his life threw his rifle which he had swam the rivers twice
before with by the aid of a billet of wood carying it on his back. He made several trials to hook it
up without success.Thursday 16th. Weather fine. Spend the day in manufacturing our
provisions.Friday 17th. Morning pleasant. Stood a volunteer gard last night. Heavy dew and
musquetoes troublesome. Captain wrote a letter put it under a B. Skin. [He] put up a guide board
pointing to it expecting the waggoners would find it. Buffalo and like most of the waters of this
country is slightly impregnated with some mineral.Monday 20th. Started at 5. Nooned at 1/2 past
10. Buffalo more plenty killed 5 or 6 this day. Frequently see wild horses but cant approach them.
Sultry and Sandy, traveling tedious. Usual course of river S.W. Travelled this day 24 miles.
Encamped without wood. Buffalo dung is the only fuel to be obtained on this river.Tuesday 21st.
Stood extra guard last night. Mr. Glass had a severe turn of the colic which required my attention
several hours. Started at 5. Turned out at 10. Wind more brisk and travelling better. Passed 2 or 3
springs. Killed 5 or 6 Buffalo. Started again at 4—Mare ran away. Lost one of my pistols which
gave me a considerable trouble in finding it. Encamped at 7. Travelled this day 25 miles, grass
getting better and Buffalo become Scarcer.Wednesday 22d. Started at 1/2 past five. Travelled 5
hours and refreshed. Since we left the Arkansas we start as soon as we can hitch up after
daylight generally traveling 15 miles before breakfast. Travelled this day 24 miles.Thursday 23d.



Morning fair and cool. Started at 5. Turned out at 8 by a fine Spring53 which is surrounded by
huge rocky nobs on the top of one are fortifications of rock thrown up on the verge of the
eminence evidently the work [of] Indians. The borders of this spring are thickly skirted with small
timber, wild plumbs, grapes, currents, &c. This variety afforded much pleasure, after being so
long confine to the same expanse of Prairie. The sweet fragrance that arrose from the various
blossoms, and the singing of the birds aforded singular charms. Left the Simi Rone54 this
morning and lay our course for the mountains in a south west diretion. Found plenty of water in
the prairie. Traveled this day 20 miles.55Friday 24. Started at 1/4 of 6. Came to a fine spring at
1/2 past 9 [and] turned out. It was reported by two of the hunters that they saw at a distance 100
head of mules and horses traveling north East and drove by Spaniard or Indians (the Spring Co.
going into Missouri). Caught up at 2 but did not start consequent to an approaching shower
which went mostly arround but concluded to turn out and stay until morning. Turned very cold at
night with heavy dew. The country on our right presents a more broken appearance skirted with
small cedar timbers.56Saturday 25. Started at 1/4 past 7. Lay our course for the rabit Ears.57
Two adjacent knobs by that name. Saw a few Buffalo today. Came to a pond of water at 1/2 past
eleven. Encamped at night on the R. Ear creek.58 Found a plenty of wood. Prairies more rolling.
Traveled this day 20 miles.Sunday 26th. Morning fine and cool. Started 1/4 past 6 direction S.W.
The Rocky Mountains begin to heave in Sight. A portentious cloud gathered over us threatening
hail, but fortunately went mostly arround. Traveled this day 25 miles. Encamped by a pond of
water without wood. Used B. [buffalo] dung which we gathered and covered before the
rain.Monday 27. Started 1/4 past 6. Morning fine and cool. A heavy shower arrose at 2 when we
were obliged to encamp without wood. Gathered dung but unable to make it burn without the
assistance of old clothes & plenty of tallow, through which means we were able to boil a kettle of
coffee and dry our clothes a little. This night was cold and unpleasant. Traveled 15 ms.Friday
[Tuesday] 28th. Morning cool but pleasant. Started 1/4 after 5. Found timber at 9 when we made
a halt. Caught up again at eleven. Heavy Shower at 3 with some hail. Encamped on the side of a
cedar ridge having found the Spanish trail. Traveled 25 miles.59Wednesday 29th. Morning fine.
Heavy showers last night. Stood gard this morning. We are now in sight of mountains that are
perfectly white envelloped in snow. This is certainly a novel specticle. It is reputably said that
they are 100 miles distant. This may be said to be an anomalous climate. Started at 9. Came to a
creek 9 miles distant said to be a tributary of the Red River.60 Here a shower insued with heavy
thunder and lightning. Alternate showers all day and night. Obliged to lay in wet clothes and
blankets. This was a disagreable night. After getting a little warm was called up from supposition
that Indians were lurking arround us. Put my weapons in readyness & lay down. Shortly after was
again alarmed by the news of about 1/4 of the horses being gone. This was painful news to the
owners. But one of the company feeling unwilling to believe the Indians had taken them followed
down the creek a short distance where he found them. It appeared that the first gard neglected
to drive them all up it being somewhat dark when they were herded. Started this day at 1/4 of 5
and performed 30 miles.Friday 1st July. Encamped last night half way up the mountains. Fine



grass wood & water. Heavy showers last night. Started last morning at 6. Passed several
snowbanks this day. Road exceedingly steep and rocky.61 Traveled this day 25 miles.
Encamped in 12 mile of TauSe [Taos]. The atmosphere on the mountain feels like the month of
march. Strawberries and other vegetation in a blossom. Everything exhibits the opening of
spring.Saturday 2d. Morning fine. Stood gard last night. Every man buisy this morning in shifting
clothes and washing off62 some of the grease which has become almost indelible. Started this
morning at 6. Meet 10 or a dozen Spaniards 3 miles from town who came to meet us to prevent
our smugling or hiding goods in the mountains. All goods were taken into custody except my
own, which I was permitted to take and was conducted to the house of the Alkalde63 where I
meet with a friendly reception. but on being informed that my effects were not altogether safe at
his hand he having stood in the Pillory for the crime of Stealing left his house the next day which
is always considered an insult to by Spaniards.Commenced bourding Sunday 3d July with Pablo
Luceero64 at $12 pr month at which place I feel perfectly saf it having the name of the best
house in town. Had 2 calls for medical aid. Appears to be but little regard to religion here. They
have a mud church of considerable magnitude. A short service today. The Priest employed most
of the day in doing business for the company. Several Fangdangoes65 in afternoon & evening.
Manners extremely rude and uncouth. Ladies tawney and void of beauty or modesty.
Commenced giving Mr. Carrel66 medicine today.Monday 4th. This is an anniversary ever dear to
an American. Am determined to commemorate it in some way. Persuade the company to go
through & on firing evolutions.67 I also prepared a flag on which I placed the resemblance of the
American Eagle to show to the natives our national pride and glory. Several Fandangoes all
night. Our fireing brot many citizens to witness the novel scene. After the military evolutions were
through a procession of Citizens & Americans was formed with music at the head and marched
to every part of the town under loud exclamations of Viva La Republica. The recreation of the
day was claded68 by two crowded Fangdangoes, where every American was invited. This was
somewhat novel to the Americans to see the singularity of dress manners and stile and
manouvres in conducting the dance. The Priest,69 Alcalde70 & first caracters of the place were
present.71Tuesday 5th. Imploy most of this day in reading and writing and feel much relieved
from the fatigue of a journey. Ate some chile in the evening which made me quite ill for a few
hours.Wednesday 6th. Bleed72 Mr. Storrs73 & a Frenchman, gave medicine to another. Also
obtain a case of venerial [disease]. Spent most of the day in town.Thursday 7th. Custom House
Officer arrives today. The company much agitated consequent to high duties. He however
seems disposed to favor the Americans as much as possible and evade the law. The
requisitions of the law is that all good shall be rated at the Chihuahua prices to which they add
25 percent and afterwards charge on that aggragate 15 percent. There were many articles of
goods found to be contraband which the customhouse officer sent to St. Fee. Paid the old
alcalde for 3 meals of vituals and considered which man & Co flingFriday 8th. Sent for this
forenoon to pay duties on medicines. Went to see the C.H. Officer and learn the law. He agreed
to go to my bourding house a mile distant and examine them and save me the trouble of bringing



them in according to the order of the Alcade.Saturday 9th. Nothing of importance this day. Gave
L[awyer] Cave a dash of Pills yesterday & Bleed Migel Saxanago [Santiago?].Sunday 10th.
Bleed Stephen Marrs74 and gave him medicine for the fever. Also bled my landlord and gave his
lady pills. This evening Beheal75 [Vigil] the C.H. [Custom House] Officer came to see my
medicine but could not understand them. Got me to draw off the invoice and calculate the
amount of duties (amt $6.50) and on finding the amt so small refused taking anything signifying
that he would pay it himself.Monday 11th. Attend to my patients in town, 1 or 2 each a day. The
rest of the time imploy in reading.Tuesday 12th. Gave Stephen Marrs Sundry medicines to take
with him to St. Fee.Wednesday 13th. Nothing of importance today Save an opperation with the
Catheter on an Indian who laboured under Ischuria.76 The opperation [was] some what difficult
but succeeded. in drawing his water.Thursday 14th. Was visited again by my Indian patient who
was again obliged to submit to another opperation with the Catheter. Also bled an old Lady and
gave medicine for sore eyes. Many wanting medicine but no money to pay for it.Friday 15th.
Commenced giving medicine to Preino for a twelve years venerial [disease. He] agres to [have
me] cure him for 35 dollars.Saturday 16th. Bleed 2 Frenchmen Vausan77 and Victor and attend
to my other patients in town.Sunday 17th. Walked to town in the morning. Spent most of the day
in reading. Called on at night to visit Mr. P. Ballio78 under fever. Stayed all night.Monday 18th.
Received a message from the priest at St. Cruise79 wishing me to come and see his lady
labouring under consumption. Started in the afternoon. Called on Mr. Ballio. Gave him a dose of
physic80 and extracted the first bone from a ladies thum. Called again at the young Priest. Gave
medicine to two patients. Put up at Laureno Cordivo.81 Bleed him and Lady well treated.
Attended a Fangdango in the evening.Tuesday 19th. Visited an old Lady this morning and Start
for Santa Cruse. Reached the Priests at 1/2 past 9. Distance 50 miles and rugged mountains to
cross. Felt extremely unwell in the evening from sour stomach.Wednesday 20th. Priest absent
last night returns this morning. Saw his woman who is unable to speak loud and much afflicted
with a bad cough, and from a history of her case was labouring under the Phthisis Pulmunalis.82
Gave her medicine.Thursday 21st. Patient some better. Make preparations to return but unable
to find the horse and conclude to stay until morning.Friday 22d. Started for Tause a little after
sunrise. Called at an Indian village to see the priest who was not up but was treated with a plate
of cheese and a tankard of wine. Called again in another little town at the alkades house. Gave
him physic, pressed me to stay all day—was called from there to see a neighboring woman
labouring under Rheumatism. Bleed and gave her physic. Made several other calls on the way.
Arrived at Cordivos a little after ten ock. Much fatigued and quite unwell. Retired without
supper.Saturday 23d. Arrived this morning before breakfast at my bourding house. Saw all my
patients which I found doing well. Had an attact of collic in the evening, but soon got
relief.Sunday 24th. Remained at home this day and attended class to my Books. Let Mr.
Chambers83 have physic for Indian.Monday 25. Bleed a Spaniard for Mr. Preino. This is an
anniversary of St. James with the Spanish who spend the day in recreations.Tuesday 26th. Start
this morning to visit some of the little villages below. Received a polite invitation to attend a



Fandango this eve. Mr. Anderson returns home with me and persuades me to go back with him
again, and start in the morning with him to visit a warm Spring 3 miles distant from his lodgings.
Agree to go. Called at the Fangdango in few minutes persuaded me to dance.Wednesday 27th.
Started this morning after breakfast to visit the spring, which we found worthy our attention. The
water is a little more than blood warm and of a slight brackish tast. These waters are said to have
cured several cases of rheumatism & some other diseases. Mr. Walsh84 left today. Gave him
medicines to take with him. Left medicine for the alkades wife.Thursday 28th. Nothing of
importance transpires today. Save the Patch85 [Apache] nation of Indians have retreated to this
settlement for safety from the Navihos. Lucero takes my horses.Friday 29th. My patients mostly
off my hands. Dull times and no money. Received a letter yesterday from Capt. Morris at Santa
Fe86 with the compliments of the Govr. and the Priest at the St. Cruis wishing me to visit them.
Mr. Rubedois’87 company started on Wednesday last for Missouri. Being absent, neglected to
write by them. Sent for this evening to visit Sr. Lunas88 labouring under plurisy.89 At the same
time visited the Alcade Lady.Saturday 30th. Visited my patients as yesterday. Mr. Baillio’s hunters
have returned after 90 miles travel for fear of Indian depredations, having been followed by them
several days. They start again today a different course. This company was robbed of 17 horses
the first evening after they started, but sent back and got more. They are determined however to
persevere but are obliged to git licenses for trapping within this Territory. Felt indisposed this
evening from colic pains consequent to eating S[our] Cheese.Sunday 31st. Health very good
this morning though was quite ill untill after midnight. Weather quite sultry and the earth very
much parched there having been no rain (save a few Sprinkles twice) for more than a month.
Went to town in the afternoon. Was called to two places, one to a woman who was taken
speachless and remained so 24 hours before I saw her. Was almost astonished on entering the
house to find it thronged with men, women & children in so much that I was unable to approach
her. She was held by her husband and suffecating for breath. This was a scene of superstition.
They had got a small bell which they rang constantly together with incesant prayers. I told my
interpreter to order this house cleared of the throng and to give her air. Believeing her to be
somewhat spasmodic, I immediately bled her. My interpreter informed me that inquiry was made
if there were no women present under her course as they will not suffer a woman of that
discription to remain in presence of the sick. They are also particular in the choice of a bandage
for the area where bled, cautiously avoiding (the lower portion of women’s shirt) certain things.
Before I left town an Indian Chief called on me labouring under the dropsy.90 Took him home
with me and gave him medicine. Pulled a tooth for another Indian when I returned.Monday 1st
Augt. Another month had passed away and from $170 practice have received but 26 dollars
though the majority of charges are good. Visited my patients in town [and] found them better, my
Speachless patient able to talk fluently. Was sent for this afternoon to a man who had fallen from
his horse and at the same time recieved a kick in the breast. Bled him &c. Was informed in the
evening by my Landlord who returned from the prairie that my horses had left his gang and gone
to some American herd.Tuesday 2d. Sent a boy for my horses this morning who returned with



then in the evening. Was visited by a man from St. Cruise 50 miles distant labouring under a
protracted case of the stricture or gravel.91 Took considerable pains to learn his complaint and
on inquirey found he had nothing to pay [and] accordingly dismissed him. Was attacked in the
night with a violent ear ache which lasted 5–6 hours and left me.Wednesday 3d. Bleed 2 men in
town. Gave one an Emetic92 to take tomorrow morning. A considerable shower fel yesterday for
this country though but barely laid the dust.Thursday 4th. Called on to visit a patient in town
before breakfast. Found him severely exercised with medicine, but doing well. Visited Mr.
Rennison93 4 miles below [and] found him convelesent. Made a proposition to take my mare to
Missouri. Keep her and to breed and give me the mare and half the colts when I return or send
for them. I agree to his proposition.Friday 5th. Spend this day in reading. A light shower
today.Saturday 6th. Nothing of consequence transpires today. Remain at home it being a
pleasant retreat.Sunday 7th. A few shower to day which is very unusual in this country at this
time of year. Rode to town where I found it in complete confusion it being made a day of Sport
then was dancing rasing ever lasting whopping and holloring as is the practice of this
country.Monday 8th. Called on early this morning by the Alcade to visit his Lady.94 Did so.
Attended a fangdango in the evening from special invitations. Little satisfaction to be realized
amongst them.Tuesday 9th. Mr. Rennison came to stay with me a while being in delicate
health.Wednesday 10th. Visited the Indian Chief of the [Taos] tribe.95 Find him very ill of the
dropsy. Expressed abundant gratitude for my compliment by setting me the best that his house
could afford consisting of soup, meat, flour bread, corn cakes, raspberries, and black currands,
&c. and pressed me to take with me when I left.Thursday 11th. Nothing transpires today of
importance. Rode to the distillery for Spts96 of wine.Friday 12th. Visited Severino this morning.
Found the old Lady better. Called at Sr. Lunas. Opened his servt. girl’s thum [and] ordered a
salve made. Afternoon visited the Pueblo villiage. Called on my Indian patient [and] found him ill.
Glad to see me. Me and my company conclude to visit the Cathc priest, who we found in fine
humour. Had much conversation on different subjects such as geography, politicks, &c. Urged us
to stay all night & would not take no for an answer until I urged the necessity of visiting a patient
that evening when he consented.Saturday 13th. Went to town this morning [and] found several
of my Missouri friends. Wrote 2 letters in the afternoon to my friends in Missouri.Sunday 14th.
Sent for early this morning to visit a man at the Ranch[os de Taos] who has a Polypus97 in the
nose and a Polypus or fungus excrescence98 in the eye and of an enourmous size. He begs me
to excise the excrescence feeling willing to run all risks trusting in his God. Agree to visit him
again. Gave medicine to a young Lady for slight spasms in the Stomach and returned home.
Was called on in the evening to visit a man afflected with Phymosis.99 Unable to pay me, bleed
and give him medicine.Monday 15. Sent for to visit young Cordiva under fever and a lance arm
from Bleding. Staid all night better in the morning.Tuesday 16. Returned from Sr. Cordivas this
morning on foot. Afternoon visited my patients at the Ranch with Mr. Baillio. Came by Cordivas
house. On my return found the family Considerably agitated from a near encampment of
Indians.Wednesday 17. Visited a woman in town labouring under the Pleurisy. Also visited my



patient with a lance arm and found they had neglected him arm highly inflamed and some fever.
Gave him a dose of Salts100 [and] returned home.Thursday 18th. Showers on the mountains for
several days past. The air feels like the fall of the year. Visited Cordivo today.Friday 19th. Visited
Cordivo [and] found him much better the inflamation having considerably abated.Saturday 20.
Visited Cordivo. Attended a Fangdango in the evening at Sr. Lunars. Retired early. The manners
and costoms seem to improve a little.Sunday 21st. Visited my sick patient at the Ranch101 and
performed an opperation on his eye by extracting the same. This was a painful task, the eye
being obliterated in a great measure, and the socket filled with a morbid excrescence forming a
very considerable protubercule and firmly based upon the bone in and about the socket. Left him
considerably exhausted. Felt samething indisposed from a slight fever after my return
home.Monday 22d. Visited my patient at the Ranch. Found him quite comfortable. Heavy
showers in afternoon with considerable hail.Tuesday 23?102 Visited my patient at the
Ranch.Wednesday 24th. Visited Cordivo & my man at the Ranch, got caught in a heavy
shower.Thursday 25. Visited the Ranch in the afternoon. The Americans begin to collect in order
to [get] organized for their departure.Friday 26. Visited Cordivo by the Ranch—find him nearly
well.Saturday 27. Visited the Ranch by Cordivo in company with an interpreter. Sold my
necklace for a Dispusaton. Gave a fangdango in the evening.Sunday 28. Spent most of the day
in writing letters.Monday 29. Visited the Ranch [and] found Capt. Means103 & some other
Americans.Tuesday 30th. Purchased cloathes of Clapton.104 Attended a Fangdango in the
evening at Mr. Beards.105Wednesday 31st. Visited the Ranch by Cordivos. My friends advise
me to remain in this part of the country a year longer before I go below in order to git the
language and having seen a letter from Sonora stating the scarcity of medicine conclude to stay
on another year in order to obtain medicine from Missouri and accordingly send on a bill to that
effect.Thursday 1st. September. Mr. Rennison came to stay with me last night. He proposes
sending me a suit of clothes next season. I agree to go and encamp with the company who start
today for Missouri. Made fifteen miles when we overtook a part of the company that started
yesterday. A light shower in the evening.Friday 2d. Night cool. Mr. Cave was quite sick last night
with fever. Bled him. Better this morning. Was requested to assist in enrolling and organizing the
[eastbound] company. Elected R. W. Morris Captain [and] divided them into 17 messes, there
being 75 or 80 in all. It is supposed they have 700 head of horses & mules.106 Parted with
company after breakfast and returned much fatigued.Saturday 3d. Visited the Ranch. Feel
something melancholy since Americans left here.Sunday 4. Came to a determination to leave
this place and spend the winter and spring at the pass.107Monday 5th. Begin to settle my
business and prepared for a start.Tuesday 6th. Settled with my landlord allow him 12 dollars a
month for board. Visited the Ranch afternoon.Wednesday 7. Spend most of my time in
reading.Thursday 8. Nothing of importance.Friday 9. Called on to visit a woman in town afflicted
with a pain in her face and says she has discharged large amount from her nose with some
fever.Saturday 10. Visited Ranch. Treated 2 new patients, one with fever, the other Rheumatism.
Occupied from the 10 to the 15th in preparing to start to the Pass but have had but little success



in collecting.Friday 15.108 Started from Taos. Traveled 18 miles. Called at Cordivos in the
morning for money due me [but] refused to pay. Cussed and quit him.Saturday 16th. Started at
day brake. Called at John Andrews.109 Bled and gave him physic. Called at Priest Rados110
who appeared glad to see us. Reached St. Fee at sunset. Put up with Sr. Vigill who treated me
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librarian at the New Mexico State Library in 2005, we received a letter from Bonhams auction
house in San Francisco, California. Dr. Martin Gammon requested information on a pocket diary
to be auctioned by Bonhams. The diary was purported to have been written by Dr. Rowland
Willard while he traveled the Santa Fe Trail. Richard Akeroyd, then New Mexico state librarian,
asked me to respond to the inquiry. He knew of my interests in western trails and, in particular,
my reputation as “mother of the Santa Fe Trail Association.” Essentially, Dr. Gammon wondered
if New Mexico scholars might be able to verify Dr. Willard’s travels in the West. I contacted Dr.
Marc Simmons, who knew that a physician by the name of Willard had lived briefly in Taos. I
provided Dr. Gammon a favorable response. Coincidentally, in the summer of 2005 I was
scheduled to travel to San Francisco, where I had the opportunity to examine and read portions
of the diary. I immediately realized it provided new information on early routes, travelers, and
international trade activity on the Santa Fe Trail and El Camino Real.Willard’s diary was
subsequently sold by Bonhams in 2005 and added to the Western Americana Collection at Yale
University’s Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript Library. The following year, I booked a flight to
Connecticut and spent the first of many vacations deciphering Dr. Willard’s clinical penmanship
and transcribing the diary into a digital format. While there, Dr. George Miles, curator of Western
Americana, informed me of other interesting materials in the Rowland and Elizabeth Willard
Manuscript Collection. On my second research trip to the Beinecke Library, I discovered that Dr.
Willard had written not only a diary but also an autobiography, many decades later. The
autobiography expanded on scant information in the diary, which he had written quickly by
campfire or in the midst of early morning or noonday sojourns on the trail. Subsequently, on my
third research trip, I learned that the Beinecke Library had secured what I called Dr. Willard’s
return home diary. He recorded his travels across northern Mexico to Matamoros, where in April
1828 he booked passage on a schooner to New Orleans. There, he purchased a ticket on a
steamboat to take him home to Saint Charles, Missouri, where his wilderness journey had begun



three years earlier.For their assistance in my own journey to bring the writings of Dr. Willard to
light, I gratefully acknowledge the following people and institutions from Missouri: the late Bill
Popp and Adam Coward, of the Saint Charles Historical Society; the staff of the Missouri
Historical Society in Saint Louis; Santa Fe Trail Association member Mike Dickey, site
administrator of the Arrow Rock State Historic Site and State Park; Rod Larson of Arrow Rock;
and David Sapp, Booneslick Road Association, Columbia.The staff of the Beinecke Rare Book
and Manuscript Library at Yale offered inordinate assistance during my research there, in
particular George Miles and Karen Nagel. I’d also like to extend a special note of gratitude to Dr.
Howard Lamar, who graciously offered his encouragement, perspective, and guidance.Dr. Ben
Brown of El Paso, Texas, collaborated with me on research and annotations for several
passages pertaining to Mexico. I also benefited enormously from the legacy of publications on
the borderlands by the late Dr. David J. Weber of Southern Methodist University. Dr. Weber’s
guidance and insights provided clues to help identify Dr. Willard’s acquaintances. In addition, I
would like to acknowledge Clint Chambers, MD, a retired surgeon who is also a member of the
Santa Fe Trail Association. He shares my interests in both the Santa Fe Trail and frontier
medicine and provided knowledgeable explanations of medicine, treatments, and nineteenth-
century conditions.Early in my career, I had the good fortune to meet Samuel P. Arnold and his
second wife, Carrie, at the first Santa Fe Trail Symposium in Trinidad, Colorado. Over the
decades I was privileged to share many modern-day adventures along the Santa Fe Trail while
attending trail rendezvous or symposia. Our conversations always revolved around western
frontier history, including the era of the mountain men, the Bent Brothers and Bent’s Fort, trail
traders and their merchandise, music, and, of course, food! Holly Arnold Kinney, now
proprietress of the Fort restaurant in Morrison, Colorado, continues her family’s legacy. Like her
father, Holly has a keen interest in western history, which is exemplified by her adept
administration of the Tesoro Cultural Center.Steve Schmidt, David Clapsaddle, and Leo Oliva,
scholars who are members of the Santa Fe Trail Association, eagerly responded to my research
inquiries. The association, based in Larned, Kansas, is composed of people of all ages and
walks of life who are bound together by an interest in the fascinating saga of the trail and the
preservation of its many physical traces and landmarks that remain today. Readers are
encouraged to join the Santa Fe Trail Association at www.santafetrail.org.The National Historic
Publications and Records Commission and the Association for Documentary Editing in
Washington, D.C., provided me with a travel stipend to attend the Institute for the Editing of
Historical Documents. Additional funds supporting this research came from Ray and Judy
Dewey in their recognition of the importance of the Willard project. I am also grateful to Frank
Norris and Brooke Safford, both employees of the Intermountain Long Distance Trails Group of
the National Park Service; I worked in partnership with them on two Challenge Cost Share
grants awarded by the National Park Service to the associations of the Santa Fe Trail and El
Camino Real. The members of the End of the Trail Chapter of the Santa Fe Trail Association also
provided valuable research assistance.I greatly appreciated the camaraderie extended to me by



Dr. Rick Hendricks and Rob Martinez from the Office of the New Mexico State Historian. Virginia
Lopez and Faith Yoman, librarians of the Southwest Collection, New Mexico State Library,
assisted me tremendously, especially in renewals of my long-overdue books. Chris Mueller
provided valuable genealogical research on traders and travelers. Other scholars who assisted
me in the final stages of the manuscript included Hal Jackson, Robert J. Torrez, and Joseph
Sanchez. Melisa Galvan offered assistance in identifying Matamoros merchants. Richard
Salazar, retired archivist from the New Mexico State Records Center and Archives, translated
nineteenth-century Spanish documents. Craig Timm and James Wilterding, both physicians,
speculated on and deciphered Dr. Willard’s nineteenth-century diagnoses and treatments.I
would also like to thank the following: Katherine M. Tassini, librarian for the Haddonfield (New
Jersey) Historical Society and her staff; Nancy Mathers of North Carolina, a descendant of Dr.
Willard; Luis Urias Hermosillo of Chihuahua, Mexico; Dawn Santiago of Las Cruces, New
Mexico; and the staff of the University of Oklahoma Press.I appreciated the unconditional love
and support from my mother, Helen Marie Joy Geer, who during the editing of this book endured
an ever-changing medical landscape resulting from her diagnosis of multiple myeloma.
Complications from this disease ended my mother’s life, as well as that of Dr. David J. Weber.
Proceeds from this book will be donated to the International Myeloma Foundation for their work
toward discovering a cure.This book was constructed in phases over a span of nearly ten years.
Any false assumptions, omissions, or errors rest with me in my eagerness to introduce this
significant early contribution to the scholarship surrounding these western trails. I hope Dr.
Willard’s travels over the Santa Fe and Chihuahua Trails will spark your interest in learning more
about western trails and give you incentive to take your own journey. Happy trails!JOY L.
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Library in 2005, we received a letter from Bonhams auction house in San Francisco, California.
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knew of my interests in western trails and, in particular, my reputation as “mother of the Santa Fe
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verify Dr. Willard’s travels in the West. I contacted Dr. Marc Simmons, who knew that a physician
by the name of Willard had lived briefly in Taos. I provided Dr. Gammon a favorable response.
Coincidentally, in the summer of 2005 I was scheduled to travel to San Francisco, where I had
the opportunity to examine and read portions of the diary. I immediately realized it provided new
information on early routes, travelers, and international trade activity on the Santa Fe Trail and El
Camino Real.Willard’s diary was subsequently sold by Bonhams in 2005 and added to the
Western Americana Collection at Yale University’s Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript Library.
The following year, I booked a flight to Connecticut and spent the first of many vacations
deciphering Dr. Willard’s clinical penmanship and transcribing the diary into a digital format.
While there, Dr. George Miles, curator of Western Americana, informed me of other interesting



materials in the Rowland and Elizabeth Willard Manuscript Collection. On my second research
trip to the Beinecke Library, I discovered that Dr. Willard had written not only a diary but also an
autobiography, many decades later. The autobiography expanded on scant information in the
diary, which he had written quickly by campfire or in the midst of early morning or noonday
sojourns on the trail. Subsequently, on my third research trip, I learned that the Beinecke Library
had secured what I called Dr. Willard’s return home diary. He recorded his travels across
northern Mexico to Matamoros, where in April 1828 he booked passage on a schooner to New
Orleans. There, he purchased a ticket on a steamboat to take him home to Saint Charles,
Missouri, where his wilderness journey had begun three years earlier.For their assistance in my
own journey to bring the writings of Dr. Willard to light, I gratefully acknowledge the following
people and institutions from Missouri: the late Bill Popp and Adam Coward, of the Saint Charles
Historical Society; the staff of the Missouri Historical Society in Saint Louis; Santa Fe Trail
Association member Mike Dickey, site administrator of the Arrow Rock State Historic Site and
State Park; Rod Larson of Arrow Rock; and David Sapp, Booneslick Road Association,
Columbia.The staff of the Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript Library at Yale offered inordinate
assistance during my research there, in particular George Miles and Karen Nagel. I’d also like to
extend a special note of gratitude to Dr. Howard Lamar, who graciously offered his
encouragement, perspective, and guidance.Dr. Ben Brown of El Paso, Texas, collaborated with
me on research and annotations for several passages pertaining to Mexico. I also benefited
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Southern Methodist University. Dr. Weber’s guidance and insights provided clues to help identify
Dr. Willard’s acquaintances. In addition, I would like to acknowledge Clint Chambers, MD, a
retired surgeon who is also a member of the Santa Fe Trail Association. He shares my interests
in both the Santa Fe Trail and frontier medicine and provided knowledgeable explanations of
medicine, treatments, and nineteenth-century conditions.Early in my career, I had the good
fortune to meet Samuel P. Arnold and his second wife, Carrie, at the first Santa Fe Trail
Symposium in Trinidad, Colorado. Over the decades I was privileged to share many modern-day
adventures along the Santa Fe Trail while attending trail rendezvous or symposia. Our
conversations always revolved around western frontier history, including the era of the mountain
men, the Bent Brothers and Bent’s Fort, trail traders and their merchandise, music, and, of
course, food! Holly Arnold Kinney, now proprietress of the Fort restaurant in Morrison, Colorado,
continues her family’s legacy. Like her father, Holly has a keen interest in western history, which
is exemplified by her adept administration of the Tesoro Cultural Center.Steve Schmidt, David
Clapsaddle, and Leo Oliva, scholars who are members of the Santa Fe Trail Association,
eagerly responded to my research inquiries. The association, based in Larned, Kansas, is
composed of people of all ages and walks of life who are bound together by an interest in the
fascinating saga of the trail and the preservation of its many physical traces and landmarks that
remain today. Readers are encouraged to join the Santa Fe Trail Association at
www.santafetrail.org.The National Historic Publications and Records Commission and the



Association for Documentary Editing in Washington, D.C., provided me with a travel stipend to
attend the Institute for the Editing of Historical Documents. Additional funds supporting this
research came from Ray and Judy Dewey in their recognition of the importance of the Willard
project. I am also grateful to Frank Norris and Brooke Safford, both employees of the
Intermountain Long Distance Trails Group of the National Park Service; I worked in partnership
with them on two Challenge Cost Share grants awarded by the National Park Service to the
associations of the Santa Fe Trail and El Camino Real. The members of the End of the Trail
Chapter of the Santa Fe Trail Association also provided valuable research assistance.I greatly
appreciated the camaraderie extended to me by Dr. Rick Hendricks and Rob Martinez from the
Office of the New Mexico State Historian. Virginia Lopez and Faith Yoman, librarians of the
Southwest Collection, New Mexico State Library, assisted me tremendously, especially in
renewals of my long-overdue books. Chris Mueller provided valuable genealogical research on
traders and travelers. Other scholars who assisted me in the final stages of the manuscript
included Hal Jackson, Robert J. Torrez, and Joseph Sanchez. Melisa Galvan offered assistance
in identifying Matamoros merchants. Richard Salazar, retired archivist from the New Mexico
State Records Center and Archives, translated nineteenth-century Spanish documents. Craig
Timm and James Wilterding, both physicians, speculated on and deciphered Dr. Willard’s
nineteenth-century diagnoses and treatments.I would also like to thank the following: Katherine
M. Tassini, librarian for the Haddonfield (New Jersey) Historical Society and her staff; Nancy
Mathers of North Carolina, a descendant of Dr. Willard; Luis Urias Hermosillo of Chihuahua,
Mexico; Dawn Santiago of Las Cruces, New Mexico; and the staff of the University of Oklahoma
Press.I appreciated the unconditional love and support from my mother, Helen Marie Joy Geer,
who during the editing of this book endured an ever-changing medical landscape resulting from
her diagnosis of multiple myeloma. Complications from this disease ended my mother’s life, as
well as that of Dr. David J. Weber. Proceeds from this book will be donated to the International
Myeloma Foundation for their work toward discovering a cure.This book was constructed in
phases over a span of nearly ten years. Any false assumptions, omissions, or errors rest with me
in my eagerness to introduce this significant early contribution to the scholarship surrounding
these western trails. I hope Dr. Willard’s travels over the Santa Fe and Chihuahua Trails will spark
your interest in learning more about western trails and give you incentive to take your own
journey. Happy trails!JOY L. POOLEEditorial MethodEDITING THESE HISTORICAL
DOCUMENTS required numerous decisions in making these nineteenth-century diary passages
accessible to modern-day readers. Dr. Willard’s penmanship was quite small, a challenge only
compounded by his use of pencil and, later, quill and ink. It was sometimes difficult to distinguish
between the letters a and o, n and r, and a singular letter u or an i-and-e vowel combination. Dr.
Willard used capital letters randomly to begin a sentence or a thought, and at other times he
may have inserted them for emphasis. When words contained double letters, the acceptable
style at that time was to insert a capital letter, for example, F, M, or S in place of ff, mm, or ss.
These words have been spelled out with the double letters in the lower case. Dr. Willard also



used numerous abbreviations with superscripts, such as “Col” for Colonel or “Spts” for Spirits.
Some of these abbreviations have been spelled out, and the superscript letters have been
lowered for readability.Generally Dr. Willard’s spelling (or misspelling) of English words did not
obscure the intended meaning. However, proper names could be spelled any number of ways,
and his Spanish words, especially in the earlier entries, were often spelled phonetically. In many
of those doubtful instances, the deciphered word has been placed in brackets or footnoted with
an explanatory note to clarify a word or phrase. Some passages that are fully or partially
indecipherable have been noted as illegible in square brackets and in some instances partially
transcribed.Punctuation was often lacking in Dr. Willard’s diary, so modern punctuation was
inserted to assist with legibility. When ending a thought, or more likely for further emphasis, Dr.
Willard wrote a dash or underline. To simplify this modern edition, periods are placed at the ends
of sentences where it is clear that a complete thought was intended, or to aid the reader’s
comprehension. Some words also have an underscore in front for additional emphasis, which
have been retained. In some cases editorial additions are inserted in brackets to improve clarity
of meaning. Because the pocket diary was narrow, Dr. Willard divided many words into syllables
at the ends of lines, with an equal sign to indicate continuance on the next line. These equal
signs have been removed. Some entries were crossed out by Dr. Willard with a single line.
Where possible, these strike-throughs have been deciphered and left intact. Conversely, when
he read through his diary years later, he penciled in additional words or names of people, which I
have also inserted per his clarification. Some modern punctuation conventions have been
applied simply for the sake of consistency, such as placing dollar signs in front of numbers
instead of after.The original format of the diary entries has been modified in favor of a chronicle
by the date and/or days of the week. I have aligned the dates and days to the left margin and
bolded them for ease of reading. In some passages and instances while traveling, Dr. Willard
lost track of the day and/or date. The actual dates or days of the week have been enclosed in
square brackets when Dr. Willard did not provide them. In a few cases he wrote two entries on
the same day. These double entries have been combined into one.The autobiography was
written sometime prior to 1867. It was written in ink, with a larger penmanship, on higher-quality
paper. The present edition includes only the sections of the autobiography that pertain to
Willard’s travel experiences on the trails and residencies in Mexico. In the remainder of the
autobiography Willard recalls his childhood and his river trip down the Ohio River to the mouth of
the Ohio. He provides stories of influential men involved in the formation of Missouri’s early
territorial government and colorful sketches of life in Saint Charles. After his return to the United
States in 1828, he provides information on his travels back east to visit his family. He also
describes his business partnerships and career in the Midwest, as well as his marriage and
family life.As with the diaries, the autobiography required a number of editorial decisions in order
to ensure readability. Proper nouns have been capitalized, as in negroes to Negroes; arkansas
river to Arkansas river; calvary to Calvary. Occasionally, Willard would write a word twice; these
duplications have been removed. Dr. Willard’s writing generally lacked periods, but he liked to



use commas with the word “and” to connect phrases and sentences. It is highly possible that the
type of writing implement he used, the absorption quality of the paper, and his physical manner
of writing may have resulted in a tendency to leave marks resembling commas rather than
periods. When appropriate, periods have been inserted where no punctuation or a comma was
used originally. In addition, some uses of “and” or “&” have been eliminated to assist the reader.
Finally, the medical terms, medicines, and diseases Dr. Willard describes have been deciphered
as faithfully as possible.Editorial MethodEDITING THESE HISTORICAL DOCUMENTS required
numerous decisions in making these nineteenth-century diary passages accessible to modern-
day readers. Dr. Willard’s penmanship was quite small, a challenge only compounded by his use
of pencil and, later, quill and ink. It was sometimes difficult to distinguish between the letters a
and o, n and r, and a singular letter u or an i-and-e vowel combination. Dr. Willard used capital
letters randomly to begin a sentence or a thought, and at other times he may have inserted them
for emphasis. When words contained double letters, the acceptable style at that time was to
insert a capital letter, for example, F, M, or S in place of ff, mm, or ss. These words have been
spelled out with the double letters in the lower case. Dr. Willard also used numerous
abbreviations with superscripts, such as “Col” for Colonel or “Spts” for Spirits. Some of these
abbreviations have been spelled out, and the superscript letters have been lowered for
readability.Generally Dr. Willard’s spelling (or misspelling) of English words did not obscure the
intended meaning. However, proper names could be spelled any number of ways, and his
Spanish words, especially in the earlier entries, were often spelled phonetically. In many of those
doubtful instances, the deciphered word has been placed in brackets or footnoted with an
explanatory note to clarify a word or phrase. Some passages that are fully or partially
indecipherable have been noted as illegible in square brackets and in some instances partially
transcribed.Punctuation was often lacking in Dr. Willard’s diary, so modern punctuation was
inserted to assist with legibility. When ending a thought, or more likely for further emphasis, Dr.
Willard wrote a dash or underline. To simplify this modern edition, periods are placed at the ends
of sentences where it is clear that a complete thought was intended, or to aid the reader’s
comprehension. Some words also have an underscore in front for additional emphasis, which
have been retained. In some cases editorial additions are inserted in brackets to improve clarity
of meaning. Because the pocket diary was narrow, Dr. Willard divided many words into syllables
at the ends of lines, with an equal sign to indicate continuance on the next line. These equal
signs have been removed. Some entries were crossed out by Dr. Willard with a single line.
Where possible, these strike-throughs have been deciphered and left intact. Conversely, when
he read through his diary years later, he penciled in additional words or names of people, which I
have also inserted per his clarification. Some modern punctuation conventions have been
applied simply for the sake of consistency, such as placing dollar signs in front of numbers
instead of after.The original format of the diary entries has been modified in favor of a chronicle
by the date and/or days of the week. I have aligned the dates and days to the left margin and
bolded them for ease of reading. In some passages and instances while traveling, Dr. Willard



lost track of the day and/or date. The actual dates or days of the week have been enclosed in
square brackets when Dr. Willard did not provide them. In a few cases he wrote two entries on
the same day. These double entries have been combined into one.The autobiography was
written sometime prior to 1867. It was written in ink, with a larger penmanship, on higher-quality
paper. The present edition includes only the sections of the autobiography that pertain to
Willard’s travel experiences on the trails and residencies in Mexico. In the remainder of the
autobiography Willard recalls his childhood and his river trip down the Ohio River to the mouth of
the Ohio. He provides stories of influential men involved in the formation of Missouri’s early
territorial government and colorful sketches of life in Saint Charles. After his return to the United
States in 1828, he provides information on his travels back east to visit his family. He also
describes his business partnerships and career in the Midwest, as well as his marriage and
family life.As with the diaries, the autobiography required a number of editorial decisions in order
to ensure readability. Proper nouns have been capitalized, as in negroes to Negroes; arkansas
river to Arkansas river; calvary to Calvary. Occasionally, Willard would write a word twice; these
duplications have been removed. Dr. Willard’s writing generally lacked periods, but he liked to
use commas with the word “and” to connect phrases and sentences. It is highly possible that the
type of writing implement he used, the absorption quality of the paper, and his physical manner
of writing may have resulted in a tendency to leave marks resembling commas rather than
periods. When appropriate, periods have been inserted where no punctuation or a comma was
used originally. In addition, some uses of “and” or “&” have been eliminated to assist the reader.
Finally, the medical terms, medicines, and diseases Dr. Willard describes have been deciphered
as faithfully as possible.SANTA FE TRAILWillard’s route from Missouri through Indian Territory.
Copyright © 2015, University of Oklahoma Press.EL CAMINO REALWillard’s route from Taos to
Chihuahua, Mexico, September 15–November 5, 1825. Copyright © 2015, University of
Oklahoma Press.INTERIOR OF WESTERN UNITED STATES AND NORTHEASTERN
MEXICOWillard’s entire route beginning in Saint Charles, Missouri (May 6, 1825), and ending in
Saint Charles, Missouri (May 14, 1828). Copyright © 2015, University of Oklahoma
Press.SANTA FE TRAILWillard’s route from Missouri through Indian Territory. Copyright © 2015,
University of Oklahoma Press.EL CAMINO REALWillard’s route from Taos to Chihuahua,
Mexico, September 15–November 5, 1825. Copyright © 2015, University of Oklahoma
Press.INTERIOR OF WESTERN UNITED STATES AND NORTHEASTERN MEXICOWillard’s
entire route beginning in Saint Charles, Missouri (May 6, 1825), and ending in Saint Charles,
Missouri (May 14, 1828). Copyright © 2015, University of Oklahoma Press.IntroductionDR.
ROWLAND WILLARD was the first U.S. physician to travel the entire distance of the Santa Fe
Trail from Saint Charles, Missouri, to Chihuahua, Mexico. His diaries and autobiography provide
a written record of his wilderness journeys over the Santa Fe Trail and down the Chihuahua Trail
portion of El Camino Real. His pocket diaries chronicle his daily experiences on a wilderness
journey from his home in Saint Charles, Missouri, beginning in May 1825. Sometime after he
retired in 1867, Dr. Willard penned a descriptive autobiography that expanded on his diary



entries—writings that were hurriedly written while en route or later during brief lulls in his daily
practice.Throughout the spring of 1825, he heard about the formation of an annual Santa Fe Trail
expedition to Mexico, and in April he decided to join the foreign adventure. To prepare, Willard
purchased two horses, a saddle, and a bridle. Although he had a rifle, he also placed an order
for a set of rifle pistols to be made. As he waited for the gunsmith to finish making his pistols, he
grew anxious. While he knew the trade expedition had not left the upper settlements of Missouri,
there was some urgency if he were to rendezvous with the men gathering at Fort Osage,
Missouri, for their departure in May.Willard had recently completed a medical apprenticeship in
Saint Charles. Because he suffered from intermittent fevers caused by malaria, the trip to the
Southwest offered a better climate for his health. In addition, he knew of lucrative business
opportunities available as a result of commercial trade with Mexico on the Santa Fe Trail, and the
ambitious Dr. Willard was eager to make a success of his medical career. In his own words, “I
was now tiptoe for adventure.”The 1820s marked the first decade of Missourians’ trade on the
Santa Fe Trail. At first, many Missouri farmers used pack animals to carry merchandise to Santa
Fe. However, by 1824 cargo in larger quantities was transported in wagons. The 1825 caravan
Willard joined was divided into two groups. The advance group of men traveling with pack
animals was called “packers.” The second group traveled slower by wagon. Willard traveled with
the packers. They left the Blue River country of western Missouri and followed the Santa Fe Trail
until they reached the Arkansas River. There, the packers followed the river for miles until
reaching the Upper Crossing where they took the dry Cimarron Route into New Mexico and over
the mountains into Taos. In the first decade of the Santa Fe trade many of the packers, after
crossing the Cimarron River, followed an old buffalo road from the plains over the Sangre de
Cristo Mountains directly into Taos. The road used for centuries by ciboleros (Spanish colonial
buffalo hunters) or comancheros (Mexican traders) was referred to as “the Spanish trace” or “the
Spanish trail” by the Americans. The wagons had to continue on the plains around the
mountains into Santa Fe.In Taos the custom house officer waived the import duties on Willard’s
medicines, and he practiced medicine there for two months. He then traveled south to
Chihuahua, where he obtained a business license to open a medical practice. Many of his
patients consisted of the aristocracy of Chihuahua, including residents who had been born in
Spain. When these peninsulares were expelled from Mexico in 1828, Dr. Willard was advised to
leave Chihuahua as well. Deciding to return to the United States, he traveled across northern
Mexico and departed from the port city of Matamoros before arriving in New Orleans. From there
he traveled by steamboat up the Mississippi River to Saint Louis and overland to Saint
Charles.BIOGRAPHY OF WILLARDRowland Willard was born in Fort Ann, New York, on August
4, 1794. As a young man he earned a living as a journeyman carpenter. In 1817 nine of his
friends—all young men in their twenties—formed an exploring company bound for the western
United States, navigating the Allegheny River to the Ohio River. Willard was intrigued and
decided to join the group from its starting point in Olean, New York. The men pooled their
resources and bought a thirty-foot flatboat to float down the Ohio River. They had no definite



plan other than that each man would be at liberty to leave the group and stay at any river
community that seemed promising. By the time the group reached the mouth of the Ohio River,
the exploring company consisted of three men. Willard and his two companions traded their
flatboat for a skiff and successfully navigated upstream to Saint Louis, in Missouri Territory. At
that time, the Territory of Missouri was the western frontier of the United States. Willard recorded
his seventy-day journey on the Ohio River in a journal, which is unfortunately lost.Prior to leaving
on the Santa Fe Trail, Willard actively participated in the Saint Charles community. He was a
member of the local community band, the Masonic Lodge, and the Presbyterian church. He
became close personal friends with Missouri’s secretary of state, William Pettus, and other
politicians and businessmen. Pettus arranged for Governor McNair to provide Willard a letter of
introduction when he left for Mexico. It was designed in the form of a passport bearing the
impress of the great seal of the state. According to Dr. Willard, the official document provided
incalculable advantage to him afterward in his travels. When Willard returned from Mexico in
1828, he lingered only a day or two in Saint Charles and then headed east to New York to visit
his family, whom he had not seen in more than ten years.While visiting his family he helped them
financially by paying four hundred dollars for a deed of land his relatives owned. During the
second half of 1828, Dr. Willard attended classes at Jefferson Medical College in Philadelphia.
Owing to his strong abolitionist principles, he moved to Cincinnati, Ohio, where he established a
medical practice and opened a wholesale drugstore, one of the first west of the Allegheny
Mountains. While residing in Cincinnati, he offered his assistance to various Mexican patriots
who were living there after being banished from Mexico.Willard married Elizabeth S. Borland (b.
1814) in Cincinnati on June 27, 1832. After their conversion to the Baptist faith a year later, the
couple moved to Covington, Kentucky, where Dr. Willard helped establish the Western Baptist
Theological Institute.Later they moved to Indiana where they purchased a section of land from
three Indians and started the town of Oswego, Indiana. Willard practiced medicine and operated
a large farm where his house served as a station on the Underground Railroad. He continued to
speculate on land, built the Oswego Mills, and served on the board of directors to build the
Columbia, Oswego, and Leesburgh Plank Road. When the railroad came through his section of
land, he moved to Warsaw, Indiana, where he continued his practice until 1860. The Willards
lived in Indiana about nineteen years. Three sons survived childhood: Dr. Lyman W., a physician
and surgeon; Dr. Nelson L., a dentist; and Rowland Jr., Ph.D., a pharmacist. Rowland Jr. would
eventually own and operate Willard’s Pharmacy in Haddonfield, New Jersey, where Dr. and Mrs.
Rowland Willard retired in 1867. Willard Sr. died there seventeen years later, at the age of eighty-
nine, on March 10, 1884.THE INTERNATIONAL TRAIL OF COMMERCE BETWEEN
MISSOURI AND CHIHUAHUADuring the 1820s, a series of events set the lucrative international
trade into motion between Mexico and the United States along the Santa Fe and Chihuahua
Trails. In August 1821 Missouri was admitted to the United States as the twenty-fourth state.
Saint Charles was designated the first and temporary capital of Missouri. Then, in September of
that year, Mexico gained its independence from Spain. By November, William Becknell, from



Franklin, Missouri, arrived in Santa Fe with pack horses laden with American trade goods, which
he marked up and sold at significant profit. The Santa Fe Trail trade was officially open. Fur
trappers, farmers, and businessmen in Missouri were eager to earn income from international
commerce with Santa Fe. Once the trade caravans were established, the goods brought from
the United States disrupted the monopoly Chihuahua merchants had held in supplying New
Mexico residents with goods transported along the Chihuahua Trail. Annual expeditions formed
from Missouri to Mexico and, to a lesser extent, from Mexico to Missouri. Both the states of
Chihuahua, located on the northern frontier of Mexico, and Missouri, then considered the
western frontier of the United States, were destined to benefit economically from a symbiotic
relationship of burgeoning international commerce.Though most trade expeditions after 1821
went from Missouri to Mexico, Mexico had an impact on individual Missourians, and their
pocketbooks, well into the mid-1800s. America’s first financial crisis, the Panic of 1819, had
lasted three years. By 1821 the impact of the financial crisis had reached Missouri, resulting in
an economic depression. With little money in circulation, Missourians resorted to a bartering
system of exchange. The Bank of Missouri, chartered in 1817, suffered financially due to the
Panic of 1819 and failed completely in 1822.While Missouri’s economy was faltering, its frontier
commerce soon came to rely on silver specie pouring in from Chihuahua as a result of the Santa
Fe trade. This currency in the form of Spanish dollars or coins also known as “pieces of eight”
was made of precious silver metals from the mines of northern Mexico. The minted coins were
recognized by the U.S. government as legal tender through 1857. Once in circulation, the coins
saved the economy of Missouri from complete collapse. As trade flourished between Mexico
and the United States, beaver pelts, specie, and mules were exported from Mexico to Missouri
and beyond.Meanwhile, Santa Fe and Chihuahua residents eagerly purchased imported cloth
from the United States. While wool was available in vast quantities in Mexico, there was no cloth
manufacturing available in Santa Fe. Instead, clothing was made of animal skins and coarse
homespun wool. Cotton cloth accounted for most of the merchandise transported from Missouri
to Santa Fe and Chihuahua in the early days of the Santa Fe trade.1 Mine owners, bankers,
traders, and businesspeople from both frontier regions were able to capitalize on what would
become a profitable run on imports and exports between the two nations for the next six
decades.In January 1825 the U.S. government published a report detailing the merchandise
traded and transported along the Santa Fe Trail. Most of the information came from Augustus
Storrs, a resident of Franklin, Missouri, who had quickly established himself as an authority on
the trail. Pablo Obregón, the Mexican minister to the United States, immediately sent a copy of
Storrs’ report to his government. By March 28, 1825, the Mexican office of foreign relations
asked the governors of New Mexico and Chihuahua for their evaluation of Storrs’ report. The
newly elected governor of New Mexico, Antonio Narbona, refrained from comment, but
Governor José de Urquidi of Chihuahua provided the following response to the minister of
foreign relations: Trade with the United States would help civilize the New Mexicans, “giving
them the ideas of culture which they need to improve the disgraceful condition that characterizes



the remote country where they live, detached from other peoples of the Republic.”2 Would-be
traders with a keen eye for investing in goods not available to residents in Mexico and willing to
take a risk transporting merchandise westward on the Santa Fe Trail could make substantial
profits. Storrs’ report was an important economic stimulant to ambitious Missouri settlers who
needed silver specie and marketable commodities after years of economic depression resulting
from the Panic of 1819.MEDICAL TRAINING AND EDUCATIONPrior to his medical training
Willard had worked as a carpenter. The financial depression affected his ability to earn a living,
requiring him to evaluate his own financial situation. To gain a steadier stream of income, Willard
rented out the brick home he owned on Main Street in Saint Charles. After years of struggling
with the economic downturn, Willard sold his carpentry tools, having decided, as he phrased it in
his autobiography, “to make a transition from physical to mental employment.” Dr. Jeremiah
Millington had approached young Willard, who had built the doctor’s home, with an offer for
Willard to study medicine. Jeremiah, along with his brother Seth Millington, had arrived in Saint
Charles in 1799. Both Millington brothers were graduates of the University of Pennsylvania’s
Medical College of Philadelphia, one of the earliest medical schools in the United States. On the
frontier, individuals interested in pursuing a career in the medical profession commonly spent
three years as apprentices to a medical practitioner. Dr. Millington’s generous offer included
living quarters on the second floor above Millington’s drugstore and post office, which was
conveniently located on Saint Charles’s Main Street, one block from Missouri’s temporary state
capitol.It was not unusual that Millington operated a drugstore as part of his practice. Due to the
isolation on the frontier, early doctors were required to be self-sufficient; they often compounded
their own medicines from their herb gardens or from plants and roots they gathered. Seth
Millington was one of the largest landowners in Saint Charles, where he and Jeremiah had
obtained several concessions from the Spanish government. By 1802 they had planted fifty
acres of castor bean plants and subsequently opened a castor oil factory employing sixty
workers to press beans and bottle castor oil.3 As Seth continued to farm castor bean plants, he
expanded his operations to include mulberry orchards for silkworm production, botanical flower
gardens, and medicinal herbs. Beyond their family’s drugstore, Jeremiah Millington advertised
his services for “Medicine, Surgery and Midwifery” in the newspaper.From the medical books
listed in Willard’s autobiography, it appears that Dr. Millington taught according to the
instructional method he received at the University of Pennsylvania, using similar medical
curricula. Willard studied all the subjects of anatomy, materia medica and botany, chemistry,
physiology, pathology, and clinical medicine. Willard learned his lessons from medical textbooks
while working in Millington’s drugstore and serving as the deputy postmaster. The arrangement
of working in the drugstore proved beneficial as the pharmaceutical sales improved Willard’s
business acumen and broke up the monotony of daily studies.As an apprentice, his anatomy
studies were supplemented by two anatomical dissections on human cadavers. During this time,
the examination or dissection of corpses was only permitted if they were obtained legitimately.
Dr. Millington and his apprentice, Willard, knew both men. The first was Major Mee, who during a



time of peace had opened a military school, where Willard enrolled as a student. The major had
relied on the military for employment and his income, and the school did not sustain him
financially. According to Willard,added to these troubles, it appeared in the finale of his career
that some family difficulties had annoyed him, & so it was, he retired a few miles in the country
where he wrote a short will. Disposing of what he had to several legates & lastly his body to Dr.
Millington for dissection, stating that he had endeavored to make himself useful while alive, &
desirous to be so after his death, had bequeathed his body for scientific purposes. We sent a
man for his remains but they were of little use aside for his bones. He had spoiled his cranium
with discharging two pistols through his temples thus immolating himself without cause or
purpose.The cadaver of the other man Willard examined was a French general named Millers
who offered Willard fencing instructions. During his first and only lesson, Willard stated,while
giving me my lesson, he would stand during the pause between the several exercises, & place
his forehead upon the hilt of his sword & in broken English say “my head ache very bad.” But
after taking one lesson of him he took [to] his bed & in some two weeks, died of abscess on the
brain. After his death we sawed off the top of his cranium, where we found a cist laying upon the
dura mater, containing rather more than a gill of blood. This blood must have been collecting for
a considerable time & forming its own receptacle.Willard, like other American physicians of the
time, was influenced by the medical teachings of Dr. Benjamin Rush, who had also taught the
Millington brothers at the University of Pennsylvania. Dr. Rush believed that diseases were
manifested by fever, “due to the accumulation of a bodily poison that exerted its harmful effect by
causing nervous constriction of the small blood vessels. His therapy was designed to rid the
body of the poison and to bring about a relaxation of the nervous excitement. . . . Elimination was
promoted by bleeding, administering drugs to induce vomiting, purging, sweating, and
salivation, and by drawing the poison to the surface by cupping (applying suction cups) and
blistering the skin.”4 Rush’s widespread and long-lasting influence led Willard to learn the
technique of lancing and bleeding his patients and to practice many of Rush’s therapeutic
methods.By the time he left Missouri for Santa Fe, Dr. Willard was among a small number of
physicians who were well educated, articulate, and learned in the sciences of the day. He was
eager to launch a respectable career in a foreign land. At the campsite in Blue Springs, the first
day after leaving Fort Osage, he performed a physical examination of the mountain man Hugh
Glass, who had been mauled by a grizzly bear the previous year. Willard’s anatomical
description of Glass’s physical deformities (he called missing sections of Glass’s thigh and
shoulder blade “chasms”) is the only known written and authentic medical record of Glass’s
injuries. Throughout his travels, Willard routinely treated ailing traveling companions, dispensing
drugs from his portable pine medicine chests especially made for the trip.Once he settled in
Taos, the news of the presence of an American doctor quickly spread throughout the little
villages of the Taos Valley. His skill as a surgeon was soon established when he performed eye
surgery without the benefit of modern-day antibiotics or anesthesia. In his practice, he examined
a cross-section of the local population from farm families to the alcalde, or mayor of Taos, to the



chief of the Taos Indian pueblo. He frequently notes that patients compensated him with foods
they had gathered or grown. Within three months, he realized his goal of a lucrative medical
practice was not likely in Taos. The agricultural economy in the northern Mexican frontier, like the
Missouri frontier, was based on trade and barter. He discussed his medical career with his
American friends as they prepared to return to Missouri with the fall caravan. They advised him
to spend the winter in Taos and learn Spanish. The day after they left, Dr. Willard decided to
travel farther south into Mexico. He closed his practice and made futile attempts to collect on
accounts for his medical services.With letters of introduction from the governors of both Missouri
and New Mexico, he obtained a license and soon established his medical practice in Chihuahua.
Coincidently, he had arrived in Chihuahua during a measles epidemic. In fact, one of his patients
was his traveling companion, Augustus Storrs, who had recently been appointed as the U.S.
consul. In Chihuahua, Dr. Willard soon realized his ambitions to establish a lucrative medical
practice. He noted that he examined about twenty patients a day. During his journey and his
residencies in Mexico, he only recorded the names of his male patients, their conditions and
diagnoses, and the prescribed medicines or treatments rendered. Sadly, he often neglected to
record the names of his female patients, referring to them only as the “lady” of Priest ____ or Mr.
_____.Throughout his time in Chihuahua, Dr. Willard experienced an ongoing dilemma. Duties
of the Catholic priests included attending to the sick and infirm. Often when a patient’s condition
was deteriorating, the Catholic family simultaneously summoned Dr. Willard and their priest.
Frequently, if the priest arrived first, he had begun to administer the last rites, which included the
duties of extreme unction, a healing ritual. This put Dr. Willard in an awkward position for
negotiating access to the patient to diagnose and apply his medical ability. It seems, despite
both Willard’s Protestant-based bias against the Catholic faith and the delicacy of the situation,
that he exercised diplomacy.Overall, his skills as a physician were well regarded, and
government officials of Chihuahua asked him to head up a hospital, an assignment he
graciously declined. His historical record as the first American physician in northern Mexico
identifies a myriad of diseases and illnesses and provides a medical record of the course of
treatment prescribed for the time.THE WESTWARD ROUTEAs the frontier of Missouri was
being settled, the Boone’s Lick Road led westward from Saint Charles to the beginning of the
Santa Fe Trail in Franklin. A map of the Santa Fe route from Missouri was created by Dr. John H.
Robinson, who accompanied Zebulon Pike on his 1806 expedition. Residents of Saint Charles
owned copies of Pike’s 1806 journal, and Robinson’s map of Mexico was available to travelers
for ten dollars. Willard had likely read Pike’s journal, and undoubtedly a copy of Robinson’s map
was available for those traveling west once they departed from the Boone’s Lick Road to
rendezvous with those gathering for the annual Santa Fe expedition west. Joseph C. Brown, a
surveyor who accompanied George Sibley’s exploration of the Santa Fe route in the summer of
1825, also used Robinson’s map as a reference. Coincidentally, Sibley had worked with
Robinson at Fort Osage and therefore had learned about the route from Dr. Robinson.Modern-
day trail scholars rely on the writing and map from Josiah Gregg’s “Commerce of the Prairies,”



first published in 1844. Gregg, a naturalist, merchant, and author traveled the Santa Fe and
Chihuahua Trails multiple times beginning in the 1830s. Dr. Willard’s 1825 account of the Santa
Fe Trail provides a very early description of the route, campsites, and landmarks of an area not
previously explored (or exploited) by annual caravans of traders and merchants. Over time,
place names along the route developed from the storied events that occurred at a particular
stop, or for their botanical or geological features, a descriptive river crossing, or an available
water source. He traveled the route before many of the place names later associated with the
Santa Fe Trail were written into the annals of history, and his diaries predate Josiah Gregg’s
detailed account by nearly twenty years. Willard’s writings indicate that his trip was indeed a
wilderness journey.Segments of the Santa Fe Trail parallel the Arkansas River for dozens of
miles. Crossing the Arkansas River is frequently described in diaries by trail travelers, who often
faithfully recorded their daily miles traveled. One significant point requires further elaboration
with regard to the crossing of the Arkansas River. Dr. Willard’s firsthand account confirms for trail
scholars that the Upper Crossing of the Arkansas River near present-day Lakin, Kansas, was
evidently the preferred and usual route for crossing the Arkansas River throughout the 1820s.
Miles of sand hills lined the south side of the Arkansas River. Over time the intermittent flow of
Bear Creek cut a drainage channel through the sand hills, leaving a bed of river rock that
provided a solid foundation for wagons. Because of Josiah Gregg’s 1844 publication, scholars
have long assumed that the Middle or Cimarron Crossing of the Arkansas River was the main
wagon route. However, the Middle Crossing had a sandy river bottom, which was more
hazardous for wagons. Dr. Willard’s May 1825 caravan was followed by a wagon caravan
captained by Augustus Storrs a couple of weeks later. Both groups crossed the Arkansas River
at the Upper Crossing. That same summer, Sibley’s exploration party also crossed the Arkansas
River at the Upper Crossing.Willard’s autobiography reveals that south of the Upper Crossing,
near the Cimarron River, the group of packers encountered an eastbound caravan of Americans
and Spaniards. American trader Colonel Meredith Miles Marmaduke and an attorney and
businessman from Chihuahua, Don Manuel Simón de Escudero, one of the first Mexican
merchants to travel east, were on their way to Missouri.Escudero intended to travel no farther
than Santa Fe to purchase imported goods from the United States. Happenstance, however, led
him to Washington, DC, on an unorthodox international diplomatic venture for the governor of
New Mexico. He was sent on a peace keeping mission to address border problems centered on
marking a road between Missouri and Santa Fe and defending it against Indians who threatened
the security of the traders who used it. For officials in the frontier provinces of New Mexico and
Missouri, finding a solution to the problem of Indian raiders was a high priority.5Toward that end,
George Sibley’s government-sponsored caravan was commissioned to not only survey the road
to Santa Fe but also negotiate rights of way for traders with the Osage and Kaw Indian tribes.
Sibley’s survey party also met Marmaduke’s and Escudero’s caravan en route to Missouri on
July 24, 1825.Another observation regarding the route was that the group of packers, some of
whom were mountain men and fur trappers, followed the buffalo trail from the plains directly on



to Taos. The buffalo trail was used for both hunting and trading. The packers picked up this “old
Spanish trace” from present-day Point of Rocks ranch in northern New Mexico. They headed
westward toward present-day Rayado, New Mexico. From Rayado the packers followed the Taos
Trail over the foothills crossing the Sangre de Cristo Mountains at Apache Pass,6 descending
into Valle Escondido southeast of Taos and following the Rio Fernandez into
Taos.PUBLICATION OF EARLY TRAVEL JOURNALSRowland Willard’s personal observations
are made more revealing through recollections in his autobiography, which he wrote years later
sometime before he retired in 1867. It includes his description of the Catholics’ reverence for “the
Guadalupe,” a lively account of a horse race staged by Missouri traders competing with
Chihuahua’s equestrian owners, and his detailed observations of a traditional bullfight in Mexico.
Willard provides new insights into specific Mexican trade items such as the manufacture of
coarse hats and the distribution of cigars in Chihuahua.Upon Willard’s arrival in Cincinnati, he
loaned his diaries to an acquaintance, Reverend Timothy Flint, a former missionary who had
become a well-known regional writer. Timothy Flint’s literary reputation resulted from his
successful publications about geology and history. These topics were well received by the
reading public who were curious about history, the region, and international travel. Willard, who
was interested in theology, had first met Flint and heard him preach when he lived in Saint
Charles. Subsequently, Reverend Flint, then working as an editor for the Western Monthly
Review, published excerpts from Dr. Willard’s travel diaries in an 1829 essay called “Inland Trade
with New Mexico.” Willard’s travel account was also reprinted in 1831 as an appendix to a book
Flint edited, The Personal Narrative of James O. Pattie: The True Wild West of New Mexico and
California. Willard enjoyed a certain amount of fame for his wilderness journey from this
publication. In retrospect, it seems appropriate that Dr. Willard’s account is included in Pattie’s
book as he was a contemporary of the Patties and knew both James Pattie and his father,
Sylvester. In fact, Willard claimed the Patties visited him in Chihuahua and made their fateful
plans for a trapping expedition to California at Willard’s home. Ultimately, the trip proved
unsuccessful, resulting in the death of the senior Pattie.Another early travel journal was written
by Lieutenant William Hale Hardy of the British Royal Navy. His account of northwestern Mexico,
“Travels in the Interior of Mexico 1825, 1826, 1827, 1828,” was published in London also in 1829.
According to David Weber,Hardy entered Mexico shortly after independence had opened the
new nation to the relatively free entry of foreigners. Hardy was commissioned by the General
Pearl and Coral Fishery Association of England to reconnoiter the potential of exploitation of the
Gulf of California and negotiate the appropriate concessions from the Mexican government. At
the time, 1825, Mexico was highly interested in overtures made by Great Britain to acquire trade
monopolies, and was carefully considering British versus United States economic
advantages.7Coincidently, Lt. Hardy met Dr. Willard in Chihuahua in 1827 and commented on
Willard’s social etiquette. It does not appear Dr. Willard knew of Hardy’s travel journal, as he
does not mention Lt. Hardy or his book in his autobiography written years later.The only journals
Dr. Willard remarks on are those written by Baron Alexander von Humboldt, General Zebulon



Montgomery Pike, and Dr. John Robinson, all of whom preceded him into Mexico. Collectively,
Willard viewed their works as bearing the character of “literati,” especially the publications by
Humboldt, given his geological and scientific research.During the 1820s seven travel journals on
Mexico were published in London: six written by Englishmen and one by an American, Joel
Roberts Poinsett, U.S. minister to Mexico. All of these accounts, however, were derived from and
therefore confined to the authors’ residencies in Mexico City. Willard’s journal of northern
Mexico, like Hardy’s account, is filled with descriptions of events and characterizations of
traders, Mexican and U.S. government officials, Catholic priests, and the genteel society of
Chihuahua. A decade later, a number of U.S. travel guidebooks about the Santa Fe Trail trade
were published, written by travelers such as Josiah Gregg, Matt Field, Albert Pike, and Alphonso
Wetmore. To these widely read and detailed accounts we can now add Dr. Willard’s unique
American view of the early years of the Santa Fe and Chihuahua Trail trades. Dr. Willard’s
account describes the early trail trade when it was still speculative, before established routines
and standardized merchandise—when the trail trade had not become what Dr. Howard Lamar,
professor emeritus at Yale, characterized as “a Conquest of Commerce.”8Of utmost importance
are the dozens of traders, priests, government officials, businessmen, and residents traced
through Willard’s encounters with people. Lamar has suggested in his book The Far Southwest
that the conquest of Mexico was a “conquest by merchants.” In his book The Extranjeros Weber
translated the names of foreign American trappers and traders, based on research at the
Mexican Archive of New Mexico that included Santa Fe’s customhouse records, the 1826
Report on Foreigners, guías (trade permits), and treasury reports. When taken in combination
with these Mexican documents, Willard’s authentic personal account naming 170 people is
useful in confirming where a trader or trapper was at a specific time.In summary, Dr. Willard’s
memoirs provide an authentic account of frontier medicine and the day-to-day activities of
residents living in Taos, Santa Fe, and Chihuahua. His revealing characterizations provide
insights into the distinctions of class rankings within society, religious and cultural practices, and
the various individuals whom he associated with and who benefited from his medical services.
Dr. Willard assists the reader in understanding their motivations and personalities, as well as
their perceptions and attitudes toward the Santa Fe and Chihuahua trade, Mexico, and its
people.IntroductionDR. ROWLAND WILLARD was the first U.S. physician to travel the entire
distance of the Santa Fe Trail from Saint Charles, Missouri, to Chihuahua, Mexico. His diaries
and autobiography provide a written record of his wilderness journeys over the Santa Fe Trail
and down the Chihuahua Trail portion of El Camino Real. His pocket diaries chronicle his daily
experiences on a wilderness journey from his home in Saint Charles, Missouri, beginning in May
1825. Sometime after he retired in 1867, Dr. Willard penned a descriptive autobiography that
expanded on his diary entries—writings that were hurriedly written while en route or later during
brief lulls in his daily practice.Throughout the spring of 1825, he heard about the formation of an
annual Santa Fe Trail expedition to Mexico, and in April he decided to join the foreign adventure.
To prepare, Willard purchased two horses, a saddle, and a bridle. Although he had a rifle, he



also placed an order for a set of rifle pistols to be made. As he waited for the gunsmith to finish
making his pistols, he grew anxious. While he knew the trade expedition had not left the upper
settlements of Missouri, there was some urgency if he were to rendezvous with the men
gathering at Fort Osage, Missouri, for their departure in May.Willard had recently completed a
medical apprenticeship in Saint Charles. Because he suffered from intermittent fevers caused by
malaria, the trip to the Southwest offered a better climate for his health. In addition, he knew of
lucrative business opportunities available as a result of commercial trade with Mexico on the
Santa Fe Trail, and the ambitious Dr. Willard was eager to make a success of his medical career.
In his own words, “I was now tiptoe for adventure.”The 1820s marked the first decade of
Missourians’ trade on the Santa Fe Trail. At first, many Missouri farmers used pack animals to
carry merchandise to Santa Fe. However, by 1824 cargo in larger quantities was transported in
wagons. The 1825 caravan Willard joined was divided into two groups. The advance group of
men traveling with pack animals was called “packers.” The second group traveled slower by
wagon. Willard traveled with the packers. They left the Blue River country of western Missouri
and followed the Santa Fe Trail until they reached the Arkansas River. There, the packers
followed the river for miles until reaching the Upper Crossing where they took the dry Cimarron
Route into New Mexico and over the mountains into Taos. In the first decade of the Santa Fe
trade many of the packers, after crossing the Cimarron River, followed an old buffalo road from
the plains over the Sangre de Cristo Mountains directly into Taos. The road used for centuries by
ciboleros (Spanish colonial buffalo hunters) or comancheros (Mexican traders) was referred to
as “the Spanish trace” or “the Spanish trail” by the Americans. The wagons had to continue on
the plains around the mountains into Santa Fe.In Taos the custom house officer waived the
import duties on Willard’s medicines, and he practiced medicine there for two months. He then
traveled south to Chihuahua, where he obtained a business license to open a medical practice.
Many of his patients consisted of the aristocracy of Chihuahua, including residents who had
been born in Spain. When these peninsulares were expelled from Mexico in 1828, Dr. Willard
was advised to leave Chihuahua as well. Deciding to return to the United States, he traveled
across northern Mexico and departed from the port city of Matamoros before arriving in New
Orleans. From there he traveled by steamboat up the Mississippi River to Saint Louis and
overland to Saint Charles.BIOGRAPHY OF WILLARDRowland Willard was born in Fort Ann,
New York, on August 4, 1794. As a young man he earned a living as a journeyman carpenter. In
1817 nine of his friends—all young men in their twenties—formed an exploring company bound
for the western United States, navigating the Allegheny River to the Ohio River. Willard was
intrigued and decided to join the group from its starting point in Olean, New York. The men
pooled their resources and bought a thirty-foot flatboat to float down the Ohio River. They had no
definite plan other than that each man would be at liberty to leave the group and stay at any river
community that seemed promising. By the time the group reached the mouth of the Ohio River,
the exploring company consisted of three men. Willard and his two companions traded their
flatboat for a skiff and successfully navigated upstream to Saint Louis, in Missouri Territory. At



that time, the Territory of Missouri was the western frontier of the United States. Willard recorded
his seventy-day journey on the Ohio River in a journal, which is unfortunately lost.Prior to leaving
on the Santa Fe Trail, Willard actively participated in the Saint Charles community. He was a
member of the local community band, the Masonic Lodge, and the Presbyterian church. He
became close personal friends with Missouri’s secretary of state, William Pettus, and other
politicians and businessmen. Pettus arranged for Governor McNair to provide Willard a letter of
introduction when he left for Mexico. It was designed in the form of a passport bearing the
impress of the great seal of the state. According to Dr. Willard, the official document provided
incalculable advantage to him afterward in his travels. When Willard returned from Mexico in
1828, he lingered only a day or two in Saint Charles and then headed east to New York to visit
his family, whom he had not seen in more than ten years.While visiting his family he helped them
financially by paying four hundred dollars for a deed of land his relatives owned. During the
second half of 1828, Dr. Willard attended classes at Jefferson Medical College in Philadelphia.
Owing to his strong abolitionist principles, he moved to Cincinnati, Ohio, where he established a
medical practice and opened a wholesale drugstore, one of the first west of the Allegheny
Mountains. While residing in Cincinnati, he offered his assistance to various Mexican patriots
who were living there after being banished from Mexico.Willard married Elizabeth S. Borland (b.
1814) in Cincinnati on June 27, 1832. After their conversion to the Baptist faith a year later, the
couple moved to Covington, Kentucky, where Dr. Willard helped establish the Western Baptist
Theological Institute.Later they moved to Indiana where they purchased a section of land from
three Indians and started the town of Oswego, Indiana. Willard practiced medicine and operated
a large farm where his house served as a station on the Underground Railroad. He continued to
speculate on land, built the Oswego Mills, and served on the board of directors to build the
Columbia, Oswego, and Leesburgh Plank Road. When the railroad came through his section of
land, he moved to Warsaw, Indiana, where he continued his practice until 1860. The Willards
lived in Indiana about nineteen years. Three sons survived childhood: Dr. Lyman W., a physician
and surgeon; Dr. Nelson L., a dentist; and Rowland Jr., Ph.D., a pharmacist. Rowland Jr. would
eventually own and operate Willard’s Pharmacy in Haddonfield, New Jersey, where Dr. and Mrs.
Rowland Willard retired in 1867. Willard Sr. died there seventeen years later, at the age of eighty-
nine, on March 10, 1884.THE INTERNATIONAL TRAIL OF COMMERCE BETWEEN
MISSOURI AND CHIHUAHUADuring the 1820s, a series of events set the lucrative international
trade into motion between Mexico and the United States along the Santa Fe and Chihuahua
Trails. In August 1821 Missouri was admitted to the United States as the twenty-fourth state.
Saint Charles was designated the first and temporary capital of Missouri. Then, in September of
that year, Mexico gained its independence from Spain. By November, William Becknell, from
Franklin, Missouri, arrived in Santa Fe with pack horses laden with American trade goods, which
he marked up and sold at significant profit. The Santa Fe Trail trade was officially open. Fur
trappers, farmers, and businessmen in Missouri were eager to earn income from international
commerce with Santa Fe. Once the trade caravans were established, the goods brought from



the United States disrupted the monopoly Chihuahua merchants had held in supplying New
Mexico residents with goods transported along the Chihuahua Trail. Annual expeditions formed
from Missouri to Mexico and, to a lesser extent, from Mexico to Missouri. Both the states of
Chihuahua, located on the northern frontier of Mexico, and Missouri, then considered the
western frontier of the United States, were destined to benefit economically from a symbiotic
relationship of burgeoning international commerce.Though most trade expeditions after 1821
went from Missouri to Mexico, Mexico had an impact on individual Missourians, and their
pocketbooks, well into the mid-1800s. America’s first financial crisis, the Panic of 1819, had
lasted three years. By 1821 the impact of the financial crisis had reached Missouri, resulting in
an economic depression. With little money in circulation, Missourians resorted to a bartering
system of exchange. The Bank of Missouri, chartered in 1817, suffered financially due to the
Panic of 1819 and failed completely in 1822.While Missouri’s economy was faltering, its frontier
commerce soon came to rely on silver specie pouring in from Chihuahua as a result of the Santa
Fe trade. This currency in the form of Spanish dollars or coins also known as “pieces of eight”
was made of precious silver metals from the mines of northern Mexico. The minted coins were
recognized by the U.S. government as legal tender through 1857. Once in circulation, the coins
saved the economy of Missouri from complete collapse. As trade flourished between Mexico
and the United States, beaver pelts, specie, and mules were exported from Mexico to Missouri
and beyond.Meanwhile, Santa Fe and Chihuahua residents eagerly purchased imported cloth
from the United States. While wool was available in vast quantities in Mexico, there was no cloth
manufacturing available in Santa Fe. Instead, clothing was made of animal skins and coarse
homespun wool. Cotton cloth accounted for most of the merchandise transported from Missouri
to Santa Fe and Chihuahua in the early days of the Santa Fe trade.1 Mine owners, bankers,
traders, and businesspeople from both frontier regions were able to capitalize on what would
become a profitable run on imports and exports between the two nations for the next six
decades.In January 1825 the U.S. government published a report detailing the merchandise
traded and transported along the Santa Fe Trail. Most of the information came from Augustus
Storrs, a resident of Franklin, Missouri, who had quickly established himself as an authority on
the trail. Pablo Obregón, the Mexican minister to the United States, immediately sent a copy of
Storrs’ report to his government. By March 28, 1825, the Mexican office of foreign relations
asked the governors of New Mexico and Chihuahua for their evaluation of Storrs’ report. The
newly elected governor of New Mexico, Antonio Narbona, refrained from comment, but
Governor José de Urquidi of Chihuahua provided the following response to the minister of
foreign relations: Trade with the United States would help civilize the New Mexicans, “giving
them the ideas of culture which they need to improve the disgraceful condition that characterizes
the remote country where they live, detached from other peoples of the Republic.”2 Would-be
traders with a keen eye for investing in goods not available to residents in Mexico and willing to
take a risk transporting merchandise westward on the Santa Fe Trail could make substantial
profits. Storrs’ report was an important economic stimulant to ambitious Missouri settlers who



needed silver specie and marketable commodities after years of economic depression resulting
from the Panic of 1819.MEDICAL TRAINING AND EDUCATIONPrior to his medical training
Willard had worked as a carpenter. The financial depression affected his ability to earn a living,
requiring him to evaluate his own financial situation. To gain a steadier stream of income, Willard
rented out the brick home he owned on Main Street in Saint Charles. After years of struggling
with the economic downturn, Willard sold his carpentry tools, having decided, as he phrased it in
his autobiography, “to make a transition from physical to mental employment.” Dr. Jeremiah
Millington had approached young Willard, who had built the doctor’s home, with an offer for
Willard to study medicine. Jeremiah, along with his brother Seth Millington, had arrived in Saint
Charles in 1799. Both Millington brothers were graduates of the University of Pennsylvania’s
Medical College of Philadelphia, one of the earliest medical schools in the United States. On the
frontier, individuals interested in pursuing a career in the medical profession commonly spent
three years as apprentices to a medical practitioner. Dr. Millington’s generous offer included
living quarters on the second floor above Millington’s drugstore and post office, which was
conveniently located on Saint Charles’s Main Street, one block from Missouri’s temporary state
capitol.It was not unusual that Millington operated a drugstore as part of his practice. Due to the
isolation on the frontier, early doctors were required to be self-sufficient; they often compounded
their own medicines from their herb gardens or from plants and roots they gathered. Seth
Millington was one of the largest landowners in Saint Charles, where he and Jeremiah had
obtained several concessions from the Spanish government. By 1802 they had planted fifty
acres of castor bean plants and subsequently opened a castor oil factory employing sixty
workers to press beans and bottle castor oil.3 As Seth continued to farm castor bean plants, he
expanded his operations to include mulberry orchards for silkworm production, botanical flower
gardens, and medicinal herbs. Beyond their family’s drugstore, Jeremiah Millington advertised
his services for “Medicine, Surgery and Midwifery” in the newspaper.From the medical books
listed in Willard’s autobiography, it appears that Dr. Millington taught according to the
instructional method he received at the University of Pennsylvania, using similar medical
curricula. Willard studied all the subjects of anatomy, materia medica and botany, chemistry,
physiology, pathology, and clinical medicine. Willard learned his lessons from medical textbooks
while working in Millington’s drugstore and serving as the deputy postmaster. The arrangement
of working in the drugstore proved beneficial as the pharmaceutical sales improved Willard’s
business acumen and broke up the monotony of daily studies.As an apprentice, his anatomy
studies were supplemented by two anatomical dissections on human cadavers. During this time,
the examination or dissection of corpses was only permitted if they were obtained legitimately.
Dr. Millington and his apprentice, Willard, knew both men. The first was Major Mee, who during a
time of peace had opened a military school, where Willard enrolled as a student. The major had
relied on the military for employment and his income, and the school did not sustain him
financially. According to Willard,added to these troubles, it appeared in the finale of his career
that some family difficulties had annoyed him, & so it was, he retired a few miles in the country



where he wrote a short will. Disposing of what he had to several legates & lastly his body to Dr.
Millington for dissection, stating that he had endeavored to make himself useful while alive, &
desirous to be so after his death, had bequeathed his body for scientific purposes. We sent a
man for his remains but they were of little use aside for his bones. He had spoiled his cranium
with discharging two pistols through his temples thus immolating himself without cause or
purpose.The cadaver of the other man Willard examined was a French general named Millers
who offered Willard fencing instructions. During his first and only lesson, Willard stated,while
giving me my lesson, he would stand during the pause between the several exercises, & place
his forehead upon the hilt of his sword & in broken English say “my head ache very bad.” But
after taking one lesson of him he took [to] his bed & in some two weeks, died of abscess on the
brain. After his death we sawed off the top of his cranium, where we found a cist laying upon the
dura mater, containing rather more than a gill of blood. This blood must have been collecting for
a considerable time & forming its own receptacle.Willard, like other American physicians of the
time, was influenced by the medical teachings of Dr. Benjamin Rush, who had also taught the
Millington brothers at the University of Pennsylvania. Dr. Rush believed that diseases were
manifested by fever, “due to the accumulation of a bodily poison that exerted its harmful effect by
causing nervous constriction of the small blood vessels. His therapy was designed to rid the
body of the poison and to bring about a relaxation of the nervous excitement. . . . Elimination was
promoted by bleeding, administering drugs to induce vomiting, purging, sweating, and
salivation, and by drawing the poison to the surface by cupping (applying suction cups) and
blistering the skin.”4 Rush’s widespread and long-lasting influence led Willard to learn the
technique of lancing and bleeding his patients and to practice many of Rush’s therapeutic
methods.By the time he left Missouri for Santa Fe, Dr. Willard was among a small number of
physicians who were well educated, articulate, and learned in the sciences of the day. He was
eager to launch a respectable career in a foreign land. At the campsite in Blue Springs, the first
day after leaving Fort Osage, he performed a physical examination of the mountain man Hugh
Glass, who had been mauled by a grizzly bear the previous year. Willard’s anatomical
description of Glass’s physical deformities (he called missing sections of Glass’s thigh and
shoulder blade “chasms”) is the only known written and authentic medical record of Glass’s
injuries. Throughout his travels, Willard routinely treated ailing traveling companions, dispensing
drugs from his portable pine medicine chests especially made for the trip.Once he settled in
Taos, the news of the presence of an American doctor quickly spread throughout the little
villages of the Taos Valley. His skill as a surgeon was soon established when he performed eye
surgery without the benefit of modern-day antibiotics or anesthesia. In his practice, he examined
a cross-section of the local population from farm families to the alcalde, or mayor of Taos, to the
chief of the Taos Indian pueblo. He frequently notes that patients compensated him with foods
they had gathered or grown. Within three months, he realized his goal of a lucrative medical
practice was not likely in Taos. The agricultural economy in the northern Mexican frontier, like the
Missouri frontier, was based on trade and barter. He discussed his medical career with his



American friends as they prepared to return to Missouri with the fall caravan. They advised him
to spend the winter in Taos and learn Spanish. The day after they left, Dr. Willard decided to
travel farther south into Mexico. He closed his practice and made futile attempts to collect on
accounts for his medical services.With letters of introduction from the governors of both Missouri
and New Mexico, he obtained a license and soon established his medical practice in Chihuahua.
Coincidently, he had arrived in Chihuahua during a measles epidemic. In fact, one of his patients
was his traveling companion, Augustus Storrs, who had recently been appointed as the U.S.
consul. In Chihuahua, Dr. Willard soon realized his ambitions to establish a lucrative medical
practice. He noted that he examined about twenty patients a day. During his journey and his
residencies in Mexico, he only recorded the names of his male patients, their conditions and
diagnoses, and the prescribed medicines or treatments rendered. Sadly, he often neglected to
record the names of his female patients, referring to them only as the “lady” of Priest ____ or Mr.
_____.Throughout his time in Chihuahua, Dr. Willard experienced an ongoing dilemma. Duties
of the Catholic priests included attending to the sick and infirm. Often when a patient’s condition
was deteriorating, the Catholic family simultaneously summoned Dr. Willard and their priest.
Frequently, if the priest arrived first, he had begun to administer the last rites, which included the
duties of extreme unction, a healing ritual. This put Dr. Willard in an awkward position for
negotiating access to the patient to diagnose and apply his medical ability. It seems, despite
both Willard’s Protestant-based bias against the Catholic faith and the delicacy of the situation,
that he exercised diplomacy.Overall, his skills as a physician were well regarded, and
government officials of Chihuahua asked him to head up a hospital, an assignment he
graciously declined. His historical record as the first American physician in northern Mexico
identifies a myriad of diseases and illnesses and provides a medical record of the course of
treatment prescribed for the time.THE WESTWARD ROUTEAs the frontier of Missouri was
being settled, the Boone’s Lick Road led westward from Saint Charles to the beginning of the
Santa Fe Trail in Franklin. A map of the Santa Fe route from Missouri was created by Dr. John H.
Robinson, who accompanied Zebulon Pike on his 1806 expedition. Residents of Saint Charles
owned copies of Pike’s 1806 journal, and Robinson’s map of Mexico was available to travelers
for ten dollars. Willard had likely read Pike’s journal, and undoubtedly a copy of Robinson’s map
was available for those traveling west once they departed from the Boone’s Lick Road to
rendezvous with those gathering for the annual Santa Fe expedition west. Joseph C. Brown, a
surveyor who accompanied George Sibley’s exploration of the Santa Fe route in the summer of
1825, also used Robinson’s map as a reference. Coincidentally, Sibley had worked with
Robinson at Fort Osage and therefore had learned about the route from Dr. Robinson.Modern-
day trail scholars rely on the writing and map from Josiah Gregg’s “Commerce of the Prairies,”
first published in 1844. Gregg, a naturalist, merchant, and author traveled the Santa Fe and
Chihuahua Trails multiple times beginning in the 1830s. Dr. Willard’s 1825 account of the Santa
Fe Trail provides a very early description of the route, campsites, and landmarks of an area not
previously explored (or exploited) by annual caravans of traders and merchants. Over time,



place names along the route developed from the storied events that occurred at a particular
stop, or for their botanical or geological features, a descriptive river crossing, or an available
water source. He traveled the route before many of the place names later associated with the
Santa Fe Trail were written into the annals of history, and his diaries predate Josiah Gregg’s
detailed account by nearly twenty years. Willard’s writings indicate that his trip was indeed a
wilderness journey.Segments of the Santa Fe Trail parallel the Arkansas River for dozens of
miles. Crossing the Arkansas River is frequently described in diaries by trail travelers, who often
faithfully recorded their daily miles traveled. One significant point requires further elaboration
with regard to the crossing of the Arkansas River. Dr. Willard’s firsthand account confirms for trail
scholars that the Upper Crossing of the Arkansas River near present-day Lakin, Kansas, was
evidently the preferred and usual route for crossing the Arkansas River throughout the 1820s.
Miles of sand hills lined the south side of the Arkansas River. Over time the intermittent flow of
Bear Creek cut a drainage channel through the sand hills, leaving a bed of river rock that
provided a solid foundation for wagons. Because of Josiah Gregg’s 1844 publication, scholars
have long assumed that the Middle or Cimarron Crossing of the Arkansas River was the main
wagon route. However, the Middle Crossing had a sandy river bottom, which was more
hazardous for wagons. Dr. Willard’s May 1825 caravan was followed by a wagon caravan
captained by Augustus Storrs a couple of weeks later. Both groups crossed the Arkansas River
at the Upper Crossing. That same summer, Sibley’s exploration party also crossed the Arkansas
River at the Upper Crossing.Willard’s autobiography reveals that south of the Upper Crossing,
near the Cimarron River, the group of packers encountered an eastbound caravan of Americans
and Spaniards. American trader Colonel Meredith Miles Marmaduke and an attorney and
businessman from Chihuahua, Don Manuel Simón de Escudero, one of the first Mexican
merchants to travel east, were on their way to Missouri.Escudero intended to travel no farther
than Santa Fe to purchase imported goods from the United States. Happenstance, however, led
him to Washington, DC, on an unorthodox international diplomatic venture for the governor of
New Mexico. He was sent on a peace keeping mission to address border problems centered on
marking a road between Missouri and Santa Fe and defending it against Indians who threatened
the security of the traders who used it. For officials in the frontier provinces of New Mexico and
Missouri, finding a solution to the problem of Indian raiders was a high priority.5Toward that end,
George Sibley’s government-sponsored caravan was commissioned to not only survey the road
to Santa Fe but also negotiate rights of way for traders with the Osage and Kaw Indian tribes.
Sibley’s survey party also met Marmaduke’s and Escudero’s caravan en route to Missouri on
July 24, 1825.Another observation regarding the route was that the group of packers, some of
whom were mountain men and fur trappers, followed the buffalo trail from the plains directly on
to Taos. The buffalo trail was used for both hunting and trading. The packers picked up this “old
Spanish trace” from present-day Point of Rocks ranch in northern New Mexico. They headed
westward toward present-day Rayado, New Mexico. From Rayado the packers followed the Taos
Trail over the foothills crossing the Sangre de Cristo Mountains at Apache Pass,6 descending



into Valle Escondido southeast of Taos and following the Rio Fernandez into
Taos.PUBLICATION OF EARLY TRAVEL JOURNALSRowland Willard’s personal observations
are made more revealing through recollections in his autobiography, which he wrote years later
sometime before he retired in 1867. It includes his description of the Catholics’ reverence for “the
Guadalupe,” a lively account of a horse race staged by Missouri traders competing with
Chihuahua’s equestrian owners, and his detailed observations of a traditional bullfight in Mexico.
Willard provides new insights into specific Mexican trade items such as the manufacture of
coarse hats and the distribution of cigars in Chihuahua.Upon Willard’s arrival in Cincinnati, he
loaned his diaries to an acquaintance, Reverend Timothy Flint, a former missionary who had
become a well-known regional writer. Timothy Flint’s literary reputation resulted from his
successful publications about geology and history. These topics were well received by the
reading public who were curious about history, the region, and international travel. Willard, who
was interested in theology, had first met Flint and heard him preach when he lived in Saint
Charles. Subsequently, Reverend Flint, then working as an editor for the Western Monthly
Review, published excerpts from Dr. Willard’s travel diaries in an 1829 essay called “Inland Trade
with New Mexico.” Willard’s travel account was also reprinted in 1831 as an appendix to a book
Flint edited, The Personal Narrative of James O. Pattie: The True Wild West of New Mexico and
California. Willard enjoyed a certain amount of fame for his wilderness journey from this
publication. In retrospect, it seems appropriate that Dr. Willard’s account is included in Pattie’s
book as he was a contemporary of the Patties and knew both James Pattie and his father,
Sylvester. In fact, Willard claimed the Patties visited him in Chihuahua and made their fateful
plans for a trapping expedition to California at Willard’s home. Ultimately, the trip proved
unsuccessful, resulting in the death of the senior Pattie.Another early travel journal was written
by Lieutenant William Hale Hardy of the British Royal Navy. His account of northwestern Mexico,
“Travels in the Interior of Mexico 1825, 1826, 1827, 1828,” was published in London also in 1829.
According to David Weber,Hardy entered Mexico shortly after independence had opened the
new nation to the relatively free entry of foreigners. Hardy was commissioned by the General
Pearl and Coral Fishery Association of England to reconnoiter the potential of exploitation of the
Gulf of California and negotiate the appropriate concessions from the Mexican government. At
the time, 1825, Mexico was highly interested in overtures made by Great Britain to acquire trade
monopolies, and was carefully considering British versus United States economic
advantages.7Coincidently, Lt. Hardy met Dr. Willard in Chihuahua in 1827 and commented on
Willard’s social etiquette. It does not appear Dr. Willard knew of Hardy’s travel journal, as he
does not mention Lt. Hardy or his book in his autobiography written years later.The only journals
Dr. Willard remarks on are those written by Baron Alexander von Humboldt, General Zebulon
Montgomery Pike, and Dr. John Robinson, all of whom preceded him into Mexico. Collectively,
Willard viewed their works as bearing the character of “literati,” especially the publications by
Humboldt, given his geological and scientific research.During the 1820s seven travel journals on
Mexico were published in London: six written by Englishmen and one by an American, Joel



Roberts Poinsett, U.S. minister to Mexico. All of these accounts, however, were derived from and
therefore confined to the authors’ residencies in Mexico City. Willard’s journal of northern
Mexico, like Hardy’s account, is filled with descriptions of events and characterizations of
traders, Mexican and U.S. government officials, Catholic priests, and the genteel society of
Chihuahua. A decade later, a number of U.S. travel guidebooks about the Santa Fe Trail trade
were published, written by travelers such as Josiah Gregg, Matt Field, Albert Pike, and Alphonso
Wetmore. To these widely read and detailed accounts we can now add Dr. Willard’s unique
American view of the early years of the Santa Fe and Chihuahua Trail trades. Dr. Willard’s
account describes the early trail trade when it was still speculative, before established routines
and standardized merchandise—when the trail trade had not become what Dr. Howard Lamar,
professor emeritus at Yale, characterized as “a Conquest of Commerce.”8Of utmost importance
are the dozens of traders, priests, government officials, businessmen, and residents traced
through Willard’s encounters with people. Lamar has suggested in his book The Far Southwest
that the conquest of Mexico was a “conquest by merchants.” In his book The Extranjeros Weber
translated the names of foreign American trappers and traders, based on research at the
Mexican Archive of New Mexico that included Santa Fe’s customhouse records, the 1826
Report on Foreigners, guías (trade permits), and treasury reports. When taken in combination
with these Mexican documents, Willard’s authentic personal account naming 170 people is
useful in confirming where a trader or trapper was at a specific time.In summary, Dr. Willard’s
memoirs provide an authentic account of frontier medicine and the day-to-day activities of
residents living in Taos, Santa Fe, and Chihuahua. His revealing characterizations provide
insights into the distinctions of class rankings within society, religious and cultural practices, and
the various individuals whom he associated with and who benefited from his medical services.
Dr. Willard assists the reader in understanding their motivations and personalities, as well as
their perceptions and attitudes toward the Santa Fe and Chihuahua trade, Mexico, and its
people.Diary 1May 6, 1825–January 20, 1827Left St. Charles [Friday] May 6 1825 at 3 Ock1
P.M. Rode 9 miles. Put up with Judg Farnsworth.2 Took a cold cut in the morning and rode to
Pond Fort3 & dined. Put up at Prices4 having traveled 42 miles.Sunday [8]. Travelled From
Prices to Col. Warners5 next day, 28 miles. Mare took lame day before consequent to tieing
hobbles to tight. Heavy Shower at 3 reached Warners at dark.Monday [9]. Leave after breakfast.
Several Showers this day. Swapt My Dory gave $5.00 to boot. Passed Columbia6 4 miles. Put up
at Mr. Atkins7 28 miles from Warners. Fared hard but well treated. Started next morning early in
the rain. Forded the Persia8 and breakfasted with Judge Lyntz.9 Fared sumptuously. Reached
Franklin10 at sunset after Swiming 3 creeks and riding in alternate shower all day, dis 28 miles.
Was overtaken by Marble11 and Knight12 next morning bound for St. Fe. Procured several
necessaries: 10 lbs crackers 5 lb Beef canteens & ca.13 Left Franklin at 2 P.M. Traveled 13 miles
& put up at Reses14 1 mile from the Ferry.15Thursday [12]. Breakfasted at Mr. Smiths. Put up at
Davises16 where we turned our horses out to grass. Rode 30 miles.Friday [13]. Breakfasted at
Mr. Esteses17 from N. York. Well treated. Reached Lexington18 at dusk. Rained most of the day.



Rode 30 miles, very muddy. People treated us with considerable attention. Staid next day for
Marble & Knight to purchase their goods & lay in such articles as was necessary for this tour: 15
lb. bacon, Tea, Shugar &c.Left Lexington Sunday 15th and overtook the company at Sunset.
Some rain this day. Traveled 22 miles. Company in good spirits and consisting of about 90 men
& 30 odd waggons. 33 men agree to start next day with pack horses and not wait for the
waggons.19Monday 16th. Morning fine. Encamped last night under tent for the lst time in my life.
Took leave of the company20 and proceeded 10 miles to the blue Springs the place of
rendezvous.21 Some rain. Elected a Captain22 & Lieutenant23 R. W. Morris24 the former & J.
Fultcher25 the latter. Found a plenty of venison at this place killed by some of the
company.Tuesday 17th. Started at 9 and proceeded 15 miles over ruff country and encamped in
a piece of woods when a heavy shower insued with some hail.Wednesday 18. Travelled 15 mile.
Crossed some troublesome creeks and cliffs, bending our course to suit the country.26Thursday
19. Travelled 15 or 18 miles. Was overtaken by 15 or 20 Sack Indians who accompanied us
several miles on horseback, appearantly for the purpose of trading horses and skins.Friday 20th.
Travelled 9 miles. Discovered 6 or 8 Elk on the waters of the Caw Riv.27 Rain insued at 11 ock.
where we encamped for the night.Sunday 22.28 Rained most of the day yesterday & last night.
Cleared away this morning. Two horses broke away last night belonging to Mr. Wallace.29 They
were followed back on the trail 9 miles. Returned without them and Concluded to proceed having
pack horses, to carry the goods. The Earth appears completely saturated with water it having
rained every day save 2 or 3 since the 6 inst. rained ceased at 9 dried our blankets and started
1/2 past eleven. Saw this day a variety of game consisting of Elk Antelope & Deer. Killed 2 deer
only. Travelled 16 or 18 miles and encamped for the night.Saturday 21st. Prairies appear
boundless with occasional thin skirts of timber and should judg this Soil to be second rate
tollerably luxuriant producing wild grass and a variety of blossom herbs. All ravines and low
grounds contain waters Some of which are crossed with difficulty.Monday 23d. Started this
morning at 1/2 past 7 Ock. Turned out at 10 to wait for a part of our Company which had fel back
consequent to mules having mired in a creek. When they arrived 2 packs were opened Spread
and dried. Started again at 2 making this day 15 miles.Tuesday 24th. Stood gard30 last night for
the first time warm in the forepart but blew up cold in the latter. The weather seems somewhat
more settled this morning than formerly. Traveled this day 20 miles. Saw 2 droves of Elk 20 in
each and some Deer. Mr. Glass31 killed one. No timber this day on the rout but fortunately
reached a creek at Sunset where we found a sufficientcy for cooking. This creek is supposed to
be a branch of the Virdigree.32 Prairie exremely wet and troublesome travelling.Wednesday
25th. Weather appears somewhat precarious though the wind is in a favorable direction. Started
at 10. Traveled until 3 ock when we turned out [and] fed the beasts at midday. Saw nothing of
importance. Travelled 20 [miles].Thursday 26th. Started at 9. Crossed 2 bad creeks. Turned out
at eleven. Started again at 3 ock. Travelled this day 15 miles. Encamped in Open Prarie without
wood. Saw nothing save 1 antelope. Stood guard at night.Friday 27th. Started quarter past 6
without breakfast. Turned out between 10 & 11. One of the Company killed a fine buck which



served us for dinner & supper. Travelled this day 15 miles. One of the hunters reported that he
saw 6 or 8 Indians but they did not approach our camp. We lay this night on the waters of the
main Virdigress, a tributary to the little Arkansaw.33 These Streams are skirted with a variety of
timbers such as Elm, Lin[den], Sickamore, Coffeenut Honey locust, Swamp oak &c and the
adjacent soil exceedingly rich and luxuriant. The prairies produce a variety of herbs such as wild
onion, Hog potatoe, wild Tanzy, Siscely, prickly pare &c which are found in great abundance.
There are other bub of beautiful flavor and stupour whose names and virtues are to us
unknown.Saturday 28. Some rain last night and this morning partly cleared off at 9. Started at
Eleven. Travelled this day 15 miles, 3 out of our way to git to wood and water.34 Rained insued at
Sunset. Saw nothing of importance Save 8 or 10 antelope & Signs of Buffalos.Sunday 29th.
Started at 1/2 past 10 Ock. Traveled 20 miles. Encamped by a litle cotton wood tree the only one
in sight. We fel it and with much labour made a fire of its branches. Rain commenced at 11 ock
and continued until 7 A.M. and having piched our tent on low ground was discovery made by the
rain running under us.Monday 30. Stood gard the middle wach. Cleared away at 9. Started at 1/2
past 12. Travelled this day 20 miles. Saw signs of Buffalos. Encamped near the Sand Hills.35
Weather quite cool, grass grows shorter everyday. The prairies here are richly dressed with
blossoms of roses and others affording a rich fragrance. Heavy shower passed us this
evening.Tuesday 31st. Morning fine and pleasant. Passed 2 mounds this morning constituted of
rock resembling Iron ore,36 Some of which are singularly excavated like Soup dishes, Some
hollow with small entrances not unlike Jugs & other vessels. We traveled until 3 ock making
about 18 miles and encamped on a small creek where we found a few lovely trees. The prairie is
very level and lays fertile than usual. Vegetation appears one month later here than in
Missouri.Wednesday 1st June. Weather fine. A large drove of Buffalos were seen last evening.
Mr. Glass is in pursuit of them this morning. Started 1/2 past 7 and traveled to the waters of the
little Arkansas,37 distance 15 miles. The whole face of country we passed today was covered
with Buffalos. It would probably be a moderate calculation to estimate their numbers at 100,000
that were seen this fore noon. The hunters brought in a plenty of meat having killed 8 or 10.
Dried our Buffalos Soup and stew (without bread) which may be said to be delicious. Passed this
fore noon what is called a dog town or a burrough of prairie dogs. They are an animal of the size
of a common house cat. Somewhat resembling a dog except their head which resembles that of
the squirrel, they sit upon their little univerces formed of the earth they dig from their hole, and
when an enemy comes in sight bark vehemently. Their make is rather clumsy, hair short and of a
light red colour. They dig their holes so near to each other that they appear domestic and social.
Started again at 6 ock follow up the river 3 miles and encamped; after crossing the river Saw 2
Buffaloes which lay mired in attempting to cross it, one of which we endeavored to assist, by
putting a rope round his neck and attempting to haul him from his bed but the poor animal was
so far spent that he suffered his head to remain under water and drowned. This day has
exhibited a great theater of nature. The Buffalos covering the plains as far as vision could extend
over a level country, hovering right and left making way for us to pass. While woolf and antelope



were skipping in every direction, exhibited a grand source of reflection and admiration. This park
of nature seemed here complete. In front appeared the Sand Hills38 whose brazen front almost
dazzled the eyes, having the appearance of blazing matter from their red complection reflecting
the rays of the sun. Travelled 20 miles.Thursday 2d. Stood gard last night. Shower went round a
little before day. Started at 1/2 past 7. Passed several dog towns whose inhabitants are very
nervous. Killed 1 Buffaloe. Travelled 20 miles and encamped in open prairie with out wood. Made
use of Buffalo dung as a substitute, which answers an excellent purpose. Night cold and windy.
Here our bread gave out.Friday 3d. Started this morning at 8 Ock. Reached the main Arkansas
at 10 ck, distance 15 miles. Buffalo as plenty as ever. Killed 4 this forenoon. The Arkansas is a
turbid stream from 1/4 to 1/2 mile wide and whose velosity is from 2 to 3-1/2 miles an hour. Its
waters I think may be considered wholesome as we could drink almost any quantity without
inconvenience. Traveled this day 23 miles. Encamped on the bank of the river.39 Wind continues
high which facilitates our progress as it blunts the scorching rays of the sun.40Saturday 4th.
Started at 1/2 past 7. Traveled this morning 10 miles when an unfortunate accident occured. The
Buffalo were constantly running before us and sometimes within gun shot. There near approach
was to invite the boys sometimes to run out and shute at them. As was the case at this time,
myself and several others having curiosity to kill a Buffalo left our horses and ran forward to get a
shot and in so doing turned their course of the Buffalo in the direction of the company and as
they passed in front, six pack horses broke from the ranks, fel in with the Buffalo and went off in
full speed. They were pursued by 5 or 6 riders who after chasing them 8 or 10 miles caught all
but 3 which mixed with the Buffalo and were not afterward seen. These three horses were the
property of one man and had on them all his goods (and 300 dollars), provisions and most of his
clothing. Myself and another pursued them as soon as we could dispose of our pack horses. We
traveled 8 miles in the direction they ran but discovering nothing of them returned. In the evening
7 of us volunteered to go again in pursuit of them. We started a little before sunset. Travelled 8
miles and encamped. Heavy showers ensued at dark. Came upon their track just before dark
[and] found they had bent their course up the river. My horse and another broke loose by loosing
off the hobbles and made off in the direction of the main camp. Mr. Cave41 and myself followed
them immediately it being 3 Ock at night and tollerable dark. Lost sight of them. We had probibly
travelled 3 miles in the direction of this main company when we indistinctly heard the sound of a
human voice; and on listening heard it repeated and in the direction of the company we had left.
We after a moments consultation, concluded to return to learn the cause. We accordingly made
for our camp42 & on coming in sight (it then being daylight) discovered our horses—who had
returned before us.Sunday 5th. Broiled a peace of meat which constituted our breakfast and
again pursued our course. We travelled 7 miles up the river but without success having got
hungry and fatigued returned to camp.Monday 6th. conclude to return to camp pursue our
journey. Send out 2 or 3 men nearly on the cours of the river who are to meet us ahead. Rained
last night & this morning. Travel this day 22 miles and encamped. All the company arrive but
Andrews who we suppose to be loss. Mr. Fulcher to whom the lost horses & goods belong to



talks of returning to Missouri. The company endeavor to persuade him to continue and at the
same time raised a subscription of $145 to renumerate in some measure his loss.Tuesday 7th.
Marble and Knight fall out, divide their goods, and cause me much trouble. Wind usualy in the
south Breezed up from the North. Started this morning at 1/2 past 8. Traveled eight miles when
we came to the Pawnee Creek.43 Obliged to build a raft for the goods and swim the animals. Mr.
Fulcher resumes the resolution of returning home. One of the company furnish him with a horse,
others with provisions for the tour.44 Company generaly write by him.45Wednesday 8th.
Morning fine. Yesterday winds have mostly subsided. Built fires and shot guns last evening for
the guidance of Andrews who has not yet returned. Started at 1/2 past 7. Traveled 20 ms.
Encamped on the Arkansas.Thursday 9th. Started at 1/2 past 6. Wind high. Grass very Short.
Buffalo plenty. Travelled 24 miles and encamped on the river.46Friday 10th. Started at 1/2 past 6.
Wind high last night and this morning. Traveled this day 25 miles. Encamped on the
river.47Saturday 11th. Started at 7. No wind, afternoon quite sultry. Passed 2 volts48 where a
company cashed49 their goods 2 years ago. Consequent to having lost their mules in a violent
snow storm and were obliged to remain through the winter and in the spring go to the settlement
for more. Passed the Island where the company last year laid in their meat; traveled this day 24
miles encamped on the river.50Sunday 12th. Heavy dew last night and thick fog this morning.
Started at 7, nooned at 10 when a heavy shower commenced with Thunder, lightning and hail,
driven with a Strong South wind, which continued to shift its course until it had blown from every
direction. Conclude to stay until morning. The Hunters shot 4 Buffalo today. Have thought much
of the sweets of domestic life. Though my mind is perfectly tranquil and resigned to endure the
privations incident to a long wilderness journey. In 18 or 20 days more we hope to land in the
settlement.Monday 13th. Morning appears lowery51 [then] partialy clears away. Started at 1/2
past 8 when a tremendious shower ensued. Company generaly got very wet. Encamped until
afternoon. Travelled this day 15 miles.Tuesday 14th. Started 7 ock. Nooned at 10. Discovered
that my acid bottle had sprung a leak the stopple having got lose and had like to have ruined my
trunk. But fortunately discovered it before much damage was done. At 4 ock as we were upon
the eve of Starting Andrews who had been loss eight days hove in sight. He had been captivated
[captured] by the Indians but fortunately made his escape in the night. Having received no harm
from them, nor did they show any hostile intentions. Traveled this day 22 miles. Encamped on
the river.Wednesday 15th. High wind last night and some rain. Mr. Knight had his hat blown from
his head last night & not able to find it this morning furnish him myself with one. We conclude to
cross the river52 at this place and lay in our meat for the remaining part of the journey. Went out
with three others to kill meat. Shot and brot in two which we jourked or dried. Made 2 skin tubs
which we crossed all the goods in with perfect safety and those of us that could not swim.
Andrews meets with another accident. While attempting to cross the river on a mule got
entangled in some way and to save his life threw his rifle which he had swam the rivers twice
before with by the aid of a billet of wood carying it on his back. He made several trials to hook it
up without success.Thursday 16th. Weather fine. Spend the day in manufacturing our



provisions.Friday 17th. Morning pleasant. Stood a volunteer gard last night. Heavy dew and
musquetoes troublesome. Captain wrote a letter put it under a B. Skin. [He] put up a guide board
pointing to it expecting the waggoners would find it. Buffalo and like most of the waters of this
country is slightly impregnated with some mineral.Monday 20th. Started at 5. Nooned at 1/2 past
10. Buffalo more plenty killed 5 or 6 this day. Frequently see wild horses but cant approach them.
Sultry and Sandy, traveling tedious. Usual course of river S.W. Travelled this day 24 miles.
Encamped without wood. Buffalo dung is the only fuel to be obtained on this river.Tuesday 21st.
Stood extra guard last night. Mr. Glass had a severe turn of the colic which required my attention
several hours. Started at 5. Turned out at 10. Wind more brisk and travelling better. Passed 2 or 3
springs. Killed 5 or 6 Buffalo. Started again at 4—Mare ran away. Lost one of my pistols which
gave me a considerable trouble in finding it. Encamped at 7. Travelled this day 25 miles, grass
getting better and Buffalo become Scarcer.Wednesday 22d. Started at 1/2 past five. Travelled 5
hours and refreshed. Since we left the Arkansas we start as soon as we can hitch up after
daylight generally traveling 15 miles before breakfast. Travelled this day 24 miles.Thursday 23d.
Morning fair and cool. Started at 5. Turned out at 8 by a fine Spring53 which is surrounded by
huge rocky nobs on the top of one are fortifications of rock thrown up on the verge of the
eminence evidently the work [of] Indians. The borders of this spring are thickly skirted with small
timber, wild plumbs, grapes, currents, &c. This variety afforded much pleasure, after being so
long confine to the same expanse of Prairie. The sweet fragrance that arrose from the various
blossoms, and the singing of the birds aforded singular charms. Left the Simi Rone54 this
morning and lay our course for the mountains in a south west diretion. Found plenty of water in
the prairie. Traveled this day 20 miles.55Friday 24. Started at 1/4 of 6. Came to a fine spring at
1/2 past 9 [and] turned out. It was reported by two of the hunters that they saw at a distance 100
head of mules and horses traveling north East and drove by Spaniard or Indians (the Spring Co.
going into Missouri). Caught up at 2 but did not start consequent to an approaching shower
which went mostly arround but concluded to turn out and stay until morning. Turned very cold at
night with heavy dew. The country on our right presents a more broken appearance skirted with
small cedar timbers.56Saturday 25. Started at 1/4 past 7. Lay our course for the rabit Ears.57
Two adjacent knobs by that name. Saw a few Buffalo today. Came to a pond of water at 1/2 past
eleven. Encamped at night on the R. Ear creek.58 Found a plenty of wood. Prairies more rolling.
Traveled this day 20 miles.Sunday 26th. Morning fine and cool. Started 1/4 past 6 direction S.W.
The Rocky Mountains begin to heave in Sight. A portentious cloud gathered over us threatening
hail, but fortunately went mostly arround. Traveled this day 25 miles. Encamped by a pond of
water without wood. Used B. [buffalo] dung which we gathered and covered before the
rain.Monday 27. Started 1/4 past 6. Morning fine and cool. A heavy shower arrose at 2 when we
were obliged to encamp without wood. Gathered dung but unable to make it burn without the
assistance of old clothes & plenty of tallow, through which means we were able to boil a kettle of
coffee and dry our clothes a little. This night was cold and unpleasant. Traveled 15 ms.Friday
[Tuesday] 28th. Morning cool but pleasant. Started 1/4 after 5. Found timber at 9 when we made



a halt. Caught up again at eleven. Heavy Shower at 3 with some hail. Encamped on the side of a
cedar ridge having found the Spanish trail. Traveled 25 miles.59Wednesday 29th. Morning fine.
Heavy showers last night. Stood gard this morning. We are now in sight of mountains that are
perfectly white envelloped in snow. This is certainly a novel specticle. It is reputably said that
they are 100 miles distant. This may be said to be an anomalous climate. Started at 9. Came to a
creek 9 miles distant said to be a tributary of the Red River.60 Here a shower insued with heavy
thunder and lightning. Alternate showers all day and night. Obliged to lay in wet clothes and
blankets. This was a disagreable night. After getting a little warm was called up from supposition
that Indians were lurking arround us. Put my weapons in readyness & lay down. Shortly after was
again alarmed by the news of about 1/4 of the horses being gone. This was painful news to the
owners. But one of the company feeling unwilling to believe the Indians had taken them followed
down the creek a short distance where he found them. It appeared that the first gard neglected
to drive them all up it being somewhat dark when they were herded. Started this day at 1/4 of 5
and performed 30 miles.Friday 1st July. Encamped last night half way up the mountains. Fine
grass wood & water. Heavy showers last night. Started last morning at 6. Passed several
snowbanks this day. Road exceedingly steep and rocky.61 Traveled this day 25 miles.
Encamped in 12 mile of TauSe [Taos]. The atmosphere on the mountain feels like the month of
march. Strawberries and other vegetation in a blossom. Everything exhibits the opening of
spring.Saturday 2d. Morning fine. Stood gard last night. Every man buisy this morning in shifting
clothes and washing off62 some of the grease which has become almost indelible. Started this
morning at 6. Meet 10 or a dozen Spaniards 3 miles from town who came to meet us to prevent
our smugling or hiding goods in the mountains. All goods were taken into custody except my
own, which I was permitted to take and was conducted to the house of the Alkalde63 where I
meet with a friendly reception. but on being informed that my effects were not altogether safe at
his hand he having stood in the Pillory for the crime of Stealing left his house the next day which
is always considered an insult to by Spaniards.Commenced bourding Sunday 3d July with Pablo
Luceero64 at $12 pr month at which place I feel perfectly saf it having the name of the best
house in town. Had 2 calls for medical aid. Appears to be but little regard to religion here. They
have a mud church of considerable magnitude. A short service today. The Priest employed most
of the day in doing business for the company. Several Fangdangoes65 in afternoon & evening.
Manners extremely rude and uncouth. Ladies tawney and void of beauty or modesty.
Commenced giving Mr. Carrel66 medicine today.Monday 4th. This is an anniversary ever dear to
an American. Am determined to commemorate it in some way. Persuade the company to go
through & on firing evolutions.67 I also prepared a flag on which I placed the resemblance of the
American Eagle to show to the natives our national pride and glory. Several Fandangoes all
night. Our fireing brot many citizens to witness the novel scene. After the military evolutions were
through a procession of Citizens & Americans was formed with music at the head and marched
to every part of the town under loud exclamations of Viva La Republica. The recreation of the
day was claded68 by two crowded Fangdangoes, where every American was invited. This was



somewhat novel to the Americans to see the singularity of dress manners and stile and
manouvres in conducting the dance. The Priest,69 Alcalde70 & first caracters of the place were
present.71Tuesday 5th. Imploy most of this day in reading and writing and feel much relieved
from the fatigue of a journey. Ate some chile in the evening which made me quite ill for a few
hours.Wednesday 6th. Bleed72 Mr. Storrs73 & a Frenchman, gave medicine to another. Also
obtain a case of venerial [disease]. Spent most of the day in town.Thursday 7th. Custom House
Officer arrives today. The company much agitated consequent to high duties. He however
seems disposed to favor the Americans as much as possible and evade the law. The
requisitions of the law is that all good shall be rated at the Chihuahua prices to which they add
25 percent and afterwards charge on that aggragate 15 percent. There were many articles of
goods found to be contraband which the customhouse officer sent to St. Fee. Paid the old
alcalde for 3 meals of vituals and considered which man & Co flingFriday 8th. Sent for this
forenoon to pay duties on medicines. Went to see the C.H. Officer and learn the law. He agreed
to go to my bourding house a mile distant and examine them and save me the trouble of bringing
them in according to the order of the Alcade.Saturday 9th. Nothing of importance this day. Gave
L[awyer] Cave a dash of Pills yesterday & Bleed Migel Saxanago [Santiago?].Sunday 10th.
Bleed Stephen Marrs74 and gave him medicine for the fever. Also bled my landlord and gave his
lady pills. This evening Beheal75 [Vigil] the C.H. [Custom House] Officer came to see my
medicine but could not understand them. Got me to draw off the invoice and calculate the
amount of duties (amt $6.50) and on finding the amt so small refused taking anything signifying
that he would pay it himself.Monday 11th. Attend to my patients in town, 1 or 2 each a day. The
rest of the time imploy in reading.Tuesday 12th. Gave Stephen Marrs Sundry medicines to take
with him to St. Fee.Wednesday 13th. Nothing of importance today Save an opperation with the
Catheter on an Indian who laboured under Ischuria.76 The opperation [was] some what difficult
but succeeded. in drawing his water.Thursday 14th. Was visited again by my Indian patient who
was again obliged to submit to another opperation with the Catheter. Also bled an old Lady and
gave medicine for sore eyes. Many wanting medicine but no money to pay for it.Friday 15th.
Commenced giving medicine to Preino for a twelve years venerial [disease. He] agres to [have
me] cure him for 35 dollars.Saturday 16th. Bleed 2 Frenchmen Vausan77 and Victor and attend
to my other patients in town.Sunday 17th. Walked to town in the morning. Spent most of the day
in reading. Called on at night to visit Mr. P. Ballio78 under fever. Stayed all night.Monday 18th.
Received a message from the priest at St. Cruise79 wishing me to come and see his lady
labouring under consumption. Started in the afternoon. Called on Mr. Ballio. Gave him a dose of
physic80 and extracted the first bone from a ladies thum. Called again at the young Priest. Gave
medicine to two patients. Put up at Laureno Cordivo.81 Bleed him and Lady well treated.
Attended a Fangdango in the evening.Tuesday 19th. Visited an old Lady this morning and Start
for Santa Cruse. Reached the Priests at 1/2 past 9. Distance 50 miles and rugged mountains to
cross. Felt extremely unwell in the evening from sour stomach.Wednesday 20th. Priest absent
last night returns this morning. Saw his woman who is unable to speak loud and much afflicted



with a bad cough, and from a history of her case was labouring under the Phthisis Pulmunalis.82
Gave her medicine.Thursday 21st. Patient some better. Make preparations to return but unable
to find the horse and conclude to stay until morning.Friday 22d. Started for Tause a little after
sunrise. Called at an Indian village to see the priest who was not up but was treated with a plate
of cheese and a tankard of wine. Called again in another little town at the alkades house. Gave
him physic, pressed me to stay all day—was called from there to see a neighboring woman
labouring under Rheumatism. Bleed and gave her physic. Made several other calls on the way.
Arrived at Cordivos a little after ten ock. Much fatigued and quite unwell. Retired without
supper.Saturday 23d. Arrived this morning before breakfast at my bourding house. Saw all my
patients which I found doing well. Had an attact of collic in the evening, but soon got
relief.Sunday 24th. Remained at home this day and attended class to my Books. Let Mr.
Chambers83 have physic for Indian.Monday 25. Bleed a Spaniard for Mr. Preino. This is an
anniversary of St. James with the Spanish who spend the day in recreations.Tuesday 26th. Start
this morning to visit some of the little villages below. Received a polite invitation to attend a
Fandango this eve. Mr. Anderson returns home with me and persuades me to go back with him
again, and start in the morning with him to visit a warm Spring 3 miles distant from his lodgings.
Agree to go. Called at the Fangdango in few minutes persuaded me to dance.Wednesday 27th.
Started this morning after breakfast to visit the spring, which we found worthy our attention. The
water is a little more than blood warm and of a slight brackish tast. These waters are said to have
cured several cases of rheumatism & some other diseases. Mr. Walsh84 left today. Gave him
medicines to take with him. Left medicine for the alkades wife.Thursday 28th. Nothing of
importance transpires today. Save the Patch85 [Apache] nation of Indians have retreated to this
settlement for safety from the Navihos. Lucero takes my horses.Friday 29th. My patients mostly
off my hands. Dull times and no money. Received a letter yesterday from Capt. Morris at Santa
Fe86 with the compliments of the Govr. and the Priest at the St. Cruis wishing me to visit them.
Mr. Rubedois’87 company started on Wednesday last for Missouri. Being absent, neglected to
write by them. Sent for this evening to visit Sr. Lunas88 labouring under plurisy.89 At the same
time visited the Alcade Lady.Saturday 30th. Visited my patients as yesterday. Mr. Baillio’s hunters
have returned after 90 miles travel for fear of Indian depredations, having been followed by them
several days. They start again today a different course. This company was robbed of 17 horses
the first evening after they started, but sent back and got more. They are determined however to
persevere but are obliged to git licenses for trapping within this Territory. Felt indisposed this
evening from colic pains consequent to eating S[our] Cheese.Sunday 31st. Health very good
this morning though was quite ill untill after midnight. Weather quite sultry and the earth very
much parched there having been no rain (save a few Sprinkles twice) for more than a month.
Went to town in the afternoon. Was called to two places, one to a woman who was taken
speachless and remained so 24 hours before I saw her. Was almost astonished on entering the
house to find it thronged with men, women & children in so much that I was unable to approach
her. She was held by her husband and suffecating for breath. This was a scene of superstition.



They had got a small bell which they rang constantly together with incesant prayers. I told my
interpreter to order this house cleared of the throng and to give her air. Believeing her to be
somewhat spasmodic, I immediately bled her. My interpreter informed me that inquiry was made
if there were no women present under her course as they will not suffer a woman of that
discription to remain in presence of the sick. They are also particular in the choice of a bandage
for the area where bled, cautiously avoiding (the lower portion of women’s shirt) certain things.
Before I left town an Indian Chief called on me labouring under the dropsy.90 Took him home
with me and gave him medicine. Pulled a tooth for another Indian when I returned.Monday 1st
Augt. Another month had passed away and from $170 practice have received but 26 dollars
though the majority of charges are good. Visited my patients in town [and] found them better, my
Speachless patient able to talk fluently. Was sent for this afternoon to a man who had fallen from
his horse and at the same time recieved a kick in the breast. Bled him &c. Was informed in the
evening by my Landlord who returned from the prairie that my horses had left his gang and gone
to some American herd.Tuesday 2d. Sent a boy for my horses this morning who returned with
then in the evening. Was visited by a man from St. Cruise 50 miles distant labouring under a
protracted case of the stricture or gravel.91 Took considerable pains to learn his complaint and
on inquirey found he had nothing to pay [and] accordingly dismissed him. Was attacked in the
night with a violent ear ache which lasted 5–6 hours and left me.Wednesday 3d. Bleed 2 men in
town. Gave one an Emetic92 to take tomorrow morning. A considerable shower fel yesterday for
this country though but barely laid the dust.Thursday 4th. Called on to visit a patient in town
before breakfast. Found him severely exercised with medicine, but doing well. Visited Mr.
Rennison93 4 miles below [and] found him convelesent. Made a proposition to take my mare to
Missouri. Keep her and to breed and give me the mare and half the colts when I return or send
for them. I agree to his proposition.Friday 5th. Spend this day in reading. A light shower
today.Saturday 6th. Nothing of consequence transpires today. Remain at home it being a
pleasant retreat.Sunday 7th. A few shower to day which is very unusual in this country at this
time of year. Rode to town where I found it in complete confusion it being made a day of Sport
then was dancing rasing ever lasting whopping and holloring as is the practice of this
country.Monday 8th. Called on early this morning by the Alcade to visit his Lady.94 Did so.
Attended a fangdango in the evening from special invitations. Little satisfaction to be realized
amongst them.Tuesday 9th. Mr. Rennison came to stay with me a while being in delicate
health.Wednesday 10th. Visited the Indian Chief of the [Taos] tribe.95 Find him very ill of the
dropsy. Expressed abundant gratitude for my compliment by setting me the best that his house
could afford consisting of soup, meat, flour bread, corn cakes, raspberries, and black currands,
&c. and pressed me to take with me when I left.Thursday 11th. Nothing transpires today of
importance. Rode to the distillery for Spts96 of wine.Friday 12th. Visited Severino this morning.
Found the old Lady better. Called at Sr. Lunas. Opened his servt. girl’s thum [and] ordered a
salve made. Afternoon visited the Pueblo villiage. Called on my Indian patient [and] found him ill.
Glad to see me. Me and my company conclude to visit the Cathc priest, who we found in fine



humour. Had much conversation on different subjects such as geography, politicks, &c. Urged us
to stay all night & would not take no for an answer until I urged the necessity of visiting a patient
that evening when he consented.Saturday 13th. Went to town this morning [and] found several
of my Missouri friends. Wrote 2 letters in the afternoon to my friends in Missouri.Sunday 14th.
Sent for early this morning to visit a man at the Ranch[os de Taos] who has a Polypus97 in the
nose and a Polypus or fungus excrescence98 in the eye and of an enourmous size. He begs me
to excise the excrescence feeling willing to run all risks trusting in his God. Agree to visit him
again. Gave medicine to a young Lady for slight spasms in the Stomach and returned home.
Was called on in the evening to visit a man afflected with Phymosis.99 Unable to pay me, bleed
and give him medicine.Monday 15. Sent for to visit young Cordiva under fever and a lance arm
from Bleding. Staid all night better in the morning.Tuesday 16. Returned from Sr. Cordivas this
morning on foot. Afternoon visited my patients at the Ranch with Mr. Baillio. Came by Cordivas
house. On my return found the family Considerably agitated from a near encampment of
Indians.Wednesday 17. Visited a woman in town labouring under the Pleurisy. Also visited my
patient with a lance arm and found they had neglected him arm highly inflamed and some fever.
Gave him a dose of Salts100 [and] returned home.Thursday 18th. Showers on the mountains for
several days past. The air feels like the fall of the year. Visited Cordivo today.Friday 19th. Visited
Cordivo [and] found him much better the inflamation having considerably abated.Saturday 20.
Visited Cordivo. Attended a Fangdango in the evening at Sr. Lunars. Retired early. The manners
and costoms seem to improve a little.Sunday 21st. Visited my sick patient at the Ranch101 and
performed an opperation on his eye by extracting the same. This was a painful task, the eye
being obliterated in a great measure, and the socket filled with a morbid excrescence forming a
very considerable protubercule and firmly based upon the bone in and about the socket. Left him
considerably exhausted. Felt samething indisposed from a slight fever after my return
home.Monday 22d. Visited my patient at the Ranch. Found him quite comfortable. Heavy
showers in afternoon with considerable hail.Tuesday 23?102 Visited my patient at the
Ranch.Wednesday 24th. Visited Cordivo & my man at the Ranch, got caught in a heavy
shower.Thursday 25. Visited the Ranch in the afternoon. The Americans begin to collect in order
to [get] organized for their departure.Friday 26. Visited Cordivo by the Ranch—find him nearly
well.Saturday 27. Visited the Ranch by Cordivo in company with an interpreter. Sold my
necklace for a Dispusaton. Gave a fangdango in the evening.Sunday 28. Spent most of the day
in writing letters.Monday 29. Visited the Ranch [and] found Capt. Means103 & some other
Americans.Tuesday 30th. Purchased cloathes of Clapton.104 Attended a Fangdango in the
evening at Mr. Beards.105Wednesday 31st. Visited the Ranch by Cordivos. My friends advise
me to remain in this part of the country a year longer before I go below in order to git the
language and having seen a letter from Sonora stating the scarcity of medicine conclude to stay
on another year in order to obtain medicine from Missouri and accordingly send on a bill to that
effect.Thursday 1st. September. Mr. Rennison came to stay with me last night. He proposes
sending me a suit of clothes next season. I agree to go and encamp with the company who start



today for Missouri. Made fifteen miles when we overtook a part of the company that started
yesterday. A light shower in the evening.Friday 2d. Night cool. Mr. Cave was quite sick last night
with fever. Bled him. Better this morning. Was requested to assist in enrolling and organizing the
[eastbound] company. Elected R. W. Morris Captain [and] divided them into 17 messes, there
being 75 or 80 in all. It is supposed they have 700 head of horses & mules.106 Parted with
company after breakfast and returned much fatigued.Saturday 3d. Visited the Ranch. Feel
something melancholy since Americans left here.Sunday 4. Came to a determination to leave
this place and spend the winter and spring at the pass.107Monday 5th. Begin to settle my
business and prepared for a start.Tuesday 6th. Settled with my landlord allow him 12 dollars a
month for board. Visited the Ranch afternoon.Wednesday 7. Spend most of my time in
reading.Thursday 8. Nothing of importance.Friday 9. Called on to visit a woman in town afflicted
with a pain in her face and says she has discharged large amount from her nose with some
fever.Saturday 10. Visited Ranch. Treated 2 new patients, one with fever, the other Rheumatism.
Occupied from the 10 to the 15th in preparing to start to the Pass but have had but little success
in collecting.Friday 15.108 Started from Taos. Traveled 18 miles. Called at Cordivos in the
morning for money due me [but] refused to pay. Cussed and quit him.Saturday 16th. Started at
day brake. Called at John Andrews.109 Bled and gave him physic. Called at Priest Rados110
who appeared glad to see us. Reached St. Fee at sunset. Put up with Sr. Vigill who treated me
well.Diary 1May 6, 1825–January 20, 1827Left St. Charles [Friday] May 6 1825 at 3 Ock1 P.M.
Rode 9 miles. Put up with Judg Farnsworth.2 Took a cold cut in the morning and rode to Pond
Fort3 & dined. Put up at Prices4 having traveled 42 miles.Sunday [8]. Travelled From Prices to
Col. Warners5 next day, 28 miles. Mare took lame day before consequent to tieing hobbles to
tight. Heavy Shower at 3 reached Warners at dark.Monday [9]. Leave after breakfast. Several
Showers this day. Swapt My Dory gave $5.00 to boot. Passed Columbia6 4 miles. Put up at Mr.
Atkins7 28 miles from Warners. Fared hard but well treated. Started next morning early in the
rain. Forded the Persia8 and breakfasted with Judge Lyntz.9 Fared sumptuously. Reached
Franklin10 at sunset after Swiming 3 creeks and riding in alternate shower all day, dis 28 miles.
Was overtaken by Marble11 and Knight12 next morning bound for St. Fe. Procured several
necessaries: 10 lbs crackers 5 lb Beef canteens & ca.13 Left Franklin at 2 P.M. Traveled 13 miles
& put up at Reses14 1 mile from the Ferry.15Thursday [12]. Breakfasted at Mr. Smiths. Put up at
Davises16 where we turned our horses out to grass. Rode 30 miles.Friday [13]. Breakfasted at
Mr. Esteses17 from N. York. Well treated. Reached Lexington18 at dusk. Rained most of the day.
Rode 30 miles, very muddy. People treated us with considerable attention. Staid next day for
Marble & Knight to purchase their goods & lay in such articles as was necessary for this tour: 15
lb. bacon, Tea, Shugar &c.Left Lexington Sunday 15th and overtook the company at Sunset.
Some rain this day. Traveled 22 miles. Company in good spirits and consisting of about 90 men
& 30 odd waggons. 33 men agree to start next day with pack horses and not wait for the
waggons.19Monday 16th. Morning fine. Encamped last night under tent for the lst time in my life.
Took leave of the company20 and proceeded 10 miles to the blue Springs the place of



rendezvous.21 Some rain. Elected a Captain22 & Lieutenant23 R. W. Morris24 the former & J.
Fultcher25 the latter. Found a plenty of venison at this place killed by some of the
company.Tuesday 17th. Started at 9 and proceeded 15 miles over ruff country and encamped in
a piece of woods when a heavy shower insued with some hail.Wednesday 18. Travelled 15 mile.
Crossed some troublesome creeks and cliffs, bending our course to suit the country.26Thursday
19. Travelled 15 or 18 miles. Was overtaken by 15 or 20 Sack Indians who accompanied us
several miles on horseback, appearantly for the purpose of trading horses and skins.Friday 20th.
Travelled 9 miles. Discovered 6 or 8 Elk on the waters of the Caw Riv.27 Rain insued at 11 ock.
where we encamped for the night.Sunday 22.28 Rained most of the day yesterday & last night.
Cleared away this morning. Two horses broke away last night belonging to Mr. Wallace.29 They
were followed back on the trail 9 miles. Returned without them and Concluded to proceed having
pack horses, to carry the goods. The Earth appears completely saturated with water it having
rained every day save 2 or 3 since the 6 inst. rained ceased at 9 dried our blankets and started
1/2 past eleven. Saw this day a variety of game consisting of Elk Antelope & Deer. Killed 2 deer
only. Travelled 16 or 18 miles and encamped for the night.Saturday 21st. Prairies appear
boundless with occasional thin skirts of timber and should judg this Soil to be second rate
tollerably luxuriant producing wild grass and a variety of blossom herbs. All ravines and low
grounds contain waters Some of which are crossed with difficulty.Monday 23d. Started this
morning at 1/2 past 7 Ock. Turned out at 10 to wait for a part of our Company which had fel back
consequent to mules having mired in a creek. When they arrived 2 packs were opened Spread
and dried. Started again at 2 making this day 15 miles.Tuesday 24th. Stood gard30 last night for
the first time warm in the forepart but blew up cold in the latter. The weather seems somewhat
more settled this morning than formerly. Traveled this day 20 miles. Saw 2 droves of Elk 20 in
each and some Deer. Mr. Glass31 killed one. No timber this day on the rout but fortunately
reached a creek at Sunset where we found a sufficientcy for cooking. This creek is supposed to
be a branch of the Virdigree.32 Prairie exremely wet and troublesome travelling.Wednesday
25th. Weather appears somewhat precarious though the wind is in a favorable direction. Started
at 10. Traveled until 3 ock when we turned out [and] fed the beasts at midday. Saw nothing of
importance. Travelled 20 [miles].Thursday 26th. Started at 9. Crossed 2 bad creeks. Turned out
at eleven. Started again at 3 ock. Travelled this day 15 miles. Encamped in Open Prarie without
wood. Saw nothing save 1 antelope. Stood guard at night.Friday 27th. Started quarter past 6
without breakfast. Turned out between 10 & 11. One of the Company killed a fine buck which
served us for dinner & supper. Travelled this day 15 miles. One of the hunters reported that he
saw 6 or 8 Indians but they did not approach our camp. We lay this night on the waters of the
main Virdigress, a tributary to the little Arkansaw.33 These Streams are skirted with a variety of
timbers such as Elm, Lin[den], Sickamore, Coffeenut Honey locust, Swamp oak &c and the
adjacent soil exceedingly rich and luxuriant. The prairies produce a variety of herbs such as wild
onion, Hog potatoe, wild Tanzy, Siscely, prickly pare &c which are found in great abundance.
There are other bub of beautiful flavor and stupour whose names and virtues are to us



unknown.Saturday 28. Some rain last night and this morning partly cleared off at 9. Started at
Eleven. Travelled this day 15 miles, 3 out of our way to git to wood and water.34 Rained insued at
Sunset. Saw nothing of importance Save 8 or 10 antelope & Signs of Buffalos.Sunday 29th.
Started at 1/2 past 10 Ock. Traveled 20 miles. Encamped by a litle cotton wood tree the only one
in sight. We fel it and with much labour made a fire of its branches. Rain commenced at 11 ock
and continued until 7 A.M. and having piched our tent on low ground was discovery made by the
rain running under us.Monday 30. Stood gard the middle wach. Cleared away at 9. Started at 1/2
past 12. Travelled this day 20 miles. Saw signs of Buffalos. Encamped near the Sand Hills.35
Weather quite cool, grass grows shorter everyday. The prairies here are richly dressed with
blossoms of roses and others affording a rich fragrance. Heavy shower passed us this
evening.Tuesday 31st. Morning fine and pleasant. Passed 2 mounds this morning constituted of
rock resembling Iron ore,36 Some of which are singularly excavated like Soup dishes, Some
hollow with small entrances not unlike Jugs & other vessels. We traveled until 3 ock making
about 18 miles and encamped on a small creek where we found a few lovely trees. The prairie is
very level and lays fertile than usual. Vegetation appears one month later here than in
Missouri.Wednesday 1st June. Weather fine. A large drove of Buffalos were seen last evening.
Mr. Glass is in pursuit of them this morning. Started 1/2 past 7 and traveled to the waters of the
little Arkansas,37 distance 15 miles. The whole face of country we passed today was covered
with Buffalos. It would probably be a moderate calculation to estimate their numbers at 100,000
that were seen this fore noon. The hunters brought in a plenty of meat having killed 8 or 10.
Dried our Buffalos Soup and stew (without bread) which may be said to be delicious. Passed this
fore noon what is called a dog town or a burrough of prairie dogs. They are an animal of the size
of a common house cat. Somewhat resembling a dog except their head which resembles that of
the squirrel, they sit upon their little univerces formed of the earth they dig from their hole, and
when an enemy comes in sight bark vehemently. Their make is rather clumsy, hair short and of a
light red colour. They dig their holes so near to each other that they appear domestic and social.
Started again at 6 ock follow up the river 3 miles and encamped; after crossing the river Saw 2
Buffaloes which lay mired in attempting to cross it, one of which we endeavored to assist, by
putting a rope round his neck and attempting to haul him from his bed but the poor animal was
so far spent that he suffered his head to remain under water and drowned. This day has
exhibited a great theater of nature. The Buffalos covering the plains as far as vision could extend
over a level country, hovering right and left making way for us to pass. While woolf and antelope
were skipping in every direction, exhibited a grand source of reflection and admiration. This park
of nature seemed here complete. In front appeared the Sand Hills38 whose brazen front almost
dazzled the eyes, having the appearance of blazing matter from their red complection reflecting
the rays of the sun. Travelled 20 miles.Thursday 2d. Stood gard last night. Shower went round a
little before day. Started at 1/2 past 7. Passed several dog towns whose inhabitants are very
nervous. Killed 1 Buffaloe. Travelled 20 miles and encamped in open prairie with out wood. Made
use of Buffalo dung as a substitute, which answers an excellent purpose. Night cold and windy.



Here our bread gave out.Friday 3d. Started this morning at 8 Ock. Reached the main Arkansas
at 10 ck, distance 15 miles. Buffalo as plenty as ever. Killed 4 this forenoon. The Arkansas is a
turbid stream from 1/4 to 1/2 mile wide and whose velosity is from 2 to 3-1/2 miles an hour. Its
waters I think may be considered wholesome as we could drink almost any quantity without
inconvenience. Traveled this day 23 miles. Encamped on the bank of the river.39 Wind continues
high which facilitates our progress as it blunts the scorching rays of the sun.40Saturday 4th.
Started at 1/2 past 7. Traveled this morning 10 miles when an unfortunate accident occured. The
Buffalo were constantly running before us and sometimes within gun shot. There near approach
was to invite the boys sometimes to run out and shute at them. As was the case at this time,
myself and several others having curiosity to kill a Buffalo left our horses and ran forward to get a
shot and in so doing turned their course of the Buffalo in the direction of the company and as
they passed in front, six pack horses broke from the ranks, fel in with the Buffalo and went off in
full speed. They were pursued by 5 or 6 riders who after chasing them 8 or 10 miles caught all
but 3 which mixed with the Buffalo and were not afterward seen. These three horses were the
property of one man and had on them all his goods (and 300 dollars), provisions and most of his
clothing. Myself and another pursued them as soon as we could dispose of our pack horses. We
traveled 8 miles in the direction they ran but discovering nothing of them returned. In the evening
7 of us volunteered to go again in pursuit of them. We started a little before sunset. Travelled 8
miles and encamped. Heavy showers ensued at dark. Came upon their track just before dark
[and] found they had bent their course up the river. My horse and another broke loose by loosing
off the hobbles and made off in the direction of the main camp. Mr. Cave41 and myself followed
them immediately it being 3 Ock at night and tollerable dark. Lost sight of them. We had probibly
travelled 3 miles in the direction of this main company when we indistinctly heard the sound of a
human voice; and on listening heard it repeated and in the direction of the company we had left.
We after a moments consultation, concluded to return to learn the cause. We accordingly made
for our camp42 & on coming in sight (it then being daylight) discovered our horses—who had
returned before us.Sunday 5th. Broiled a peace of meat which constituted our breakfast and
again pursued our course. We travelled 7 miles up the river but without success having got
hungry and fatigued returned to camp.Monday 6th. conclude to return to camp pursue our
journey. Send out 2 or 3 men nearly on the cours of the river who are to meet us ahead. Rained
last night & this morning. Travel this day 22 miles and encamped. All the company arrive but
Andrews who we suppose to be loss. Mr. Fulcher to whom the lost horses & goods belong to
talks of returning to Missouri. The company endeavor to persuade him to continue and at the
same time raised a subscription of $145 to renumerate in some measure his loss.Tuesday 7th.
Marble and Knight fall out, divide their goods, and cause me much trouble. Wind usualy in the
south Breezed up from the North. Started this morning at 1/2 past 8. Traveled eight miles when
we came to the Pawnee Creek.43 Obliged to build a raft for the goods and swim the animals. Mr.
Fulcher resumes the resolution of returning home. One of the company furnish him with a horse,
others with provisions for the tour.44 Company generaly write by him.45Wednesday 8th.



Morning fine. Yesterday winds have mostly subsided. Built fires and shot guns last evening for
the guidance of Andrews who has not yet returned. Started at 1/2 past 7. Traveled 20 ms.
Encamped on the Arkansas.Thursday 9th. Started at 1/2 past 6. Wind high. Grass very Short.
Buffalo plenty. Travelled 24 miles and encamped on the river.46Friday 10th. Started at 1/2 past 6.
Wind high last night and this morning. Traveled this day 25 miles. Encamped on the
river.47Saturday 11th. Started at 7. No wind, afternoon quite sultry. Passed 2 volts48 where a
company cashed49 their goods 2 years ago. Consequent to having lost their mules in a violent
snow storm and were obliged to remain through the winter and in the spring go to the settlement
for more. Passed the Island where the company last year laid in their meat; traveled this day 24
miles encamped on the river.50Sunday 12th. Heavy dew last night and thick fog this morning.
Started at 7, nooned at 10 when a heavy shower commenced with Thunder, lightning and hail,
driven with a Strong South wind, which continued to shift its course until it had blown from every
direction. Conclude to stay until morning. The Hunters shot 4 Buffalo today. Have thought much
of the sweets of domestic life. Though my mind is perfectly tranquil and resigned to endure the
privations incident to a long wilderness journey. In 18 or 20 days more we hope to land in the
settlement.Monday 13th. Morning appears lowery51 [then] partialy clears away. Started at 1/2
past 8 when a tremendious shower ensued. Company generaly got very wet. Encamped until
afternoon. Travelled this day 15 miles.Tuesday 14th. Started 7 ock. Nooned at 10. Discovered
that my acid bottle had sprung a leak the stopple having got lose and had like to have ruined my
trunk. But fortunately discovered it before much damage was done. At 4 ock as we were upon
the eve of Starting Andrews who had been loss eight days hove in sight. He had been captivated
[captured] by the Indians but fortunately made his escape in the night. Having received no harm
from them, nor did they show any hostile intentions. Traveled this day 22 miles. Encamped on
the river.Wednesday 15th. High wind last night and some rain. Mr. Knight had his hat blown from
his head last night & not able to find it this morning furnish him myself with one. We conclude to
cross the river52 at this place and lay in our meat for the remaining part of the journey. Went out
with three others to kill meat. Shot and brot in two which we jourked or dried. Made 2 skin tubs
which we crossed all the goods in with perfect safety and those of us that could not swim.
Andrews meets with another accident. While attempting to cross the river on a mule got
entangled in some way and to save his life threw his rifle which he had swam the rivers twice
before with by the aid of a billet of wood carying it on his back. He made several trials to hook it
up without success.Thursday 16th. Weather fine. Spend the day in manufacturing our
provisions.Friday 17th. Morning pleasant. Stood a volunteer gard last night. Heavy dew and
musquetoes troublesome. Captain wrote a letter put it under a B. Skin. [He] put up a guide board
pointing to it expecting the waggoners would find it. Buffalo and like most of the waters of this
country is slightly impregnated with some mineral.Monday 20th. Started at 5. Nooned at 1/2 past
10. Buffalo more plenty killed 5 or 6 this day. Frequently see wild horses but cant approach them.
Sultry and Sandy, traveling tedious. Usual course of river S.W. Travelled this day 24 miles.
Encamped without wood. Buffalo dung is the only fuel to be obtained on this river.Tuesday 21st.



Stood extra guard last night. Mr. Glass had a severe turn of the colic which required my attention
several hours. Started at 5. Turned out at 10. Wind more brisk and travelling better. Passed 2 or 3
springs. Killed 5 or 6 Buffalo. Started again at 4—Mare ran away. Lost one of my pistols which
gave me a considerable trouble in finding it. Encamped at 7. Travelled this day 25 miles, grass
getting better and Buffalo become Scarcer.Wednesday 22d. Started at 1/2 past five. Travelled 5
hours and refreshed. Since we left the Arkansas we start as soon as we can hitch up after
daylight generally traveling 15 miles before breakfast. Travelled this day 24 miles.Thursday 23d.
Morning fair and cool. Started at 5. Turned out at 8 by a fine Spring53 which is surrounded by
huge rocky nobs on the top of one are fortifications of rock thrown up on the verge of the
eminence evidently the work [of] Indians. The borders of this spring are thickly skirted with small
timber, wild plumbs, grapes, currents, &c. This variety afforded much pleasure, after being so
long confine to the same expanse of Prairie. The sweet fragrance that arrose from the various
blossoms, and the singing of the birds aforded singular charms. Left the Simi Rone54 this
morning and lay our course for the mountains in a south west diretion. Found plenty of water in
the prairie. Traveled this day 20 miles.55Friday 24. Started at 1/4 of 6. Came to a fine spring at
1/2 past 9 [and] turned out. It was reported by two of the hunters that they saw at a distance 100
head of mules and horses traveling north East and drove by Spaniard or Indians (the Spring Co.
going into Missouri). Caught up at 2 but did not start consequent to an approaching shower
which went mostly arround but concluded to turn out and stay until morning. Turned very cold at
night with heavy dew. The country on our right presents a more broken appearance skirted with
small cedar timbers.56Saturday 25. Started at 1/4 past 7. Lay our course for the rabit Ears.57
Two adjacent knobs by that name. Saw a few Buffalo today. Came to a pond of water at 1/2 past
eleven. Encamped at night on the R. Ear creek.58 Found a plenty of wood. Prairies more rolling.
Traveled this day 20 miles.Sunday 26th. Morning fine and cool. Started 1/4 past 6 direction S.W.
The Rocky Mountains begin to heave in Sight. A portentious cloud gathered over us threatening
hail, but fortunately went mostly arround. Traveled this day 25 miles. Encamped by a pond of
water without wood. Used B. [buffalo] dung which we gathered and covered before the
rain.Monday 27. Started 1/4 past 6. Morning fine and cool. A heavy shower arrose at 2 when we
were obliged to encamp without wood. Gathered dung but unable to make it burn without the
assistance of old clothes & plenty of tallow, through which means we were able to boil a kettle of
coffee and dry our clothes a little. This night was cold and unpleasant. Traveled 15 ms.Friday
[Tuesday] 28th. Morning cool but pleasant. Started 1/4 after 5. Found timber at 9 when we made
a halt. Caught up again at eleven. Heavy Shower at 3 with some hail. Encamped on the side of a
cedar ridge having found the Spanish trail. Traveled 25 miles.59Wednesday 29th. Morning fine.
Heavy showers last night. Stood gard this morning. We are now in sight of mountains that are
perfectly white envelloped in snow. This is certainly a novel specticle. It is reputably said that
they are 100 miles distant. This may be said to be an anomalous climate. Started at 9. Came to a
creek 9 miles distant said to be a tributary of the Red River.60 Here a shower insued with heavy
thunder and lightning. Alternate showers all day and night. Obliged to lay in wet clothes and



blankets. This was a disagreable night. After getting a little warm was called up from supposition
that Indians were lurking arround us. Put my weapons in readyness & lay down. Shortly after was
again alarmed by the news of about 1/4 of the horses being gone. This was painful news to the
owners. But one of the company feeling unwilling to believe the Indians had taken them followed
down the creek a short distance where he found them. It appeared that the first gard neglected
to drive them all up it being somewhat dark when they were herded. Started this day at 1/4 of 5
and performed 30 miles.Friday 1st July. Encamped last night half way up the mountains. Fine
grass wood & water. Heavy showers last night. Started last morning at 6. Passed several
snowbanks this day. Road exceedingly steep and rocky.61 Traveled this day 25 miles.
Encamped in 12 mile of TauSe [Taos]. The atmosphere on the mountain feels like the month of
march. Strawberries and other vegetation in a blossom. Everything exhibits the opening of
spring.Saturday 2d. Morning fine. Stood gard last night. Every man buisy this morning in shifting
clothes and washing off62 some of the grease which has become almost indelible. Started this
morning at 6. Meet 10 or a dozen Spaniards 3 miles from town who came to meet us to prevent
our smugling or hiding goods in the mountains. All goods were taken into custody except my
own, which I was permitted to take and was conducted to the house of the Alkalde63 where I
meet with a friendly reception. but on being informed that my effects were not altogether safe at
his hand he having stood in the Pillory for the crime of Stealing left his house the next day which
is always considered an insult to by Spaniards.Commenced bourding Sunday 3d July with Pablo
Luceero64 at $12 pr month at which place I feel perfectly saf it having the name of the best
house in town. Had 2 calls for medical aid. Appears to be but little regard to religion here. They
have a mud church of considerable magnitude. A short service today. The Priest employed most
of the day in doing business for the company. Several Fangdangoes65 in afternoon & evening.
Manners extremely rude and uncouth. Ladies tawney and void of beauty or modesty.
Commenced giving Mr. Carrel66 medicine today.Monday 4th. This is an anniversary ever dear to
an American. Am determined to commemorate it in some way. Persuade the company to go
through & on firing evolutions.67 I also prepared a flag on which I placed the resemblance of the
American Eagle to show to the natives our national pride and glory. Several Fandangoes all
night. Our fireing brot many citizens to witness the novel scene. After the military evolutions were
through a procession of Citizens & Americans was formed with music at the head and marched
to every part of the town under loud exclamations of Viva La Republica. The recreation of the
day was claded68 by two crowded Fangdangoes, where every American was invited. This was
somewhat novel to the Americans to see the singularity of dress manners and stile and
manouvres in conducting the dance. The Priest,69 Alcalde70 & first caracters of the place were
present.71Tuesday 5th. Imploy most of this day in reading and writing and feel much relieved
from the fatigue of a journey. Ate some chile in the evening which made me quite ill for a few
hours.Wednesday 6th. Bleed72 Mr. Storrs73 & a Frenchman, gave medicine to another. Also
obtain a case of venerial [disease]. Spent most of the day in town.Thursday 7th. Custom House
Officer arrives today. The company much agitated consequent to high duties. He however



seems disposed to favor the Americans as much as possible and evade the law. The
requisitions of the law is that all good shall be rated at the Chihuahua prices to which they add
25 percent and afterwards charge on that aggragate 15 percent. There were many articles of
goods found to be contraband which the customhouse officer sent to St. Fee. Paid the old
alcalde for 3 meals of vituals and considered which man & Co flingFriday 8th. Sent for this
forenoon to pay duties on medicines. Went to see the C.H. Officer and learn the law. He agreed
to go to my bourding house a mile distant and examine them and save me the trouble of bringing
them in according to the order of the Alcade.Saturday 9th. Nothing of importance this day. Gave
L[awyer] Cave a dash of Pills yesterday & Bleed Migel Saxanago [Santiago?].Sunday 10th.
Bleed Stephen Marrs74 and gave him medicine for the fever. Also bled my landlord and gave his
lady pills. This evening Beheal75 [Vigil] the C.H. [Custom House] Officer came to see my
medicine but could not understand them. Got me to draw off the invoice and calculate the
amount of duties (amt $6.50) and on finding the amt so small refused taking anything signifying
that he would pay it himself.Monday 11th. Attend to my patients in town, 1 or 2 each a day. The
rest of the time imploy in reading.Tuesday 12th. Gave Stephen Marrs Sundry medicines to take
with him to St. Fee.Wednesday 13th. Nothing of importance today Save an opperation with the
Catheter on an Indian who laboured under Ischuria.76 The opperation [was] some what difficult
but succeeded. in drawing his water.Thursday 14th. Was visited again by my Indian patient who
was again obliged to submit to another opperation with the Catheter. Also bled an old Lady and
gave medicine for sore eyes. Many wanting medicine but no money to pay for it.Friday 15th.
Commenced giving medicine to Preino for a twelve years venerial [disease. He] agres to [have
me] cure him for 35 dollars.Saturday 16th. Bleed 2 Frenchmen Vausan77 and Victor and attend
to my other patients in town.Sunday 17th. Walked to town in the morning. Spent most of the day
in reading. Called on at night to visit Mr. P. Ballio78 under fever. Stayed all night.Monday 18th.
Received a message from the priest at St. Cruise79 wishing me to come and see his lady
labouring under consumption. Started in the afternoon. Called on Mr. Ballio. Gave him a dose of
physic80 and extracted the first bone from a ladies thum. Called again at the young Priest. Gave
medicine to two patients. Put up at Laureno Cordivo.81 Bleed him and Lady well treated.
Attended a Fangdango in the evening.Tuesday 19th. Visited an old Lady this morning and Start
for Santa Cruse. Reached the Priests at 1/2 past 9. Distance 50 miles and rugged mountains to
cross. Felt extremely unwell in the evening from sour stomach.Wednesday 20th. Priest absent
last night returns this morning. Saw his woman who is unable to speak loud and much afflicted
with a bad cough, and from a history of her case was labouring under the Phthisis Pulmunalis.82
Gave her medicine.Thursday 21st. Patient some better. Make preparations to return but unable
to find the horse and conclude to stay until morning.Friday 22d. Started for Tause a little after
sunrise. Called at an Indian village to see the priest who was not up but was treated with a plate
of cheese and a tankard of wine. Called again in another little town at the alkades house. Gave
him physic, pressed me to stay all day—was called from there to see a neighboring woman
labouring under Rheumatism. Bleed and gave her physic. Made several other calls on the way.



Arrived at Cordivos a little after ten ock. Much fatigued and quite unwell. Retired without
supper.Saturday 23d. Arrived this morning before breakfast at my bourding house. Saw all my
patients which I found doing well. Had an attact of collic in the evening, but soon got
relief.Sunday 24th. Remained at home this day and attended class to my Books. Let Mr.
Chambers83 have physic for Indian.Monday 25. Bleed a Spaniard for Mr. Preino. This is an
anniversary of St. James with the Spanish who spend the day in recreations.Tuesday 26th. Start
this morning to visit some of the little villages below. Received a polite invitation to attend a
Fandango this eve. Mr. Anderson returns home with me and persuades me to go back with him
again, and start in the morning with him to visit a warm Spring 3 miles distant from his lodgings.
Agree to go. Called at the Fangdango in few minutes persuaded me to dance.Wednesday 27th.
Started this morning after breakfast to visit the spring, which we found worthy our attention. The
water is a little more than blood warm and of a slight brackish tast. These waters are said to have
cured several cases of rheumatism & some other diseases. Mr. Walsh84 left today. Gave him
medicines to take with him. Left medicine for the alkades wife.Thursday 28th. Nothing of
importance transpires today. Save the Patch85 [Apache] nation of Indians have retreated to this
settlement for safety from the Navihos. Lucero takes my horses.Friday 29th. My patients mostly
off my hands. Dull times and no money. Received a letter yesterday from Capt. Morris at Santa
Fe86 with the compliments of the Govr. and the Priest at the St. Cruis wishing me to visit them.
Mr. Rubedois’87 company started on Wednesday last for Missouri. Being absent, neglected to
write by them. Sent for this evening to visit Sr. Lunas88 labouring under plurisy.89 At the same
time visited the Alcade Lady.Saturday 30th. Visited my patients as yesterday. Mr. Baillio’s hunters
have returned after 90 miles travel for fear of Indian depredations, having been followed by them
several days. They start again today a different course. This company was robbed of 17 horses
the first evening after they started, but sent back and got more. They are determined however to
persevere but are obliged to git licenses for trapping within this Territory. Felt indisposed this
evening from colic pains consequent to eating S[our] Cheese.Sunday 31st. Health very good
this morning though was quite ill untill after midnight. Weather quite sultry and the earth very
much parched there having been no rain (save a few Sprinkles twice) for more than a month.
Went to town in the afternoon. Was called to two places, one to a woman who was taken
speachless and remained so 24 hours before I saw her. Was almost astonished on entering the
house to find it thronged with men, women & children in so much that I was unable to approach
her. She was held by her husband and suffecating for breath. This was a scene of superstition.
They had got a small bell which they rang constantly together with incesant prayers. I told my
interpreter to order this house cleared of the throng and to give her air. Believeing her to be
somewhat spasmodic, I immediately bled her. My interpreter informed me that inquiry was made
if there were no women present under her course as they will not suffer a woman of that
discription to remain in presence of the sick. They are also particular in the choice of a bandage
for the area where bled, cautiously avoiding (the lower portion of women’s shirt) certain things.
Before I left town an Indian Chief called on me labouring under the dropsy.90 Took him home



with me and gave him medicine. Pulled a tooth for another Indian when I returned.Monday 1st
Augt. Another month had passed away and from $170 practice have received but 26 dollars
though the majority of charges are good. Visited my patients in town [and] found them better, my
Speachless patient able to talk fluently. Was sent for this afternoon to a man who had fallen from
his horse and at the same time recieved a kick in the breast. Bled him &c. Was informed in the
evening by my Landlord who returned from the prairie that my horses had left his gang and gone
to some American herd.Tuesday 2d. Sent a boy for my horses this morning who returned with
then in the evening. Was visited by a man from St. Cruise 50 miles distant labouring under a
protracted case of the stricture or gravel.91 Took considerable pains to learn his complaint and
on inquirey found he had nothing to pay [and] accordingly dismissed him. Was attacked in the
night with a violent ear ache which lasted 5–6 hours and left me.Wednesday 3d. Bleed 2 men in
town. Gave one an Emetic92 to take tomorrow morning. A considerable shower fel yesterday for
this country though but barely laid the dust.Thursday 4th. Called on to visit a patient in town
before breakfast. Found him severely exercised with medicine, but doing well. Visited Mr.
Rennison93 4 miles below [and] found him convelesent. Made a proposition to take my mare to
Missouri. Keep her and to breed and give me the mare and half the colts when I return or send
for them. I agree to his proposition.Friday 5th. Spend this day in reading. A light shower
today.Saturday 6th. Nothing of consequence transpires today. Remain at home it being a
pleasant retreat.Sunday 7th. A few shower to day which is very unusual in this country at this
time of year. Rode to town where I found it in complete confusion it being made a day of Sport
then was dancing rasing ever lasting whopping and holloring as is the practice of this
country.Monday 8th. Called on early this morning by the Alcade to visit his Lady.94 Did so.
Attended a fangdango in the evening from special invitations. Little satisfaction to be realized
amongst them.Tuesday 9th. Mr. Rennison came to stay with me a while being in delicate
health.Wednesday 10th. Visited the Indian Chief of the [Taos] tribe.95 Find him very ill of the
dropsy. Expressed abundant gratitude for my compliment by setting me the best that his house
could afford consisting of soup, meat, flour bread, corn cakes, raspberries, and black currands,
&c. and pressed me to take with me when I left.Thursday 11th. Nothing transpires today of
importance. Rode to the distillery for Spts96 of wine.Friday 12th. Visited Severino this morning.
Found the old Lady better. Called at Sr. Lunas. Opened his servt. girl’s thum [and] ordered a
salve made. Afternoon visited the Pueblo villiage. Called on my Indian patient [and] found him ill.
Glad to see me. Me and my company conclude to visit the Cathc priest, who we found in fine
humour. Had much conversation on different subjects such as geography, politicks, &c. Urged us
to stay all night & would not take no for an answer until I urged the necessity of visiting a patient
that evening when he consented.Saturday 13th. Went to town this morning [and] found several
of my Missouri friends. Wrote 2 letters in the afternoon to my friends in Missouri.Sunday 14th.
Sent for early this morning to visit a man at the Ranch[os de Taos] who has a Polypus97 in the
nose and a Polypus or fungus excrescence98 in the eye and of an enourmous size. He begs me
to excise the excrescence feeling willing to run all risks trusting in his God. Agree to visit him



again. Gave medicine to a young Lady for slight spasms in the Stomach and returned home.
Was called on in the evening to visit a man afflected with Phymosis.99 Unable to pay me, bleed
and give him medicine.Monday 15. Sent for to visit young Cordiva under fever and a lance arm
from Bleding. Staid all night better in the morning.Tuesday 16. Returned from Sr. Cordivas this
morning on foot. Afternoon visited my patients at the Ranch with Mr. Baillio. Came by Cordivas
house. On my return found the family Considerably agitated from a near encampment of
Indians.Wednesday 17. Visited a woman in town labouring under the Pleurisy. Also visited my
patient with a lance arm and found they had neglected him arm highly inflamed and some fever.
Gave him a dose of Salts100 [and] returned home.Thursday 18th. Showers on the mountains for
several days past. The air feels like the fall of the year. Visited Cordivo today.Friday 19th. Visited
Cordivo [and] found him much better the inflamation having considerably abated.Saturday 20.
Visited Cordivo. Attended a Fangdango in the evening at Sr. Lunars. Retired early. The manners
and costoms seem to improve a little.Sunday 21st. Visited my sick patient at the Ranch101 and
performed an opperation on his eye by extracting the same. This was a painful task, the eye
being obliterated in a great measure, and the socket filled with a morbid excrescence forming a
very considerable protubercule and firmly based upon the bone in and about the socket. Left him
considerably exhausted. Felt samething indisposed from a slight fever after my return
home.Monday 22d. Visited my patient at the Ranch. Found him quite comfortable. Heavy
showers in afternoon with considerable hail.Tuesday 23?102 Visited my patient at the
Ranch.Wednesday 24th. Visited Cordivo & my man at the Ranch, got caught in a heavy
shower.Thursday 25. Visited the Ranch in the afternoon. The Americans begin to collect in order
to [get] organized for their departure.Friday 26. Visited Cordivo by the Ranch—find him nearly
well.Saturday 27. Visited the Ranch by Cordivo in company with an interpreter. Sold my
necklace for a Dispusaton. Gave a fangdango in the evening.Sunday 28. Spent most of the day
in writing letters.Monday 29. Visited the Ranch [and] found Capt. Means103 & some other
Americans.Tuesday 30th. Purchased cloathes of Clapton.104 Attended a Fangdango in the
evening at Mr. Beards.105Wednesday 31st. Visited the Ranch by Cordivos. My friends advise
me to remain in this part of the country a year longer before I go below in order to git the
language and having seen a letter from Sonora stating the scarcity of medicine conclude to stay
on another year in order to obtain medicine from Missouri and accordingly send on a bill to that
effect.Thursday 1st. September. Mr. Rennison came to stay with me last night. He proposes
sending me a suit of clothes next season. I agree to go and encamp with the company who start
today for Missouri. Made fifteen miles when we overtook a part of the company that started
yesterday. A light shower in the evening.Friday 2d. Night cool. Mr. Cave was quite sick last night
with fever. Bled him. Better this morning. Was requested to assist in enrolling and organizing the
[eastbound] company. Elected R. W. Morris Captain [and] divided them into 17 messes, there
being 75 or 80 in all. It is supposed they have 700 head of horses & mules.106 Parted with
company after breakfast and returned much fatigued.Saturday 3d. Visited the Ranch. Feel
something melancholy since Americans left here.Sunday 4. Came to a determination to leave



this place and spend the winter and spring at the pass.107Monday 5th. Begin to settle my
business and prepared for a start.Tuesday 6th. Settled with my landlord allow him 12 dollars a
month for board. Visited the Ranch afternoon.Wednesday 7. Spend most of my time in
reading.Thursday 8. Nothing of importance.Friday 9. Called on to visit a woman in town afflicted
with a pain in her face and says she has discharged large amount from her nose with some
fever.Saturday 10. Visited Ranch. Treated 2 new patients, one with fever, the other Rheumatism.
Occupied from the 10 to the 15th in preparing to start to the Pass but have had but little success
in collecting.Friday 15.108 Started from Taos. Traveled 18 miles. Called at Cordivos in the
morning for money due me [but] refused to pay. Cussed and quit him.Saturday 16th. Started at
day brake. Called at John Andrews.109 Bled and gave him physic. Called at Priest Rados110
who appeared glad to see us. Reached St. Fee at sunset. Put up with Sr. Vigill who treated me
well.
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Santa Fe Reader, “Excellent!. This is really two books in one--Willard's original diary and then
the memoirs he wrote using the diary as a basis. I really enjoyed it and appreciated the in depth
notes provided by the editor. I'd give it six stars if I could!”

Roy Brown, “Move over Susan Magoffin and Adolf Wislizenus! An intriguing view of life in
nineteenth century Northern Mexico.. Susan Magoffin and Adolf Wislizenus move over!
Rowland Willard is on the trail. Willard travelled the Santa Fe Trail and the northern portion of the
Camino Real twenty years before this illustrious pair of diarists. Having recently finished his
medical apprenticeship in Saint Charles Missouri, Willard was ready for adventure. He gathered
his guns, threw his saddle over his horse and set off for Taos with the annual caravan.After a
couple of months in Taos, he continued south to Chihuahua where he spent a little over two
years practicing in the community and becoming friends with the local aristocracy. It served him
well. With the expulsion of the Spanish he decided it was time for him to move on, and he
headed for the coast and back up to Missouri. He claims to have smuggled $2400 but
deposited over $7000 in an account at the Bank of New Orleans. That would have been a nice
income for just a couple of years.After he retired more than thirty years later, he took his diaries
and wove them into an autobiography that not only makes a fine adventure but provides us with
insight into the life of the times, stimulates our imagination and brings us face to face with the
raw realities of frontier living.Joy Poole worked hard to transcribe Willards’ texts and present
them in an intelligible fashion with screeds of footnotes that will thrill the history geek and
provide innumerable stimuli for future research.”

barbara, “The Source of the Movie, Revenant!. This is a very enjoyable read which will appeal to
a wide variety of readers. Although I don’t have a medical background, I especially enjoyed the
descriptions of Dr. Willard’s medical practices. Blood letting seemed to be a major treatment for
a variety of ailments. With the exceptions of high rents, certain aspects of Santa Fe hasn’t
changed much since the 1820s- nightly fandangos, chile with most meals, and interesting
characters. I loved reading the description of Dr. Willard's examination of Hugh Glass, the
mountain man - a story so riveting that Hollywood has created a movie about it "Revenant"!I
think many readers, not just historians, will enjoy the descriptions in Dr. Willard’s travel journal —
visiting a Pueblo Indian village in New Mexico, the social stratification in Mexico, and the
practices of a medical doctor in the first part of the 1800s.  It's a fascinating book.”

The book has a rating of  5 out of 4.0. 4 people have provided feedback.
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